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INTRODUCTION
Noise is the ultimate limiter of communication.
—Colin Cherry, On Human Communication
We are buried within ourselves; we send out
signals, gestures, and sounds indefinitely.
—Michel Serres, The Parasite

analyzing computer-mediated communication in a series of noisy channels, this study of cultural forms developing around the human–computer
interface looks at digital culture through the lens of inefficiencies. Rather
than focus on how one might design the most ergonomic interface or
engineer trustworthy reciprocity of encoding and decoding under conditions of lossy transmission, this book profiles a digital culture that goes
against the grain of efficiency and ergonomics and embraces the reserves
that reside in noise, error, and glitch. Digital culture taps reservoirs of
creative expression under the conditions of networked computing, despite an apparent trend toward clean interfaces and tightly controlled
interactions. The motivation for this book is not to restate Murphy’s
law—anyone using computers knows they will inevitably fail—but to
engage with some core assumptions about “new media” and the hype
surrounding each new technology in its early stages. From the anachronisms of hypertext theory to the mythologies of cyberterrorism, and from
the glitchy sounds that computers unleash to the compelling scenarios
of erring and exploring in gaming, this book engages with the dynamics of innovation and teleology in media history, discussing text, image,
sound, virtual spaces, and gestures in channels of computer-mediated
communication that embrace the limitations and closures of computing
ix

x
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culture around the turn of the twenty-first century rather than trying to
overcome them. This book therefore profiles the productivity of noise in
computer culture, tracing it in a series of examples: from writing under
the conditions of the database, to questions of secrecy and visibility in a
world of networked screens, to laptop music distributed by net labels, to
playing with games as models of contingency, and finally to the question
of archival access and cultural memory of the experience of play and
performance in computer culture.
Tracing in new media cultures a resistance against the heritage of
motion studies, ergonomics, and efficiency, I borrow some terminology
from information theory, which influenced the work of some of the foremost media theorists of the second half of the twentieth century, ranging
from Marshall McLuhan, Michel Serres, and Max Bense to Vilém Flusser,
Friedrich Kittler, and Katherine Hayles, to name but a few. As humanities
scholars grounded in historical and conceptual inquiry, they integrate
insights from the history of technology and the philosophy of science.
For instance, Hayles writes with reference to Claude Shannon and Serres
of “formal results within information theory that demonstrated noise in
a communication channel need not always destructively interfere with
the message, but rather could itself become part of the message.”1 Following in their conceptual footsteps, this book not only treats of signals,
gestures, and sounds in emerging forms of creative expression—ranging
from writing and music to film and games—but also aims to contribute
theoretically to current debates in the field of critical new media studies.
Arguably this burgeoning field has never been more in need of historical
grounding, because the role of critical analysis and conceptual interpretation is too often swept aside by an emphasis on current social and political factors in the industry.2 By the same token, as Alan Liu emphasizes,
“when new media is understood to be fully embedded in history rather
than (as when it is facilely said that the internet makes books obsolete)
post-historical, then it appears to be trickily both before and after its
time.”3 Media technologies that afford time axis manipulation complicate discourse analysis; although the following chapters roughly follow
a historical sequence, the story of our “information society” does not
simply provide a linear index of progress.
The term information has a varied career, from its etymological con-
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notations of the formative (including education) to denoting something
communicable across time and space (and its value may depend on a
particular time and space), and thence on to Shannon’s quantitative
definition.4 These aspects are retained (to different degrees) in the current
use of the word in media studies; Mark Poster contrasts Marx’s mode
of production to a more contemporary mode of information, and Bense
juxtaposes a classical, Archimedean world, understood in terms of expenditures of energy and labor, with a nonclassical, Pascalian world of
communication and information.5 In the historical context of a confluence
of radar screens, telephone and radio communication, game theory, and
mathematical thought on secure channels, “the concept of information
applies not to the individual messages (as the concept of meaning would),
but rather to the situation as a whole.”6 Furthermore, “the productive
ambiguity of noise emerged from the consideration that it is too much
information—and precisely unexpected information.”7 Along such a
trajectory, the structural and quantitative approach of what came to be
called information theory is related to cybernetics as a general “science of
relations” between systems (including biological, computational, neurological, social, and other systems), with an emphasis on communication
or human–machine interactions.8
Soon, Turing machines, cybernetics, and information theory began to
influence other academic areas. For instance, Jacques Lacan calls cybernetics and psychoanalysis parallel instances of the same thought experiment.9
Asserting that “the entire field covered by the cybernetic program will be
the field of writing,” Jacques Derrida goes on to argue that “cybernetics is
itself intelligible only in terms of a history of the possibilities of the trace
as the unity of a double movement of protention and retention.”10 Indeed,
cybernetics has a history in Germany and elsewhere that predates the Macy
conferences and the publication of Norbert Wiener’s writing: in the early
1940s, Hermann Schmidt developed a “theory of circular relations” in
collaboration with several biologists, striving to express it mathematically
and explore it technically.11 Nobel Prize winner François Jacob writes that
biological “heredity is described today in terms of information, messages,
and code,” and of course the genetic analogy is consequential.12 In turn, at
a colloquium on the nature of medical thought, Michel Foucault suggested
that it ought to be conceived not in positivist terms but as information
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processing, as interpretation of a pathological message emitted by a body.
Such messages of health and illness were to Foucault above all auditory
rather than visual. He hastened to add that this should not be misunderstood as a kind of humanistic dialogue between patient and doctor,
and he pointed out that the body does nothing but make noise. Medical
practice is to “decode the non-silence of the organs.” A medical doctor
is not dealing with the patient’s narration but with the primordial noise
of the body: “He is dealing with the noise. Through this noise, he must
hear the elements of a message.” By extension of the diagnostic metaphor,
Foucault writes that the doctor “must eliminate the noise, close his ears
to everything that is not an element of the message.”13 Commentators
have aligned this little-known essay by Foucault on “message or noise”
with a juxtaposition of objectifying gaze versus sonorous attention, but
it seems as if Foucault here applies noise suppression to both.14 As these
samples show, one must beware that a concept such as information not
be naturalized and emptied of its specificity.15
For communication as we discuss it here, the addressee is almost always a human recipient, in a multiplicity of channels—whether directly, as
in film or on the telephone, or indirectly as via a postcard or a secret code,
whether received through sight or hearing or touch or smell, across space
(as in radio or television) or across time (as in books or audio recordings),
whether communicating one to one, one to many, or for that matter many
to one or many to many. A steady, uninterrupted, monotonous sound
carries little or no information beyond the fact that there is a source emitting a sine wave, but if it is interrupted, that already allows for encoded
messages according to the scheme, for instance, of Morse code. Every
message presupposes the unpredictable mutability of its physical channel,
whether it is electricity, air, or whatever; this minimal variability allows
the channel to carry information by dint of signal modulation. Predicated
on an inventory of signs, a communications process has a finite duration
T and bandwidth B, which means that although it may appear to a recipient as a continuous signal, it can be transmitted as a finite sequence of
discrete values, K = 2BT. As Alan Turing put it for computer processing,
“We might say that the clock enables us to introduce a discreteness into
time, so that time for some purposes can be regarded as a succession of
instants instead of a continuous flow. A digital machine must essentially
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deal with discrete objects.”16 This defines digital transmission or storage
of analog signals. However, as Warren McCullough summarizes the
multifaceted discussion at the Macy conferences,
Analogue devices showed tendencies for errors to appear in the
least significant place, but were limited by precision of manufacture
and could not be combined to secure additional places. Digital
devices might show errors in any place (a limitation inherent in all
positional nomenclatures), never required extreme accuracy, and
could always be combined to secure another place, at the same
price per place as previously. When components are relays, the
digital devices sharpen the signal at every repetition.17
As resolution increases, a limitation of channel capacity is that it carries a
certain amount of noise; Harry Nyquist found that noise gains energy as
bandwidth increases.18 A programming language called Nyquist (named
in his honor and based on Lisp) was designed to analyze, synthesize, and
manipulate sounds, including reverse noise removal in an audio editing
program such as Audacity so as to keep rather than suppress a noise.19
The present study will treat of “noisy” interactions under the conditions of what is often called information society, or human communication
under the auspices of computing. The chapters seek to investigate how
creativity in audiovisual culture is communicable within the networks of
computer-mediated interaction, from hypertext and tactical media arts to
music and computer games. Although there are some references to the
vocabulary of informatics, the emphasis here is on the cultural layer, as it
were, that develops in coping with the structures and strictures of digital
media. The pivotal question here is not whether culture changes under
the conditions of ubiquitous computing, nor whether the trajectory from
Morse code and pulse code modulation to the Internet and social media
necessitates adaptations in our analytical and critical vocabulary; both
are obvious questions that are besides the point. The issue is, rather, that
expressions of cultural creativity operate in embracing rather than overcoming or ignoring limitations, whether those of a hairy brush and oily
paint on canvas or those of a highly regimented calculating machine and
its peers on a mycelium of nodes. In what is still essentially a modernist
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paradigm, aesthetic expressions in digital culture seek to be recognized
as both entirely new and inheriting the legitimacy of any serious art that
preceded it. And even as the arts seek to put modernism behind them,
there is arguably no art without any constraints at all. As the break with
tradition has become its own tradition for aesthetic communication, digital culture is at times accused of teetering between kitsch, nostalgia, and
cargo cult or celebrated as camp or postmodern pastiche. Nonetheless,
there is room for real innovation, specifically against the industrial trends
of efficiency and ergonomics. The formalization of scientific knowledge
about probability and selection, stochastics and statistics, channel capacity and error correction helped produce a wealth of communication
platforms and engineering solutions, yet the exploration and expression of audiovisual creativity responds to reserves and resistances in
these formations.20
For new media studies in particular and digital humanities in general,
this raises the question whether looking for such reserve or resistance
is merely an attitude or luxury, or whether there is not a fundamental
claim staked in aesthetic communication. It would surely oversimplify
matters to surmise that the signal–noise dichotomy has come to displace
codes pivoting on distinctions such as old–new, original–conventional,
interesting–boring, simple–complex, ugly–beautiful, order–disorder,
redundant–informative, serious–trivial, or progressive–conservative.
Indeed, none of these pairs are analogous, and their slippage will motivate the subsequent chapters here. But whether developing formal or
structural, sociological or art historical observations of ideological and
historical options in digital culture, theories of aesthetic communication
in the digital age tend to revolve around access. As pioneering new media
arts curator Jasia Reichardt wrote four decades ago,
The role of the computer in the realm of the visual arts is not limited
to the production of graphics, sculptures, computer-aided action
paintings, films and cybernetic devices. . . . The computer could
be the tool for the democratization of art in its availability, even
if it could do very little about making art more comprehensible
or desirable.21
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What binds the following five chapters together is that each observes a
cultural register of human–computer interactions in digital culture: our
purportedly “interactive” life under the conditions of the database, of
various screens and displays and their interface metaphors, and of the
input and output devices and peripherals that afford humans ways of
storing, accessing, and manipulating information. As Rudolf Arnheim
read Wiener, “information is defined as the opposite of entropy, and
entropy is a measure of disorder.”22 Shannon’s famous diagram shows
the information source passing a message from a transmitter as signal to
a receiver destination, via the contingent yet systemic interference that
is the noise source. However, this renders the distorting interference not
only as a “parasite” but also as a second-order signal source, where it
can act both as negation and as generation of received signals. As Serres
modifies the model, “background noise is the ground of our perception,
absolutely uninterrupted, it is our perennial sustenance, the element of the
software of all our logic. It is the residue and cesspool of our messages.”23
Moreover, the concept of feedback can be illustrated if you picture yourself
at a lively party: you may notice the involuntary tendency for people to
raise their voices in the presence of noise in the environment, yet that
very attempt to resist degradation of the intelligibility of their messages
makes them harder to understand, as they add to environmental noise.
This compensation is sometimes called the Lombard reflex, and its result,
like other forms of feedback, can defeat efficient communication.24 Yet
by the same token, the productivity of distortion for media culture was
formalized as a cybernetic insight, whereby noise functions as negation
of communication, and its valorization allows operational observation of
communication systems. This realization inevitably led to research into
the possibility of transmitting information with zero probability of error; as
Shannon put it, “it may be of interest to consider, rather than codes with
probability of error approaching zero, codes for which the probability is
zero and to investigate the highest possible rate of transmission.”25 But
knowing that a theoretical zero error capacity is “certainly less than or
equal to the ordinary capacity for any channel” is cold comfort as long
as contaminations abound. One consequence for computer-mediated
communication is that redundancy can turn from an attribute of security
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to an attribute of insecurity, as will be discussed in detail in chapter 2.
When recurring noise patterns become signal sources as their regularity
renders them legible, the systemic function of distortion doubles over as
deterioration of message quality and as enrichment of the communication process. Information theory owes crucial impulses to anticipating
interception by an enemy cryptanalyst:
From the point of view of the cryptanalyst, a secrecy system is
almost identical with a noise communication system. The message (transmitted signal) is operated on by a statistical element,
the enciphering system, with its statistically chosen key. The result
is the cryptogram (analogous to the perturbed signal) which is
available for analysis.26
Thus the synthesis of signal and key decrypts the noisy transmission into
a received message for the destined receiver, but it is encoded so that the
anticipated distortion of communication, namely the interception and
decoding of the message by enemy cryptanalysts, might be avoided. For
instance, the normal frequency of letters in different languages yields a
clue: whereas in Italian, the most common letters are E, I, A, and O, in
French they are E, A, S, and N, in German E, N, R, and I, and in English
E, T, O, and A, respectively. Another way to distinguish them is if we
know that the hyphen is used 14 times per 1,000 characters in written
German but 17 or 18 times per 1,000 characters in English. Moreover,
consider the statistical frequency of digrams or trigrams; in French, the
most common combinations of any three letters of the alphabet are ENT
(118 times in any 1,000) followed by LES (77 times), whereas in German it is EIN followed by SCH (120 and 105 times, respectively), and
in English THE followed by AND (233 and 90 times per 1,000), which
helps with encoding for efficient throughput but also with decoding a
cryptogram. The same holds for other channels, and thus Shannon’s
communication theory of secrecy collapses noise (to foes) and message
(to friends) and always has to anticipate both desirable and undesirable
negation: what is noise to one may be message to another. This book
will seek to unfold the consequences of this insight across a variety of
cultural channels.
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From the earliest radio transmissions and interceptions to the commercial union of military technology and entertainment in television
and videogames, and from the protocomputers of Bletchley Park to data
mining on the Internet, media history can be told as the history of secret
intelligence, defining the reality of the past century and a half. New media
studies thus survey technologies of the sign from software engineering as
information hiding to the split screens of our divided attention, concealment from Turing games to the use of avatars in virtual worlds, and data
integrity from espionage and signal intelligence to secure e-commerce.
Arguably there is no digital technology that does not raise questions about
secrecy, in relation to often irreconcilable demands of privacy, security,
trust, freedom of speech, and human rights. Thus Guy Debord suggests
that our obsession with revelations, with uncovering secrecy everywhere,
is part of the society of the spectacle, and he criticizes it as a distraction
from the ways secrecy actually permeates our media society.27
Media theorist Vilém Flusser, who had joined the Brazilian society
for cybernetics in 1959, anticipated the importance of computing in a
number of ways and incorporated its vocabulary productively into his
thought.28 Flusser argued that media technologies functioned according
to a specific program that precedes their affordances; information is only
the knowledge for the user of media technology that is not redundant,
and human culture and communication are forms of negative entropy
that counter the inexorable process of nature.29 He saw the transition to
computer culture as a stark one when he conjectured that “occidental
culture is a discourse whose most important information is stored in an
alphanumeric code. This code is in the process of being replaced by other,
differently structured codes.”30 However, the present study argues that
the ongoing process to be investigated is not in fact simply a replacement and that the introduction of nonlinear codes does not happen all
at once with the advent of computing. It may be more accurate to talk
about supplements that never unambiguously displace the purportedly
linear codes of writing or music but productively complicate them in a
range of repertories. Inversely, a systematic look at storage, processing,
and transmission of information conveys a sense that linear, historical,
process-oriented thought does not simply yield to analytical, structural,
nondimensional thought but that they supplement each other, long
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before—and all along with—the manifestation of one or another emphasis
in technical form.31 Flusser’s pessimistic warning was that “writing, in
the sense of placing letters and other marks one after another, appears
to have little or no future. Information is now more effectively transmitted by codes other than those of written signs.”32 Yet what made him an
influential media theorist was his insistence on conceptualizing images,
words, and codes systematically. This is now the main task of the digital
humanities.
In the last decade, major digital text and image archives at East
Coast centers of humanities computing in the United States (such
as Brown University and the University of Virginia) have proved
the sophistication and robustness of text encoding for literature.
In a logically similar move, some of the most advanced humanities computing projects on the US West Coast—for example, those
associated with the University of California’s Digital Cultures
Project and Digital Arts Research Network—have pursued the
complementary paradigm of database technology.33
As Alan Liu puts it by way of an allusion to Kittler, the distinctive signal
at the turn of the twenty-first century synthesizes 1800 and 1900.34 Since
Leibniz, Babbage, and Boole, machines afford simulations, and since cut
and montage and linear prediction code, cinema and new media have
revolutionized our sense of time and space.35 Arnheim complains that
“the tempting prospect of applying information theory to the arts and
thereby reducing aesthetic form to quantitative measurement has remained
largely unrewarding,” but with the advent of computing that is not merely
numerical but capable of rigorous modeling, immersive simulation, and
dimensional audiovisual stimulation, it is no longer merely a question
of reduction as such.36 McLuhan’s observations on media transpositions
rendered the traditional distinction between logic and aesthetics invalid:
we are enveloped in mediascapes that would not exist without computing technology.37 This book will not try to trace mimesis or simulation
as much as a generative and participatory “information aesthetics” that
is no longer representational in the conventional sense but hinges on
technologies of access to and interaction with raw data.38 Thus chapter
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1 argues that plurivocal hypertext may have seemed like a radical shift
but in fact grew out of the historical logic of the archive and the database.
Far from proving Flusser’s pessimistic surmise that writing has no future
when other codes take over, chapter 2 illustrates some of the effects of a
shift in emphasis: media activism under the conditions of the Net and
Web raises fundamental political question of who gets to say, show, or
write what, whether visibly on the displays or less visibly in the source
code. By extension, chapter 2 engages in what one might call “occultural
studies,” or the history of secret communications.39 Furthermore, this
book sets out to examine other peculiar strictures of creative expression
and “unprogrammed” communication in digital culture, not only in
forms of creative writing under the conditions of networked computing
but also in the rhetoric of technological correctness that is neither simply
libertarian nor anarchic but has palpably shaped the way questions of
access and control are negotiated in computer-mediated communication
in general and the expressive politics of hacktivism and tactical media
in particular. This will be seen in the use of computers to synthesize
sounds, generate patterns, and compose music; and in two chapters on
computer game culture. Building on the opening chapters that discuss
writing, visual communication, and music, chapter 4 focuses on glitches
in the human–computer interfaces that come to the fore in gaming and
chapter 5 on the production of digital animation within computer games
that can take documentary, fictional, or experimental forms, a practice
commonly called machinima. Here it should be emphasized that Shannon is a seminal reference not just for information theory in general
but also for music and games in the digital age, because in his house he
had collected five pianos, more than thirty other musical instruments, a
range of pioneering chess computers (many of which he built himself),
and various electronic toys he invented, such as “Throbac,” “Nimwit,”
“Hoax,” and the mind-reading machine. Alan Turing was astonished
that “Shannon wants to feed not just data to a brain, but cultural things!
He wants to play music to it!”40 Shannon was a gadgeteer as well as an
early pioneer in computer gaming (although he was careful to describe
his gadgets as nonnumerical computing, to distinguish them from Turing machines). He divided his computational toys into three categories:
those based primarily on rules and tables, those dominated by strategy,
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and those that could learn. Arguably this typology of gaming still raises
productive questions in digital culture; in playing with games, reading
machinima through its gestures may ground new media studies in the
conditions of possibility of computing culture, the triple setup of computer
graphics, interface ergonomics, and database form.
Questions of access and interaction must be raised also for making
music in the digital age. Flusser talks about the codes of occidental culture
as both enumerating and narrative gestures, and these modes of counting
and accounting appear to him to line up in ways that allow for closure,
whereas the gestures of the media age depart from such modes. In the
tsunami of publications about new media, digital culture, and media
theory, the area of music generated with the aid of computers is all too
often ignored. Perhaps it was always already easier for music to bridge
alleged gaps between nature and culture in favor of their coevolution.
Therefore, chapter 3 focuses on making music with the new affordances
of computers, be it harnessing complex algorithms to make a laptop your
performance partner or poking at keys to play Guitar Hero on a Blackberry.
Chapters 4 and 5 will extend that argument about creative expression
under the conditions of computer games. As Flusser surmises, telematic
society can playfully produce information to resist entropy.41 Specifically,
chapter 4 investigates the tension between ludic contingency and rulebound computing, and chapter 5 takes a look at playing with games in
ways that transfer the gestural registers of theater and cinema into the
differently circumscribed realms of off-the-shelf videogames.
Each of the following chapters will thus explicate the stakes of a
computing culture that is perpetually fending off the kind of closures associated with efficient and ergonomic interfaces, lossless communication,
perfect sound forever, jitter-free, tamper-resistant, low-latency datascapes.
Clearly access remains as important as ever, yet it is increasingly regulated
and constrained in visible and palpable ways. This tendency to black-box
applications, to cordon off hardware and software, is met with a range
of responses, from user policies to hacking, from repurposing hardware
to open-source software, and from playing with games to rewriting the
interface altogether.

1
HYPERTEXT AND ITS
ANACHRONISMS
It is as though I had lost my way & asked
someone the way home. He says he will show
me and walks with me along a nice smooth
path. This suddenly comes to an end. And now
my friend says: All you have to do now is to
find the rest of the way home from here.
—Ludwig Wittgenstein, Culture and Value:
A Selection from the Posthumous Remains

the transition from analog to digital media is perhaps too readily
understood as a shift from continuity to fragmentation, from narration
to archeology.1 One might instead view it as a process of translation,
because what is completely untranslatable into new media will disappear as fast as what is utterly translatable.2 Such threats of disappearance
tend to lead to symptomatic cultural formations in a network culture
that Tiziana Terranova describes as “characterized by an unprecedented
abundance of information output and by an acceleration of informational
dynamics,” a dynamic she describes as “the relation between noise and
signal, including fluctuation and microvariations, entropic emergencies
and negentropic emergences, positive feedback and chaotic processes.”3
As a consequence, new media studies can be portrayed as organized
around a distinction between information and meaning. Moreover, the
implications of digitalization for learning and pedagogy are the topic of
numerous scholarly efforts; the most widely used hypertextual systems
seemed to bear witness to the creation of a “new economy.” But whereas
some saw the Internet conquering the world and hoped for complete,
1
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encyclopedic fulfillment of meaning, others saw only total noise and
formed their neo-Luddite resistance against the overload. Their discontent
concerned not so much the machine as its purported effects. Curiously,
the news media are constantly abuzz with reports of cyberslacking and
other forms of corporate employee ambivalence but without much critical reflection along the lines of what Michel de Certeau analyzed as “la
perruque.”4 Both positions pivot on the same unquestioned assumption:
that something irreversibly, incontrovertibly new is intruding on the turf
of textual production and reception.5
Hypertext is the popular form of computer-mediated communication
that has raised perhaps the highest expectations for a transformation of
culture.6 It has been hailed as a new form of literature, a new encyclopedia,
a universal library, and a metamedium that would ingest and replace all
older media. Theodor Nelson, who coined the term in 1963, proposed
considering hypertext a “generalized footnote,” and other media theorists
such as Jacob Nielsen, Norbert Bolz, and Friedrich Kittler have followed
him in this respect.7 However, the footnote is still for the most part coextensive with the technology of the printing press, even as it expresses a
certain strain against the linearity of narrative conventions.8 More than
constituting an extension of annotation and gloss, hypertext draws on
processes of subverting, inverting, and exploding the apparent linearity of
the page, in self-referential ways modern literature has already exploited.
(A radicalization of general self-annotation is playfully illustrated by
Heath Bunting’s readme.html, where every word is a hypertext link.9) But
broader acceptance of hypertext in and as culture will be achieved only
partly by way of improved technical concepts.10 Therefore, we need an
attentive reading both of the promises that throw historical caution to
the winds of mass distraction and of the quick assimilations that tend to
reduce the complexity of any new situation to something already known.
Thus, if one were to maintain a truly innovative character of hypertext,
a more promising model might be the database.11 Indeed, new media
art no longer presents itself as narrative; its forms have no beginning
or end, no predetermined sequence. Consequently, information theory
can assign various probabilities to a set of possible messages. These and
related observations about the symbolic form of computer-age fiction,
cinema, games, art, and literature may or may not carry the full weight
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of the hype with which an absolute innovation was heralded. The point
of the present argument will be to test, as a selective probe in the genealogy of media, whether claims of an absolute departure are justified. If
the following paragraphs focus mostly on hypertext (before subsequent
chapters focus on the visual tactics of hacktivism, the recuperation of
glitches in sound art, electronica, and games, and finally machinima as an
emergent new media practice), it is because the widespread aestheticization of digital forms of expression, distinguishing between hypermedia
and intermedia, separating fiction from interactive art, and so forth, in
the end invariably fails to account for the fundamental question raised
exemplarily by hypertext: how to explain the anachronism of claiming
precursors and forefathers while presenting a radical departure. It is a
curious side effect of positing such a paradigm shift that the logic of the
break is applied to itself, and suddenly, with hindsight, it appears as if
everyone knew it all along: as hypertext is hyped, much of what it supposedly superseded turns into hypertext avant la lettre.
To be sure, a text that contained its own exhaustive index would already be nothing but its own index and therefore the end of what it indexes;
thus, the computer explodes the boundaries of the book. Hypertext makes
references within the textual machine available, while their exact manner
of connection remains open. The factors that affect and transform culture
are less a matter of the media achievements that challenge the capacity of
cultural memory than of the conditions that question the functioning of
memory as such.12 However, it is not enough to counter the promise of
new media with the oldest critique on the books, that they scatter knowledge, undermine memory, and expose thinking to its deterioration.13 It is
feasible to see hypermedia as little more than an improved means to an
old end, as Thoreau said of the telegraph—but with hindsight we know
that technologies not only change the institutions of learning, they also
transform the juridical and political milieu of culture.14 To arrive at an
appreciation of hypertext, one may look back at the development of the
card index. Yet the point is not to historicize what goes beyond the book
by pointing out that what first took shape as a bound sheaf recently has
begun to fall apart again. Certainly in the sixteenth century, one knew to
generate and copy excerpts and to summarize them in a register, but the
loose pages were invariably threaded together, not handled individually.15
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For rhetorical memory it was imperative not to work with loose sheets;
because such excerpts were to be reread and committed to memory, it
would imperil the entire project if their position in the collection were
variable.16 The ability to sort and shift entries in varying correlations was
long perceived not as a valued feature of knowledge management but as
a dangerous weakness of the system.
At the end of the seventeenth century, a historical comparison of
different techniques for excerpting and indexing led to the development of a “learned box” that would enable the relational manipulation
of notes.17 This repository was soon adapted and adopted by writers,
lawyers, historians, and philosophers: whereas John Locke published
the description of his card index in 1686 anonymously, by 1796 Jean
Paul could publish a novel called The Life of Quintus Fixlein, pulled from
fifteen card indexes. Whatever occurred to Leibniz while reading or even
on his walks, he scribbled onto slips for which he had a special cabinet
constructed.18 The search for a page norm was easily settled: playing
cards had been in use for indexing at least since the French revolution.
On May 15, 1791, the French government decreed that a list of confiscated
books was needed to decide their fate: sell the libraries of noble families
and monasteries, or make them accessible to the public. Local authorities
resisted the scheme, because they had good reason to fear that after a
book index went to Paris, the books themselves would not be far behind.
Thus the National Assembly recommended quick new ways of indexing.
Instructions were issued to inexperienced aides, who would take stock
where the intractable librarians seemed to procrastinate. Regardless of
local library customs, they were to go and copy each book’s publishing
information on a numbered playing card. These cards would later be
more easily handled and sorted than a number of incongruent lists from
the eighty-three departments; the operation netted the commission 1.2
million cards, to be used for a national library.19
As contemporaries of Hegel describe in detail, he systematically
hoarded ideas and excerpts on note cards and carried them around from
his school days, when he started at age fifteen, to his death.20 A similar
system is described by Charles Darwin: “I keep from thirty to forty large
portfolios, in cabinets with labeled shelves, into which I can at once put
a detached reference or memorandum. I have bought many books and
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at their ends I make an index of all the facts that concern my work. Before beginning on any subject I look to all the short indexes and make
a general and classified index, and by taking the one or more proper
portfolios I have all the information collected during my life ready for
use.”21 Gerhart Hauptmann “wrote his nocturnal ideas on the wallpaper
near his bed,” then cut it up to paste it into his daily output.22 Beatrice
Webb remarks in her autobiography My Apprenticeship of her attempts to
persuade Oxbridge graduates that her index cards were “an indispensable instrument in the technique of sociological enquiry,” and C. Wright
Mills mentions his discovery that what he called cross-classification was
crucial in keeping index cards.23 Raymond Carver taped citations and
fragments on three-by-five cards to the wall beside his desk; Georges
Perec, who had worked as an archivist in a scientific laboratory, likewise
yielded to the “temptation towards an individual bureaucracy” and
developed a complex filing system, using his index cards for most of his
literary publications.24
Despite this respectable lineage (itself reconstructed from excerpts of
excerpts), the card index figures mostly as an anonymous, furtive factor
in text generation, acknowledged—all the way into the twentieth century—merely as a memory crutch. (In 1981, when the Internet consisted
of just 256 computers, Bob Kahn, co-designer of the TCP/IP networking
protocol, was in charge of issuing Internet addresses and carried around
index cards in his shirt pocket to keep track of newly issued addresses.)
Because scholars are expected not just to reproduce knowledge but to
produce innovative thought (figured not just as a recombination of good
quotations but as opening new arguments and lines of investigation), their
knowledge management tends to be a private matter, with rare exceptions.
But the question remains whether there is indeed a departure from the
“neolithic mind” Claude Lévi-Strauss glosses over in an interview, when
he admits that his own memory “is a self-destructive thief” counterbalanced only by his extensive use of a card index:
I get by when I work by accumulating notes—a bit about everything, ideas captured on the fly, summaries of what I have read,
references, quotations. . . . And when I want to start a project, I
pull a packet of notes out of their pigeonhole and deal them out
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like a deck of cards. This kind of operation, where chance plays a
role, helps me revive my failing memory.25
In his subversion of the rigorous constraints of memorial order by dint
of chance and play, Lévi-Strauss seems to allow that the notes may either
restore memory—or else restore the possibility of contingency, which
gives thinking a chance under the conditions of modernity. That hypertext may instantiate such an epistemology of chance and play on-screen
is therefore no innovation; the encoding and deciphering practices of
computer-linked textuality merely recapture what had been possible
already with the primitive means of note cards, or playing cards. Hence
the temptation to claim them for hypertextual ancestry.
Suggesting encyclopedic fulfillment and yet accessible only in constant
dispersion, hypertext has the potential to radicalize literary production.
Writing was never simply a means of data storage; as it inscribes and
erases traces of textual work, of memory and anticipation, it seems as if
literalizing this structure as hypertext could approach the most exalted
hopes of literature. The bulk of critical commentary tends to focus on
the question of hypertext reception, but insight into textual production
complicates a careful archeology of the self-reflective poetics of literature
written under the conditions of the personal computer. Just as early cinema
lagged behind the aesthetic possibilities of theater when it imitated its
devices, hyperfiction tends to lag behind the poetics of prescreen literature.
As with many technological innovations, at first hypertext appeared to
spell the end of the book, the end of literature, the end of the humanistic
constraints of perception. But instead of an immense extension of aesthetics, as media optimists envisioned, computing technologies soon turned
out to have an anesthetic effect, threatening to turn the user of a tool into
a mere consumer of anachronisms. Despite the widespread digitalization of all media, most attempts to put computers to literary use restrict
themselves to hypertext, and the result more often than not falls back
behind much modern prose. To be sure, hypertext can pose significant
challenges to the conventions of canon, author, reader, and text. That
does not prevent philologists from using hypertext for their analyses.26
Even the most skeptical media critics demonstrate increasing technical
competence.27 On the other hand, numerous cultural commentators who
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seek to establish the renewed relevance of their particular intellectual
lineage claim prescience when it comes to this knowledge system and
interface. Vilém Flusser called Champollion a computer avant la lettre,
because he cracked the hieroglyphic code.28 Friedrich Kittler considers
Hegel’s notebooks “hypertextual” and Babbage a “precursor of the computer,” and with Lacan, he identifies the “first machine” based on empty
placeholders as Pascal’s invention of the arithmetic triangle in 1654.29 As
mentioned already, Lacan called cybernetics and psychoanalysis parallel
instances of the same thought experiment.30 With hindsight, everybody
knew all along. Recollection becomes oblivion, and the interface principle
WYSIWYG becomes WYSIWYF: what you see is what you (for)get. Such
parapraxis slips into the discussion of hypertext and the Internet wherever
you look. One might say that the symptom of new media studies is this
screen memory. As long as we remain blind to the texture of this symptom,
we seem to get over it simply enough: hypertext will have been nothing
but the metalanguage that never presents itself and remains folded in.
One contemporary side of this symptom is search engine optimization
and other soft censorship; the other side is WikiLeaks and the revived
desire for a reliable index of adaptable permalinks.31 Context hides directly
beneath the surface, always a click away; information is the logarithm of
the number of possible symbol sequences, and there is no world before
stochastic communication systems. In the age of digital modification
and insufficient version control, the screen is the horizon of memory.32
By far the most enthusiastic reception of hypertext in all its dimensions was extended by cultural theorists: at long last, all the promises of
their approaches seemed to have come into their own, be they hybridity,
nomadism, polyphony, intertextuality, or discourse analysis. Hypertext
was going to prove Foucault, Iser, Barthes, or Deleuze right.33 Whether
the attention paid to hypertext is seen as confirmation of rhizomatics,
actualization of semiotic theory, or a return with a vengeance of reception
aesthetics, all these modes fail to recognize a basic and pivotal fact about
the precarious status of hypertext: programs can be called writing, but in
order to run, in order for text to be displayed properly, to be distributed
and received, they need to be translated into other codes.34 Despite the
obvious misgivings that a grand narrative of textual and theoretical innovation might smuggle traditional hermeneutics back in through the
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back door of technological determinism, it has been claimed as belated
support for certain poststructuralist and semiotic claims. Derrida indeed
wondered “whether the digressive, complicated, parenthetical, sophisticated structure of this discourse, which seems to include notes within notes,
infinitely en abyme, derives from the fact that I wrote it on a computer.”35
George Landow was among the first academics to claim a “convergence”
of hypertext and the theoretical micrologies of the last three decades.36
He identified the key feature of hypertext as the link, and he presented
it as a kind of parodic hypertrophy of the footnote. Landow’s identification of Derrida’s writing as hypertextual avant la lettre itself exhibits this
sort of drift, if we follow the notes: Landow cites Ulmer, who refers to
an interview with Derrida regarding one passage from Derrida’s Glas,
in which citations from the French Littré dictionary are listed. Across the
Atlantic, Norbert Bolz agreed—calling both Wittgenstein’s Philosophical
Investigations and Derrida’s Glas hypertext avant la lettre.37
Mention of Wittgenstein invites scrutiny of a peculiar aspect of such
contagious retrospective anachronism. His papers, dispersed between
Britain, Norway, Austria, and elsewhere, presented the executors of
his estate with a conundrum when they found a box labeled ZETTEL,
containing numerous loose pages and fragments. Anscombe and von
Wright numbered no fewer than 717 such “scraps,” the earliest dating
from 1929, the latest from 1948 (the bulk were dictated between 1945 and
1948). Were they excess material, occasional ideas, sources, and excerpts?
Should the typescripts and handwritten notes be published, destroyed,
classified—and according to which criteria? A closer look demonstrated
that they constituted a card index and offered clues on the ways in which
Wittgenstein’s writing relied on fine-tuning and copying; version control
after his death proved to be extremely difficult but on rare occasions
very informative. Far from presuming to reconstruct what Wittgenstein
had meant to say in unfinished works, the editors simply ordered and
published what they deemed the significant finds from this card catalog.
Throughout, Wittgenstein’s cut-and-paste practice was integral to his
writing method to an extent that puts the avant-garde claims of hyperfiction to shame: “Usually he continued to work with the typescripts. A
method which he often used was to cut up the typed text into fragments
(‘Zettel’) and to rearrange the order of the remarks.”38 As von Wright
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reports of the Wittgenstein papers, some cuts of longer texts are still extant, others were destroyed, and yet other fragments never made it into
print. A typescript of 768 pages (called simply The Big Typescript) was
dated to 1933, and it had been in the estate’s control since 1951, but only
in 1967 did they discover the “Zettel” from which it was made. Despite
extensive cut-and-paste, the end product was always a linear argument,
not a multidimensional arrangement.
Another important twentieth-century thinker to rely extensively on
index cards was pioneering media theorist Harold Innis.39 Indeed, as
with Wittgenstein, the executors of his estate ended up publishing as a
book a tome called The Idea File, composed of eighteen inches worth of
index cards, with another five inches of reference cards.40 Near the end
of his life, Innis had a selection of handwritten index cards typed up
and numbered, 1 through 339. As the editor notes, the cards themselves
appear to be lost. It is certainly unclear from the published materials
whether Innis’s ruminations on television and art, communication and
trade, secrecy and money, literature and the oral tradition, archives and
history were meant to become a book project; the decision to publish the
cards balances between the putative will to posterity of an author and the
potential embarrassment of presenting incomplete work. Similar concerns
accompanied the posthumous publication of a Nabokov novel, or scraps
for one, which is extant on index cards.41
Above all other unwitting forefathers, Landow and other adopters of
the convergence hypothesis claim that Roland Barthes anticipated hypertext.42 Be it Proust, the daily newspaper, or the television screen—to Barthes,
it was all text, and in the age of the Internet, it was going to be Barthes who
had always already anticipated its structures and strictures.43 Admittedly
Barthes’s writing lends itself to such pretexts, because he often read in a
manner that generated, despite all categorical, classificatory zest, a kind
of constant déjà vu effect.44 In S/Z, Roland Barthes goes so far as to claim
that, faced with the impure communication or “intentional cacophony”
that is literature, one must accept “the freedom of reading the text as if it
had already been read,” and he goes further in asserting that faced with
the plural text, there is no such thing as forgetting its meaning. Indeed,
Barthes believes that one truly reads only in such quasi-forgetting.45
(One might say with Adorno that the retroactive injunction already to
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have read takes the form of a reprise.46) Reading would be a certain kind
of constructively modified forgetting; inversely, it might mean that one
reads only as if one had already read. Here, click theorists and critics of
digitextuality find themselves in agreement with the impresario of the
Desktop Theatre of Amnesia.47 Interestingly, reading Barthes is experiencing
déjà lu, too: the distinctions Barthes made in 1960 between writerly and
readerly texts return in 1968, and his semiological definition of text crops
up in his arguments from 1963 through 1976. “Though most of Barthes’
now ‘canonical’ formulations on textuality occur in the period from 1968
to 1975, the issues that pushed him toward it were organizing his writing much earlier,” observes John Mowitt, “in essence adumbrating the
move that directed his attention to the work’s status.”48 Mowitt notices
how articulation, Barthes’s term in “The Structuralist Activity” of 1963,
“reappears eight years later in the Preface to Sade/Fourier/Loyola,” and
such continuities abound:
Though I might be accused of stretching the point, it is also worth
noting that in order to exemplify the procedural category of “dissection” (articulation’s twin) Barthes has recourse in this essay to
the sonoric distinction between s and z—precisely the distinction
that Barthes later exploited in his most ambitious demonstration
of how one might read “textually,” namely, S/Z.49
Faced with such textual echo, Mowitt concludes, “It becomes difficult to
dismiss this tangle of associations as merely fortuitous.” The reason became
evident to the public when the Centre Pompidou opened an exhibition
on Barthes’s work: he had worked, every day of his intellectual life, with
an extensive card index. In an interview, Barthes described his method:
I’m content to read the text in question, in a rather fetishistic way
writing down certain passages, moments, even words which have
the power to move me. As I go along, I use my cards to write down
quotations, or ideas which come to me, and they do, curiously,
already in the rhythm of a sentence, so that from that moment on,
things are already taking on an existence as writing.50
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From 1942 to his death, Barthes amassed 12,250 note cards, constantly
rewritten and reordered. He had given an outline of this intellectual tool
in an interview, but it was only when his papers were opened by the
manuscript researchers of Institut Mémoires de l’Edition Contemporaine
that the scope of his card index could be studied. “There is a kind of
censorship,” Barthes said, “which considers this topic taboo, under the
pretext that it would be futile for a writer to talk about his writing, his
daily schedule, or his desk.” As for his own habits, Barthes confessed, “I
have my index-card system, and the slips have an equally strict format:
one quarter the size of my usual sheet of paper. At least that’s how they
were until the day standards were readjusted within the framework
of European unification.” But Barthes found solace about his mental
health in this unwelcome change: “Luckily, I’m not completely obsessive. Otherwise, I would have had to redo all my cards from the time
I first started writing.”51 Almost all these cards, a quarter of letter-size
paper, were written in pencil or blue ink; sometimes words or phrases
are partially crossed out or corrected. Barthes marked a group of cards
simply by noting the category on an upright card, and the rectangular
cards that followed it contained quotes, observations, or diagrams. In the
left or right top corner, he sometimes noted the date and often the page
numbers of his publications where he used the information contained on
the card (e.g., a fiche on “acting out” refers to S/Z pages 71–72). Several
of the cards exhibited showed more than one use, including the passages
noted by Mowitt.52 There are no obvious techniques Barthes used to refer
from one card to another beyond underlining, or sometimes circling,
a word, term, or topic taken up on another card (some cards list up to
three such links). For Barthes, outing his card catalog as coauthor of his
texts was “an anti-mythological action,” as he said; “it contributes to the
overturning of that old myth which continues to present language as
an instant of thought, inwardness, passion, or whatever.” As one of the
editors of the exhibition catalog concluded, Barthes’s fiches were not the
carcass of an unfinished project; there are no missing works by Roland
Barthes, despite his sudden death in 1980.53 “I know that everything I read
will somehow find its inevitable way into my work,” he had said confidently. However, the last course Barthes taught was called La Préparation
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du Roman, “Preparing the Novel.” Spread over two years, it simulates
the exercises leading up to a novel; a week after the last class, Barthes
was run over by a bus. On one hand, his death may have prevented him
from actually writing his novel; on the other hand, the entire course, now
published as a notebook, marks the novel as a lost object from the start.
These notes are quite condensed and fragmented, just as the short sections
of his Lover’s Discourse were; Barthes had planned to include a postscript
to that book, discussing his card index and method of writing. But that
plan was abandoned, and the postscript was found only later among his
papers.54 All of Barthes’s papers are now available at the Institut Mémoires
de l’Edition Contemporaine; the one thing that can be learned from the
manuscripts is his tendency to pare, to erase and efface certain words,
especially pronouns, pruning his writing of autobiographical and selfreferential elements while retaining a novelistic propensity. For Barthes,
information was “meaning at its degree zero, that is, a kind of minimal
condition for the ideological work of signification.”55 However, we must
not confound the exposition of text design with what makes up the core
of the card database: the so-called content.
If Landow’s convergence hypothesis is to be tested in its reliance on
Barthes as a model, the question is to what extent the card index, not the
footnote, constitutes the precursor and technical model for hypertext in
general and hyperfiction in particular.56 Admittedly, some experimental
storytellers mimicked the gloss of Talmudic annotation, Queneau and
Calvino made their mark with the quasiformalist poetics of Oulipo,
and some novelists and even a few poets intersperse their texts with
the occasional footnote. Yet although annotation remains crucial for the
documentation of philological or bibliographical accuracy, or for the
demonstration of philosophical or pedantic veracity, it is only rarely a
poetic model. However, there is a poetics of erudition and concealment
around reading and writing, as long as there remains a vested interest in
the appearance of originality or creativity, in preparing a novel or other
literary form as well as in new media art. One need only think of Chris
Marker’s Immemory or Olia Lialina’s Anna Karenina Goes to Paradise for
intelligent use of the database form; George Legrady’s art makes the
structure even more obvious.57 Pursuing data conversion in new media
art further, perhaps one may add the eleven-hour “memory dump” of
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home computer RAM converted into video of Cory Arcangel’s Data Diaries
here as well.58 As Galloway speculates,
If net art was cinema, then JoDi would be Godard—fresh, formalist
and punk-rock to the core. Entropy8zuper! would be Tarkovsky—
lush, magical and complex. Etoy would be Verhoeven—hyper
modern, sexy and a tad fascistic. And this leaves Cory, playing in the
rec room with his Pixelvision camcorder—all dirt-style, geekcore.59
Contrast their work with the notably low-tech approach of David Bunn,
who found what he calls “subliminal messages” in the discarded card
catalog of the Los Angeles Central Library—art work that straddles
installation and database in pursuing fingerprints, pencil marks, and
other contingent traces.60 As if offering to make a connection between the
Barthes exhibit and David Bunn’s work, Christian Marclay also mounted
index cards so as to fill the walls of an art gallery, calling it White Noise.61
But more on transcoding and on Marclay in chapter 3.
A famously more conspiratorial example in the art world of the use
of index cards involves Mark Lombardi. His drawings, based on his own
index card catalog of public sources, trace relationships between powerful financial and political figures, such as oil companies, the Bush family,
the Bin Laden family, and various banks. It is said that a few weeks after
the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, an FBI agent called the Whitney
Museum of American Art and asked to see a drawing on exhibit there.62
Using just a pencil and a huge sheet of paper, Lombardi had created an
intricate pattern of curves and arcs to illustrate the links between global
finance and international terrorism. Lombardi had committed suicide the
year before the attacks. However—and this is the most poignant index
card moment in the anecdote—a collector instead tried to tender a direct
offer to the show’s curator, Robert Hobbs, a professor of art history at
Virginia Commonwealth University, for the purchase not of any drawings but of Lombardi’s extensive index card collection.63 Thus it appears
that a poetics of intellectual capital can be embodied in the card index,
and perhaps hypertext goes no further than to make recursive legibility
more explicit than before. Already in 1951, Prussian writer Ernst von
Salomon had published a novel that takes its shape as a questionnaire; to
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read it is to construe it as text generator in following commands to jump
recursively from questions to answers and page to page.64
It was Walter Benjamin who announced, “The card index marks the
conquest of three-dimensional writing, and so presents an astonishing
counterpoint to the three-dimensionality of script in its original form as
rune or knot notation.”65 Arguably, the true forefather of the Web is not
the footnote of yore but the vision of Belgian bibliographer Paul Otlet,
whose fantastic project of a Universal Book was to manifest the connections
each document has with all others and to open this referential structure to
further annotation and restructuring by each user. Since 1895, Otlet had
envisioned a master bibliography of the world’s libraries but found one
fatal flaw all systems shared: they stopped at book titles. Otlet wanted his
system to penetrate that boundary, to link up the substance, sources, and
conclusions of all books. Long before Vannevar Bush or Ted Nelson laid
claim to radicalizing knowledge management with memex or hypertext,
Otlet developed a scholar’s workstation that was, in essence, a database
using millions of index cards.66 He imagined the réseau would eventually
be accessible by telephone lines, retrieving facsimiles projected onto a
flat screen. Today as in Otlet’s vision, hypertext foregrounds one feature:
it tends to present itself as the sum of its links. However, the defining
trait of hyperlinks is not just a web of self-annotation; they set in motion
the three-dimensionality of letters that Benjamin saw mainly in the typographic innovations of advertising. It is important to note that under
the efficiencies of the networked computer, hyperlinks in effect may also
result in a poetics of the database. With this realization, new perspectives
have been opened for the presentation and production of meaning. Few
commentators accept this, however, surmising, again with Benjamin, that
the new media spell the end of narration. As the limits and combinations
of the new machines were tried and applied, the conventions of time–
space perception are challenged and transformed. Film still maintains an
affinity to linear narration, it also marks a significant departure from its
conventions, by dint of cut and montage, fast-forward and slow-motion.
In a note for his storyteller essay, Benjamin articulated the fear that
one might consider these things eternal (e.g. storytelling), but
one can also see them as temporal and problematic, dubious.
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Eternal things in narration. But probably totally new forms. Television, gramophone and so forth make all these things dubious. In
essence: we don’t want to know all that. Why not? Because we are
afraid that everything is repudiated: narration by television, the
hero’s words by the gramophone, the moral by the next statistics,
the storyteller by what one knows about him. . . . Tant mieux. Don’t
cry. The nonsense of critical prognoses. Film instead of narration.67
Perhaps under the conditions of computerized society, the assumption
that literature is the highest form of human language may seem obsolete.
There is no Turing test for literature. Mathematician Alan Turing became
famous for the unsolved test, which was to show statistically that the
distinction between human language and computer-generated language
is beyond human capacity. (Turing usually referred to this as a game;
only twice does he call it a test.) Arguably, if this game of imitation is to
be decided this side of eternity, it must be stopped by someone who occupies the position of external observer. Turing himself became literary
material, for instance in work by Ian McEwan and Alan Hodges, and
artificial intelligence advocate Marvin Minsky even published a science
fiction novel about Turing.68 But before we hasten to the conclusion that
the introduction of computers turns “even the most intelligent poetry
into myth or anecdote,” as Kittler mocks, the fact remains that the new
systems are used not only for the technical documentation of airplane
construction and open-heart surgery but also for the writing of poetry.69
In fact, poets have been trying for a few decades to generate experimental
computer poetry, referring to William Carlos Williams, who seemed to
grant them permission when he asserted that “a poem is a small (or large)
/ machine made of words.” Of course historically (and systematically),
the first electronic texts were computer programs, and without them
there could be no hypertext. But there is also plenty of serious work on
literary software. In 1962, the software “Auto-Beatnik” was introduced by
R. M. Worthy in Horizon Magazine, “Auto-Poet” and “Scansion Machine”
followed, and in 1984 Scientific American reported on “Racter,” the first
prose generator.70 It uses a vocabulary database to generate complex,
grammatically correct sentences. By now, numerous such programs are
available on the Internet; among the best known are “Eliza,” imitating
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a psychiatric conversation, and sentence generators such as “Prose.”71
Many commercial Web sites now use customer service bots that interact
with visitors handling standard queries and complaints. Search engines
parse natural language to better determine the exact nature of your question. A program, it turns out, is just a text that generates text. With this
development, the task of the critic seems impossible. How can the reader
recognize an object as belonging to a class of objects, such as poetry, in
such a way that it does not resemble the other members of that class too
closely, as in plagiarism or direct imitation? One solution would be to
distinguish between dissimulation and membership in the class. Twenty
years ago, literary critic Hugh Kenner collaborated in the development
of a “travesty generator,” a software that would imitate literary texts. He
concluded that all texts already followed his travesty principles, and language itself follows the rules of his software.72 But impossible anteriority
leads into paradox. One way to address the issue is to remind ourselves
that not every text about literature is literature; not every text generated
under the conditions of the machine is machine-generated text.
Of course, computers have no need to distinguish between a poem,
a portrait, a video file, or a chunk of Unix code; sounds, images, and
texts all disappear into binary states and are only simulated on screen.
The readability of hyperfiction relies on HTML and its extensions like
JavaScript, on the server software and its integral and occasional components that make the Internet possible, and on the operating software
the computers run. Thus in the final analysis, literature on the computer
is simulated literature; seen this way, there is no “hyper”-fiction, there
is no “Net literature.” But before this is seen as belated confirmation of
the greatly exaggerated news of literature’s death, informed hypertext
criticism requires competence both in the aesthetics of literary expression
and in methods of programming.73 The true challenge of multimediality
or hypermediality and interactivity is that the integration of sound and
image tends to distract from the fact that ultimately, they are all code—and
they are integrated only to the extent they are compatible on that level.
As for hyperlinks, they challenge policies covering citation and fair use
only to the extent that they go beyond the confines of a web or net of
references internal to a text; rather than radicalize the poetic possibilities
of creation, the whole tangle of questions is reduced to a matter of user
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interface design. What few commentators care to address is how the
practice of, for instance, Proust, Joyce, or Arno Schmidt demonstrates the
transition from an extensive card index to a complex textual montage.
The next step would be to recognize which lessons their exploration of
the frontiers of textual production may yield for writing and reading
under the conditions of the computer. On either side of this equation, the
technologies of data processing and poetics surely go back further than to
Modernism. Nevertheless, it is against the yardstick of twentieth-century
writing that digitextuality is mostly measured.
One twentieth-century German writer often claimed as forefather of
hypertextual literature is Arno Schmidt.74 Voraciously citing, inveterately
punning, Schmidt distilled his card index into literary texts, published
as complex typescripts, photomechanically reproducing his montages
without editing. Between 1963 and 1969, Schmidt worked on his 130,000
cards for up to sixteen hours per day, producing a text of 1,130 pages,
13 by 17.5 inches, and managed to publish it as Zettels Traum the next
year. But he sought recognition not only as creative writer but also as a
theorist of linguistic and stylistic elements of modern prose. According
to Schmidt, only diaries constitute a serious attempt to deal with internal
human processes; they help recollect, just as a photo album does, and
Schmidt calculated the graphic dimensions of his textual arrangements so
as to assist you in following certain associations and connections. Critics
even speak of Schmidt’s guidance “luring the reader into identification,
into the déjà vu conviction that these recollections are his own.”75 Joining impulses from Joyce and Freud, among others, Schmidt documents
how literature springs from less than divine sources. Zettels Traum is
an extended essay on Edgar Allen Poe; over the course of twenty-four
hours, the four protagonists discuss Poe’s works, and Schmidt arranged
his text in three parallel columns: the center column contains the action,
the left one contains the Poe discussion, and the right column is made
up of comments, footnotes, and auctorial opinions. Although much of
Zettels Traum is devoted to discussions of E. A. Poe, its title is an open
Shakespearean allusion to Bottom’s dream. Page (or card) 914 of this
proto-hypertext contains the passage most critics view as the key to this
gigantic structure.76 Each of the four characters in this card index fiction
is spaced out on Schmidt’s pages in a collective score, and here the book
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is allegorized as a quartet of voices: the voluptuous unconscious, the
mean superego, the observant ego, and a fourth instance, something
that, according to Schmidt, accrues to men in their fifties, when the sex
drive wanes and gives way to what the detached, smiling alter ego of the
author represents. Like Derrida’s Glas or Joyce’s Finnegans Wake, often
claimed as proto-hypertexts that court unreadability, Schmidt’s book earns
its inclusion here not by virtue of any such purported or real difficulties
but simply because it dares declare itself made, not always already fully
formed.77 Such unforgivable artifice stands in the way of naive investments
in make-believe, auctorial inspiration, or genius.78 Similar textures are also
evident in Benjamin’s Passagenwerk, in Butor’s Mobile, or in Nabokov’s
Pale Fire, a self-declared novel that falls into four parts: a preface, a poem,
a lengthy annotation, and an index focusing almost exclusively on the
notes.79 In the preface, Nabokov recommends that readers start with the
annotations, then return to them after cursorily picking the poem apart;
he even goes so far as to suggest taking the book apart in order to cut and
paste pages together at will, or at least buying a second copy to read them
side by side. The poem itself is said to be written on 80 index cards of 14
lines each, as the preface dryly describes.80 Over the moon, Jules Verne’s
writing is equally illuminated by the reflected light of a card index, in that
the source code for his science fiction output was a box of some 20,000
excerpts and notes from scientific journals and books.81
The palimpsestic structure of such cosmic writing presents itself differently, again, in the twenty-four books of A, by Louis Zukovsky: “A /
child learns on blank paper, / an old man rewrites palimpsest.”82 In this
self-interpreting long poem, lines here gloss other lines there, allusions
there become references here, and the whole successfully stages what
many experimental hypertexts aspire to: a fascinating textual machine
that explodes the pages of a book and yet holds together aesthetically.
Zukovsky’s poetry implicitly uses both Wittgenstein and Benjamin, whom
he had read carefully; but when he was working on A, as he records in
Bottom: On Shakespeare, he had also acquired the habit of performing, for
himself, Shakespearean texts.83 As for Schmidt, Bottom is for Zukovsky
the performative weaver, the character who wants to play all the parts for
fear that the audience might take the play for reality. In their craft, both
Schmidt and Zukovsky hone a Shakespearean attention to particulars,
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scraps, contingencies. But unlike the work of Schmidt, who in his punning
ways always sought out vernacular spellings and colloquial phrases, Zukovsky’s writing is not an imitation of speech but written to be performed.
If some of Schmidt’s spellings disgorge their single and double entendres
only when read out loud, Zukovsky’s poetry has other ways of straining
against typographic convention. Despite such partial confirmation of a
convergence hypothesis, it is certainly not satisfying to offer Joyce or
Schmidt, Zukovsky or Nabokov as advanced hyperfiction writers, if by
the same stroke their writing is rendered (virtually) illegible under the
burden of theoretical proof. At the same time, it remains questionable
whether even the most accomplished new media art could or should be
measured against high modernism, as Max Bense and his students, for
instance, still held for text under the conditions of computing.84
Finally, the hypothesis of convergence must be tested inversely: if
hypertext instantiates what cultural theory knew all along, can a theorist’s work be presented hypertextually? This has been tried with the
silicon sociology of Niklas Luhmann’s recombinant excerpts from an
archive of excerpts.85 His card index, Luhmann confessed, cost him more
time than the writing of his numerous books: little surprise, then, that
they demonstrate a certain amount of systematic redundancy.86 Shortly
after Luhmann’s death in 1998, a dictionary and a glossary appeared to
facilitate access to his thought, and an interactive database is offered on
disk, marketed as “Luhmann on your computer.” To be sure, nearly everything Luhmann read and wrote was part of his extensive card index,
and his theory is incorporated in it perhaps more even than in his numerous books. The question, as in the case of Barthes, would be whether
from the depths of such a memory bank further texts could have been
generated or still can be. Users of the Luhmann CD-ROM may try their
hand at emulating his arguments within the recursive parameters of his
system theory.87 The assumption of such an introductory multimedia tool,
even without Luhmann’s examples or a decent full-text search function,
is that the theory comes alive, lives on, in its card index. Exploring the
referential complexities of observation and differentiation, of circularity,
structure, method, contingency, of communication and autopoiesis, the
user navigating the database is held to make distinctions of increasing
complexity while exploring the concepts and questions along their
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converging paths and definitions. Luckily for the uninitiated, the CDROM offers more than just continuous jumps; at the bottom level, one
finds an introductory essay on the historical development of Luhmann’s
system theory, and most screens also display an alphabetical menu,
thus firmly anchoring the hypertheoretical drift in an encyclopedic
project.
A different approach to Luhmann’s associative indexing is explored
in another collaborative database tool, developed by a Swiss team of
programmers.88 Called nic-las in homage to the late sociologist (“nowledge integrating communication-based labeling and access system”) and
billed as a “software prototype of an autopoietic knowledge landscape
for social systems,” it is basically a cooperative digital space for research
groups, made up of textual components and Java objects. Shielded and
organized by a multiuser access portal, each team can decide to what
extent their collaboration is visible to outsiders and to what extent their
notes, citations, exchanges, and other documents are made available to
search engines. Anonymous use is possible at least in principle, but experience has shown that the thirty or so research collaboratives currently
using nic-las tend to express themselves in the idiosyncratic ways of a
typical academic gathering, with concerns over attribution, credit, and
accreditation still extant. New entries or modifications of existing entries
are recognized and dynamically linked to relevant other notes in the system. An intriguing feature is that deleted elements end up, for a while,
in a digital unconscious; they remain accessible to certain search operations and can even return in unforeseen ways. The system distinguishes
between a Freudian and a Deleuzian unconscious; whereas the former
pushes some deleted objects back onto the documentation surface, the
latter generates a random selection of deleted and undeleted objects in the
form of new virtual index cards. Whether this is seen as new media art
or as a software tool for academic work, and more importantly whether
this succeeds in inscribing theory in software or vice versa, is ultimately
a matter of the user experience, not just of the user interface. Here, as in
other single-user or multiuser hypersystems, if the archive is intricately
linked to the institution that authorizes it, then the law of selection, inclusion, or exclusion appears to be a dark outside.89 Although this law is
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itself implied in the archive, it decides what is represented and what is
not. Yet hypertext’s champions still claim that it accomplishes a virtually
universal memory, as envisioned by its pioneers, Bush and Nelson.90
The paratext to Ted Nelson’s influential Computer Lib/Dream Machines
details the way the bidirectional tome is composed of juxtapositions, cuts,
illustrations, fonts, quotes, and references, and the entire text grows from
this mixture of preface, disclaimers, titles, jacket copy, and dedication.91
Nelson undermines any easy classification of such liminal devices and
confounds their distinction from a main body. It is remarkable that the
reception of Nelson’s coinage should have been so enthusiastic in the
theoretical humanities, where his influential position in the study of
computer culture is linked above all to the term hypertext. On one hand,
Nelson argues against unnecessary verbiage at the outset of Computer Lib/
Dream Machines; on the other hand, his creative neologisms have a lot to
do with the reputation the text soon acquired. Coincidentally, another
influential subversion of textuality was published in 1974, the year the
first edition of Computer Lib/Dream Machines appeared: Derrida’s Glas.92
They look astonishingly similar and argue parallel points. Both books
are the product of radical textual montage, using elaborate cut-and-paste
strategies that caused problems in getting into print; both were reissued
in the 1980s and hailed as influential for an entire generation. Nelson and
Derrida were vigorously misrepresented by acolytes and detractors and
unfairly associated with exclusively text-based approaches to contemporary media. Nelson claims,
The transclusion paradigm is a fundamentally different way of
thinking about almost all computer issues. If we use more conventional terminology, it will anchor our thinking in a different
system of conventions, and it will be harder to understand this
fundamentally different paradigm.93
Nelson’s penchant for neologisms such as structangle, docuverse,
teachotechnics, and showmanshipnogogy illustrates this attitude. By contrast,
Derrida argues in favor of keeping the old name, despite radical displacement and grafting of its connotations. Remonstrating the fundamental
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impossibility of transparent immediacy, Derrida advocates the historical
expansion of writing:
To leave to this new concept the old name of writing is tantamount to maintaining the structure of the graft, the transition
and indispensable adherence to an effective intervention in the
constituted historical field. It is to give everything at stake in the
operations of deconstruction the chance and the force, the power
of communication.94
In the early 1990s, George Landow declared Glas “digitalized, hypertextual Derrida,” and Modern Language Association president J. H. Miller
associated it with “the new multi-linear multimedia hypertext that is
rapidly becoming the characteristic mode of expression both in culture
and in the study of cultural forms.”95 Whereas Mark Taylor argues that
“deconstruction theorizes writerly practices that anticipate hypertexts,”
Geoffrey Bennington advises that if writing had a privileged empirical
form for Derrida, it would be the computer—yet on the other hand, “hypertexts can just as well be presented as a fulfillment of a metaphysical
view of writing.”96 Gregory Ulmer argues that Derrida’s writings “already
reflect an internalization of the electronic media,” and Mark Poster holds
that “computer writing instantiates the play that deconstruction raises
only as a corrective.”97 Under the weight of such claims, both Glas and
Computer Lib/Dream Machines came to be considered either illegible or
always already read, yet the inscription of textuality into a worldwide
net of computer-mediated communication will not simply have “always
already” have taken place; it remains unforeseeable, its technicality must
be interrogated without reducing such an interrogation to a participation
in the same order. Hypertext is not the sublation of a system of traces
and marks into fully manifest context but rather an extension of the same
structure. As Shannon analyzed the transmission, manipulation, and
use of information, it pivots on the problem of separating a signal from
interfering noise in communication systems, although no amount of data
smoothing can entirely overcome the distortion and noise sources. Computerized communication, if we retain that word, is no mere transference
of meaning but inscription or grafting, and its effect is a dissemination that
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is irreducible to the mere polysemy that hypertext supposedly embodies.
Claiming to have foreseen in 1960 the development of personal
computing, word-processing, hypermedia, and desktop publishing,
Nelson protests that nobody had yet understood how this structure can
organize every connection and use of information, beyond inclusion or
exclusion—hence his neologism transclusion.98 Transclusion would enable
one to reuse information with its identity and context intact.99 However,
just what the identity of context would be is the question; arguably,
such a limitless memory of “intertwingularity” would not be a memory
at all but infinite self-presence, while memory constantly revives the
aposemiological corpse of the sign in referential paraphrases to recall its
necessary relation with the nonpresent.100 This “diadeictic” relationship
presupposes, as Lyotard writes, “the empty gap, the depth separating
shower and shown, and even if this gap is referred onto the table of what
is shown, it will there be open to a possible index, in a distance which
language can never signify without a remainder.”101 Hyperlinks alone
do not allow one to surmount this obstacle. If every word were its own
index, referring to something else—another word, another meaning—it
does not follow that the word index, even when it appears in an index,
is already that index.
That the exclusionary meaning of the word index, in the sense of
an instrument of censorship, can never be excluded, even in the most
efficient file management, is illustrated amply by the computer art installation The File Room (1994) by Antonio Muntadas, which indexes cases
of governmentally suppressed speech, from classical Greek drama to
contemporary journalism.102 It includes works censored throughout the
history of art because of their sexual orientation content, and it directly
addresses freedom of speech; when the project opened in Chicago in
May 1994, it contained 400 cases spanning twenty-five centuries, from
Aristophanes to Salman Rushdie. Viewers could ponder Diego Rivera’s
dispute with the Rockefeller Center over his depiction of Lenin or TV
moderator Ed Sullivan’s request to the Doors to change one line of their
lyrics in “Light My Fire.” The architectural refinement of the installation belies the immense amount of information compressed into its
representation of censorship; in its dark chambers of bureaucratic compartmentalization, containing black file cabinets and low lamps, viewers
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browse case histories—or indeed add their own case to the archive. For
the presentation in Chicago, 138 file cabinets of four drawers each were
placed around the ground floor of the Cultural Center; seven color monitors installed in various networked file cabinets invited the audience to
point and click through case histories, sorted by location, time, medium,
and reasons for censorship. A centrally located table with another computer allowed the entering of new cases. Chicago high school students
reported the confiscation of pamphlets about teen sexuality; entries were
also made possible via the Internet. Hypertextual case management allowed the integration of images and other data from the Internet into The
File Room—hundreds of users logged on daily and explored notorious
or half-forgotten incursions into private or public lives. Thus The File
Room earned its reputation as pioneering “net art.”103 But although such
computer-mediated extension seems to explode the frame of the project,
the installation remained site-specific in another sense: Muntadas had
chosen the Cultural Center in Chicago because it had originally been built
as a city library in 1897. Foregrounding the precarious and unfinished
nature of archival processes, The File Room attempts a reintegration of
the exclusions of the archive into the institution that has been shaped by
censorship as much as by preservation.104 In the final analysis, The File
Room can never be closed; its promise to render invisible images and
make unreadable texts legible must remain in permanent deferral. By the
same token, with the inclusion of formerly censored art and literature
now widely available online, the specificity of Muntadas’s hypertext
project is in peril of paling into the grand nowhere of the Internet, an
unremarked irony for an art installation that, despite (or because of) the
intentionally claustrophobic atmosphere of its physical setting, sought
to transcend certain limitations of time and space. Muntadas’s The File
Room is clearly indebted to the conceptual works of the Art & Language
collective, particularly to card index systems such as Index 01 (1972),
consisting of eight tall file cabinets of variable dimensions (appearing like
columns topped with drawers) and photostats; Index 2 (1972), consisting
of a similar installation and surrounded by a wallpaper of index cards,
plus file boxes on a table; and Index 5 (1973), offering “Instructions for
reading the index.”105 Although net art may disregard the modernist ideal
of the artist who originates or perfects a single skill or style, it still differs
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from conceptual art in that it often suffers a separation of interface and
content; projects such as the I/O/D Webstalker (1997) strive to make that
gap of digital representation the main theme.106 Full comprehension of
the influence new technologies have on literature and literary studies in
particular, and on our culture and its self-representation in general, may
seem to recede perpetually into the distance. But although popular views
of distance remain cathected with forgetting and repression, distance is
arguably nothing but the medium of appearing: as long as simultaneity
equals noise, distortion, incomprehensibility, the delays and processing
cycles of human or machine intelligence remain necessary. Shannon
devised a measure of information content in terms of the probability of
that event. However, it has become evident that information in fact lies
dormant until it is accessed through an interface, yet that same interface
may distort the information, obscuring its sources and perhaps even its
crucial processes. This kind of information hiding is at work in every
machine and in the recesses of the very code that carries hypertext, yet
it is what database art seeks to foreground.107
Since Hegel, writing and calculating machines are understood as a
threat because they interrupt and disperse the cultural fabric of sublation, recollection, idealization, and the history of spirit; the mechanical
prevents any recuperation into complete and infinite self-presence. NeoLuddites and technophiles share the assumption, enthusiastically or
apocalyptically, that machines are omnivores, imploding all referentiality
and excluding humans by means of their illegibility. Katherine Hayles
praises the “impressive advances” made in meeting challenges posed
by electronic textuality; Fredric Jameson worries that no society has ever
been as oversaturated with information as ours.108 No doubt, qualified
net critique beyond mere consumerism requires new competencies and
access for all; one may learn Fortran, C++, Unix, and Java, yet one must
still concede that most programming is a synthetic group effort, not a
critical analysis. And it is somewhat anticlimactic for new media studies
to beat a retreat to interface design if it means giving up the crucial access
to what interfaces only cover over. At times, this retreat is even dressed
up as progress, as in the demand that a filmmaker, for instance, “needs to
become an interface designer,” as Lev Manovich urges: “Only then will
cinema truly become new media.”109 Surely the political, technological,
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or economic impulses of new media will have aimed higher than at generating mere screen memories for the bureaucratic entertainment of an
interface culture.110 In the end, preserving access beyond user interface
design is a necessity, as the index card has demonstrated many times over
since the French revolution. Although it is clear that computer programs
and hypertexts by themselves will not revolutionize textual production
or digestion, the archeology of multimedia reminds us that fiction and
technology converged long before the age of the personal computer,
when their convergence turned into an ever more technologized fiction.
To observe the issues at stake is to observe how literature and the human
sciences observe themselves and each other.111 This mutual second-order
observation of information hiding becomes legible only if you are able
to access systems such as those that the novelist manqué Barthes, the
collector Nabokov, the accountant Schmidt, the lawyer Luhmann, or the
schoolteacher Wittgenstein all knew as a reliable tradition of archiving
and handling the knowledge they would use for their craft as writers and
scholars. Thus to study media is often if not always to study the political
economy of an open secret. Although secretaries in seventeenth-century
France or Italy were forbidden to speak of their work in public, their
confiscated speech never dampened their drive to express the master–
medium dialectic of their employment. And as Foucault demonstrates,
doctors (not unlike confessors) were figured as stenographers of the
clients’ secrets, until the birth of the clinic forced them out of their secretarial role. Discussing the documentary system of police surveillance,
Foucault points to a “partly official, partly secret hierarchy” in Paris that
had been using a card index since 1833 to manage data on suspects and
criminals. In a note, he dryly remarks, “Appearance of the card index
and constitution of the human sciences: another invention the historians
have celebrated little.”112

2
TERROR AND PLAY, OR WHAT
WAS HACKTIVISM?
Only a fool rejects the need to
see beyond the screen.
—Don DeLillo, Libra
It is to be strongly established,
from the beginning, that the myth is a
communication system, is message.
—Roland Barthes, Mythologies

as we witness numerous government and corporate initiatives around
the globe to restrain the free use of networked computers, knowledge and
discussion about these and parallel measures are increasingly withdrawn
from public discourse. Social power is already so diffuse that Adam
Smith’s market metaphor of the invisible hand has become pure nostalgia. Authoritative power is dispersed as global organizations transition
from corporations to networks, and citizens of information society are
governed less by concentrated coercion and more by ideological power,
as manifest in the symbolic practices and norms of cyberspace.1 But
at the same time, media policy is increasingly determined exclusively
by profit-oriented actors, transforming the legal and political frame of
cyberspace.2 These developments may soon have put an end to critical
media practice and conceptual Net art; resisting this closure, tactical art
“signifies the intervention and disruption of a dominant semiotic regime,
the temporary creation of a situation in which signs, messages, and narratives are set into play and critical thinking becomes possible.”3 Once
cyberterrorism is redefined to include any use of technology to disrupt,
27
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sidestep, destabilize, or subvert any officially condoned user interface with
technology, the tropes of computer culture as the triumph of bricolage
will have been criminalized.
Pop culture no longer celebrates hacking as the generally innocuous
but occasionally very profitable pursuit of the computer hobbyist. As
television has stopped romanticizing the obsessions of talented nerds,
the press no longer touts the bootstrapping spirit of digital capitalism.
Instead, TV and print journalists have been selling the specter of hacktivism as an irreducible systemic threat of digital media.4 To comprehend
the precarious balance of secrecy and access in information policy, it is
necessary to combine psychological, theoretical, and technical insight,
as Shannon has already emphasized. This chapter takes issue with three
of the most unfortunate misunderstandings in the standoff between old
and new media.5 First, hackers tend to be portrayed as immature scofflaws, and the remedy usually sought is greater disciplining power for
the authorities, with the inevitable backlash. Second, once the protection
of privacy and free speech is hollowed out by surreptitious data mining
and invasions of data privacy, activism becomes all too easily equated
with cyberterrorism, turning into enemies of the state anyone who
dares question some of the more insidious consequences of a pervasive
commodification of the network infrastructure. Third, the assertion that
greater secrecy ultimately yields greater security is wrong, and the cult
of secrecy leads to a global resurgence of irrational rumorology online.
When conspiracy theory takes the place of critical Net culture, public
debate over code and law is impoverished.
if in the past few years one wanted to follow nuclear tests in India, antigovernment protests in Arab countries, the fate of indigenous
Mexicans in Chiapas, protests against the World Trade Organization,
the handling of prisoners in Guantanamo, or demonstrations against
the Republican National Convention, one was underserved by TV and
print journalism and probably turned to the Internet. Human rights
advocates, energy policy activists, sympathizers of the Zapatistas, antiglobalization protesters, and other groups likewise sought to attract
attention to their causes by disrupting or defacing Web sites associated
with Indian nuclear research, the Mexican government, the World Trade
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Organization, or conservative think tanks. Internet users alerted to the
concept of Echelon, an electronic communication scanner filtering all
satellite, microwave, cellular, and fiber-optic traffic, had to wonder why
and how capitalism had morphed into a fully integrated surveillance
apparatus that could treat the world like a company town. To pull the
veil of secrecy and ignorance aside, activists coined the notion of Jam
Echelon Day, trying to disrupt the surveillance and alert the public to its
presence in one stroke. Chinese computer hackers launched attacks on
U.S. Web sites in protest against NATO’s bombing of a Chinese embassy
in the Kosovo war. Sweatshop critics, techno-libertarians unhappy with
certain politicians, and people harboring curiosity or vested interests in
commercial, military, or trivial secrets stretch the limits of the legal in
cyberspace every day. A concerted denial-of-service attack on American
e-commerce Web sites in February 2000 coincided with an atmosphere
of growing unease about the dot-com boom—on the sides of those who
knew nothing about it and of those who lived by it. The attack meant
less online shopping for a few hours, but the story made the covers of
half a dozen weekly magazines and numerous daily papers. One quote
from me made it into Newsweek on a page that not very subtly parried
the challenge with an opinion piece titled “Why the Market Will Rule:
With Money at Stake, E-businesses Will Fix This Glitch.” In the space of
one magazine page, the panicky cover story about hunting for hackers
turns into a mere glitch for hypercapitalism.6 The media were eager to
characterize companies such as Yahoo and eBay as victims “crippled”
by the dastardly work of “vandals”; it did not matter that no permanent
damage was done to these sites. It was “cyberterrorism” to distract anyone from the giant shopping-channel-experiment-on-steroids—pumping
up the American economy on anabolic expectations that people would
be doped up by the rapturous possibility of spending entire paychecks,
with a click of a mouse, on stuff they could see only in pixels. In each case
the authorities succeeded in making the Net a safer place for business
transactions, but by the same token noncommercial uses of the Internet
came under the sledgehammer of mercantile paranoia. Discussing early
computing culture, Barlow warns that “cracking impulses seemed purely
exploratory, and I’ve begun to wonder if we wouldn’t also regard spelunkers as desperate criminals if AT&T owned all the caves” (but more
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on the cave metaphor in chapter 4).7 Once the innovations of the digital
age were fully commodified, every space, online and off, was increasingly
saturated with booming, busting business. Disregard for profit angles has
become increasingly suspect, a vestigial virtue from an era when time was
a plentiful resource, not a trace element of commerce. Even universities,
once bastions of research as disinterested pursuit that ultimately benefits
all, are trading the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake for whatever
short-term profit mirages they hallucinate in cheapened distance education. Once it seemed that the Internet had to be made safe for commerce
above all else, guaranteeing its security became a prime occupation of
both business and government.
Hacktivism is a controversial term. Some argue it was coined strictly
to describe how electronic direct action might work toward social change
by combining programming skills with critical thinking. Others use it as
practically synonymous with malicious, destructive acts that undermine
the security of the Internet as a technical, economic, and political platform.
Yet others associate it specifically with expressive politics, free speech,
human rights, or information ethics.8 Even the spelling of the term that
combines hacking and activism has become controversial. If one wants
to emphasize a technological legacy, hacktivism draws on the hacker attitude of hacking as exploring, testing, and creating solutions to technical
limitations; if one suspects radicalized activism, hactivism might be the
preferred spelling.9 No common goal or motivating movement allows us
to understand hacktivism in its social or political context; it is insufficient
to warn that the “government has already criminalized the core ethic of
this movement, transforming the meaning of hacker into something quite
alien to its original sense.”10 Although the high-tech arsenal may comprise
writing a computer virus, defacing a Web site, constructing false mirror
sites and diverting Web traffic, or flooding servers in denial-of-service
attacks, the ends for such actions are almost never reducible to a common cause. Sit-ins and virtual blockades, e-mail flooders and computer
worms declare themselves interactive digital art projects. Some observers concur and call hacktivism—for example, in reaction to the Kosovo
conflict or in solidarity with the Mexican Zapatistas—“conceptual net
art.”11 Carnivore, a surveillance tool provided by the Radical Software
Group, has traits similar to those of the eponymous FBI software (now
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called DCS1000) and consists of a server that taps into the data stream of
a local area network, allowing artists to provide client applications that
display data in various imaginative ways.12 The collective known as the
Cult of the Dead Cow (cDc) created a distributed collaborative privacy
network, dubbed “Peekabooty,” to enable users to circumvent Internet
censorship. The Electronic Disturbance Theater and others staged a week
of disruption during the Republican National Convention 2004 in New
York City, conducting sit-ins against Republican Web sites and flooding Web sites and communication systems identified with conservative
causes.13 More recently, Ricardo Dominguez turned his basic distributed
denial-of-service attack against the headquarters of his employer, the
University of California, at http://www.ucop.edu. An applet requested
files named “Justice,” “Freedom,” and “Human Rights” so as to visibly
return the error messages “Justice not found,” “Freedom not found,” and
so on.14 Other hacktivists managed to access computers at the Bhabha
Atomic Research Center in India to protest against nuclear weapon tests;
they set up Web sites such as McSpotlight.org and Bhopal.net to criticize
multinational corporations. Yet others disabled firewalls so as to allow
Chinese Internet users uncensored access, or they worked to slow, block,
or reroute traffic for Web servers associated with the World Trade Organization, the World Economic Forum, and the World Bank. Hacktivism
can be a politically constructive form of civil disobedience or an anarchic
gesture; it can signal anticapitalist protest or commercial protectionism;
it can denote spammers or anti-abortion activists, countersurveillance
experts or open source advocates.15
Furthermore, the same bricoleur’s tool kit, from port scanning and
packet sniffing to hardware exploits and interface manipulation, has long
been co-opted by state agencies and transnational corporations. In 1995,
RAND presented a scenario that had Iranians bribe an Indian software
engineer for Airbus to compromise a guidance system, triggering a plane
crash over Chicago.16 The NSA not only snooped on the “security risk”
that was Princess Diana but also routinely directs employees to intrude
into NASA computers to test vulnerability of their systems.17 Canada has
assembled a hacktivist team from computer science and political science
to combat Web censorship in countries such as China, Cuba, Iran, Saudi
Arabia, and Uzbekistan. The team studies the filters used in places such as
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the United Arab Emirates and Syria and develops circumvention technologies.18 German authorities have tried to mandate blocking foreign Web
content by Internet access providers. German Secretary of State Schily
reportedly considered state-sponsored denial-of-service attacks against
Nazi Web sites hosted in the United States.19 The German Internet task
force would resort to means routinely labeled cyberterrorism in the U.S.
media, possibly forcing an international diplomatic scandal. Although
a spokesperson for the German government defended such actions as a
legitimate way to prevent any undermining of the national rule of law
by international media, no cases of such state-sponsored “cyberterrorism” from Germany have become known. As the CIA Red Cell special
memorandum “What If Foreigners See the United States as an Exporter
of Terrorism” emphasizes, any such censorship would probably be seen
as a human rights violation, regardless of whether it comes from or is
directed against Internet service providers or government agencies. But
there is little evidence that terrorists have actually been using computers
for imminent cyberspace attacks rather than for recruitment and propaganda. Cyberterrorism is a term that was popularized in the press after
U.S. legislation in 2001, but it has not been used in the courts since then.
As the Congressional Research Service warns, “Some fear that the recent
WikiLeaks issue may push the pendulum back toward more restricted
access to Internet-based capabilities and less information sharing between
organizations”; the same report even notes that the “terrorism” label may
be misplaced in cases that produce annoyance, not terror.20
It was the spirit of playful exploration of new technologies that led
to a majority of computing innovations and business ideas for several
decades. Until the late 1980s, a hacker was someone who, by trial and
error and without referring to a manual, ended up successfully operating
computers. Yet only five years later, experts on computer culture began to
warn that hacking posed “a serious and costly problem.”21 For the longest
time, commentators on digital culture had focused on access, learning,
privacy, and free speech. Yet in a sudden sea change in popular opinion
as well as legal and economic policy regarding network technology and
education, alarmist commentators began to demonize those who tried
to access more than the official, limited interface allowed, at times even
suggesting that unruly computer users might end up influencing foreign
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policy, diplomacy, and international law. A decade later, even The Wall
Street Journal had to concede that “the threat of cyber-attacks has been
exaggerated by those with a vested interest.”22 The Net had promised to
turn a medium of distribution back into a medium of communication,
as Brecht had demanded of radio.23 But shortly after the end of the Cold
War released new media technologies of mass distraction into general
circulation, the network was reined in by the trifecta of privatizing the
backbone of the Net, closing computer operating systems, and censoring
cyberspace. The general direction for achieving this closure appears to
be security through obscurity and vilification of anyone who doubts the
wisdom of blanket secrecy. This tendency only grew once the messianic
promise of e-commerce was debunked, the Clipper chip that would have
granted federal authorities surreptitious access to all personal computers
was fended off, and major corporations co-opted the rhetoric, if not the
spirit, of open source software. As the promise of an open digital culture
yields to a control society where code is law, hacktivism figures as agency
panic, as the ill-conceived actions of the disenfranchised in a world divided
between placeless power and powerless places. Computer-mediated
communication enables marketers and data-mining companies, the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security, and its globe-trotting bigger brother,
Echelon, to cross-reference and search every imaginable kind of database,
combining video and audio surveillance with intercepted Internet traffic,
medical and employment records, school and library files, credit ratings,
tax and criminal data, shopping and travel patterns, and more. Our only
solace might be, as optimists used to argue, that this personalized inquisition has “the bludgeoning sophistication and accuracy of customer
profile questionnaires,” but for a growing number of people, anonymity
in the techno-crowds is an illusion. Even the hacktivists who rushed to
the defense of WikiLeaks at the end of 2010 under the collective name
“Anonymous” found that they were anything but anonymous. Their
“Operation Payback” against domain name registrars and banks who
refused to work with WikiLeaks called for volunteers to participate in a
distributed denial of service attack against PayPal, PostFinance, VISA,
Mastercard, and Amazon.com. The tool the “Anonymous” group offered
is called “low orbit ion cannon,” an Internet Relay Chat–accessible application that in fact does not mask the IP address of users who initiate
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its attacks. Thus Galloway goes so far as to assert that “the limits of a
protocological system and the limits of possibility within that system are
synonymous. . . . To follow a protocol means that everything possible
within that protocol is already at one’s fingertips. Not to follow means
no possibility.”24 As the citizens of media society grow more transparent,
networked power becomes increasingly opaque, giving rise to conspiracy
theories. And no doubt much hacktivism is borne of the same mentality,
indulging in fantasies of outright manipulation of the little man that serve
as justification for all manner of attempts to poke holes in the screens of
secrecy and to unmask the powers that be.
conspiracy theory is so popular on the Internet that it practically
constitutes the native mode or code of thinking online; not only is it one
of the more prevalent discourses of the medium, but it also reflects a
dominant tendency of discussing the origins of networked computing.
Conspiracy theories provide alternative narratives that tend to virtualize
history and politics whenever official accounts appear too selective or
tendentious. On the other hand, as Jameson shows, conspiracy theory
has to be recognized as an insistence, however degraded, on the readability of our world and its ever more complex technologies. There is no
vantage point in contemporary media society from which the new media
do not seem deeply suspicious. This fosters a culture of paranoia that
goes hand in hand with gadgets that simultaneously isolate and connect.
Paranoid stories about subversive hackers or omnipotent corporations are
the flipside of a neurotic identification with a central power that would
explain and manage the decentered society.
The study of conspiracy theory tends to fall into two camps: one
pathologizes paranoia; the other celebrates it as populist cultural expression. The problem with such an opposition is that these identifications
are usually made by the other side, as a way to commence criticizing the
existing literature.25 “The Net is a medium not for propaganda but for
conspiracy,” as Dyson puts it; “there is so much stuff out there that no one
has the time to contradict all the errors.”26 Circulation of a rumor, even
in the form of denial, can be a way of legitimating it. This has led some
to scoff that “conspiracy theory is the sophistication of the ignorant.”27
Yet the interesting thing about conspiracy theory is surely not only that
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it represents a paranoid expression by normal people but that it is also,
in fact, a mode of theorizing.28
Then there are those who surmise that “on the Web, we get what we
wish for—an inclusive public—and that’s precisely the problem.”29 This
position either goes hand in hand with a didactic call—“Unfortunately,
we as a society have not learned ‘Net Literacy’ yet”30—or it suggests,
interestingly enough, that the “Web actually endangers the ideal of the
public because it eliminates the possibility of the secret.” The irony of this
position becomes apparent when the conspiracy logic comes full circle,
asserting that “the public sphere has its early roots in secret societies,”
and Julian Assange famously inverts the opposition of state secrecy,
giving rise to conspiracy thinking when he asserts that “plans which assist authoritarian rule, once discovered, induce resistance. Hence these
plans are concealed by successful authoritarian powers. This is enough
to define their behavior as conspiratorial.”31 WikiLeaks sought to destroy
the conspiracy of secret state authority by making it so paranoid of itself
that it can no longer conspire. The amorphous network engenders a
nagging hope that if and when all data are ordered and comprehended,
truth and meaning might emerge. This ancient utopia is of course accompanied by the realization that it is endemically unattainable. Thus
conspiracy thinking allows one to take perverse refuge in the comforting
thought that something important always will remain hidden. Some of
the most striking examples of anti-intellectual tendencies can be seen in
the American mainstreaming of conspiracy and government distrust,
indulging in Capricorn One–style allegations.32
Beyond an unproductive opposition of cybernetic control versus a
multitude of dispersed subcultures, the urgent questions of security and
secrecy, freedom of speech and data control in digital culture create a need
for sustained analysis of conspiracy phantasms. As the JFK assassination
conspiracies demonstrate, even the most far-fetched theorizing remains
remote-controlled by a kind of Frankfurt Preschool. The prevalent modes
of such theoretical production combine vulgar Marxism (fingering the
Mafia and anti-Castro paramilitary—i.e., capitalism and reactionary forces)
with vulgar psychoanalysis (the oedipal jealousy of Lyndon B. Johnson
and J. Edgar Hoover combines class envy with sexual resentment).33 More
recently, this plot was repeated as farce when the Taiwanese president
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survived an assassination attempt on the eve of his reelection on March
19, 2004. Whereas the Warren Commission set out to refute conspiracy
theories about Kennedy’s demise, the Taiwanese legislature appears more
interested in the symbolic power resulting from encouraging rampant
speculation that the event was staged. And a re-creation of the Kennedy
assassination as a video game, timed to coincide with its anniversary, was
designed to provide perspectives inaccessible to witnesses of the president’s murder in Dallas. One commentator even went so far as to claim
that “other centuries have only dabbled in conspiracy like amateurs. It
is our century which has established conspiracy as a system of thought
and a method of action.”34 If JFK conspiracies can be “understood” only
from an angle that Zapruder could not see, the symptomatic formations
on the grassy knoll remain stuck on amateur video, and conspiracy
theories after 9/11 have taken to mapping the covert connections of an
invisible world online.
If conspiracy theory allows expressions of a drive to master the “totality” of an inscrutable and traumatically ungraspable world picture, then
this need not mean that conspiracy is the only authentic popular reaction
to online realities.35 Conspiracy theories are too readily appropriated as
populist counterpropaganda, and the default critiques of conspiracy
theory are too easily attacked as condescending to mass culture.36 Indeed,
conspiracy thinking may help organize inchoate fears about new media.
But radicalizing the issue, we can point out the specific history of computing and networking that, at the very origin of the Internet, instituted
conspiracy as its native code. As Friedrich Kittler and Paul Virilio both
argue, conspiracy is part and packet-switch of the prehistory of the information superhighway, since before the Cold War was declared. Truman
and Churchill agreed in Potsdam, so the story goes, to keep the critical
success of the colossi of Bletchley Park secret from Stalin, feeding him
instead the legend of super-spy “General Werther.” And Stalin, although
addicted to conspiracies, did not catch on to the plot, so the Allies from
then on eavesdropped on Moscow and Vladivostok instead of on Berlin
and Tokyo.37 From its origins in linking listening posts to computer decryption, this cover-up of all V-days soon comprised distributed radar
positions connected to computers and strategic weapons. However, it
is just as plausible, by extension, to see conspiracy thinking in Kittler’s
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conclusion that since 1941 wars have been victories of machines over
other machines. Paranoiacs characteristically try to date the onset of their
symptoms to establish a causal narrative. The historicist drive to date
the first piece of evidence, to fix the fixating moment, raises the possibility that an obsession with a secret history of technology may itself be a
profoundly paranoid gesture. The military history of signal intelligence
alone, from radar plotters and cathode tubes to integrated circuits and
fiber optics, is an inadequate critique of new media if it does not also shed
light on the psychological slips and accidents at their origin. Indicating
what is at stake in studying the complexity of our complexes about networks, Paul Baran’s diagrams help visualize how quickly and efficiently
the complexity of a distributed net escalates. Ordering events and their
multiple conditions into a linear, monocausal chain offers a relief that has
never been more welcome than under the conditions of the database and
the distributed network.
Automation and resource sharing across a network promised relief
from repetitive and routine tasks, and interaction with machines was
supposed to lead to a human–computer symbiosis. Yet with the invention of the graphical user interface (GUI), the cyborg rhetoric of the 1950s
soon gave way to tool metaphors, making the innards of the computer as
invisible as possible. Oblivious to software, hardware, and their interaction, users manipulate a surface, constrained by the metaphors granted
by the GUI. Yet on the Net, routines and objects have to be enabled at
all times, and the interface must not get in the way of that interaction
between machines. Consequently, once such tasks are delegated to bots
and subroutines, they are no longer evident to the user. Not surprisingly,
paranoia and its therapy were early models for how computers interface.
Around 1965, scientists at MIT created a natural language program known
as Eliza, or the Doctor, that is still extant in most versions of Unix (including Apple’s OS X). Its recursive patterns of generative grammar imitate a
psychotherapist by using certain staple phrases that invite free association
by the person interfacing with it.38 Around the same time, psychiatrists at
Stanford sought to model the paranoid mind with the aid of computers
and wrote Parry.39 In 1973, when the ARPAnet comprised no more than
forty computers across the United States, Parry the simulated paranoid was
connected across the “packet-switching communications network” from
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Boston to Stanford via Los Angeles to Doctor, the simulated shrink.40 The
amusing transcripts of the dialogues between these forebears of today’s
bots and agents form part of the lore of Internet history. It is therefore no
coincidence that the issues of gender, sexuality, and race that dominate
the discourse on “Net culture” are directly linked to prominent features
of paranoia, such as anxieties about androgyny, gender swapping, and
other identity ambiguities. An illicit desire is awakened and by the same
token denied and projected, as Freud had it. (Of course, one must not
take too literally Freud’s emphasis on homophobia: the problem is desire
of sameness, of being liked by those one likes and wants to be like, and
surely a complex desire and denial of sameness is plausibly heightened
under the conditions of digital culture.) On the other hand, paranoia
and psychotherapy were successfully modeled by computers because
they represent a closed mind-set. Powerful as it is, this kind of closure
eventually succumbs to a peculiar circular logic that is its own undoing.
The recursive pattern is nowhere more in evidence than when software
is presented as relief from the limitations of human brainpower: “The
only reason we have not yet succeeded in formalizing every aspect of the
real world is that we have been lacking a sufficiently powerful logical
calculus,” Eliza’s inventor Weizenbaum boomed.41 Yet, as critics had to
retort, it is this same ideological tendency that locks people into instrumental patterns of habit, of rules and obedience.42 Thus Weizenbaum’s
Doctor was able to simulate the recursive patterns of transference only
because it was, like psychotherapy, “clothed in the magic mantle of Science.”43 We may need to believe that once computers start talking to each
other they will be more reasonable than we are, but the expectation is
itself an unreasonable extrapolation. Once comprehension of our media
world seems possible only through media, critical reflection has to go
beyond the paranoid “assertitude” that technical media simply are power
and that their power is no longer localized, addressed, contradicted, or
held in check.
The greatest advantage of conspiracy theory is that as one expresses
suspicions one avoids being considered naive and perhaps appears
smarter than the average consumer. The anonymous, amorphous power
behind screen and keyboard, folder and file, client and server, code and
compiler, and so on, never shows itself—or it shows itself only as such,
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as the apparatus. Suspicion is a favorite mode of media theory because
signs or images always both show and cover something.44 Behind the
message are technical devices (paper, film, computer); behind these are
production processes, electricity, economy; and behind those we can
suspect something else in turn. The letters and pages of a book cover
up what makes its distribution possible. The computer screen covers
over what is on the chipset. Behind televisual programming is a technical program. Behind all these technical setups lurks a political agenda.
And so on. This conundrum of the dark side of the media is the eternal
fountain of media theory. The logic of the event, biopower, globalization—theories from Jean Baudrillard’s giddy simulation to Michael Hardt
and Antonio Negri’s militant resignation construct narratives of covert
manipulation. Contrary to Popper, common sense alone is not enough
to debunk conspiracy theory. Construed as the antidote to theoretical
thinking, common sense is most susceptible to carrying unreflected and
unsustainable positions precisely because it does not allow for a rigorous self-examination. Theoretical modes, whatever their transgressions
against the principle of parsimony, will in the end benefit from the power
to harness reflexivity for the kind of insight that may, with time, become
common sense—but rarely without clashing with it first.45 Nevertheless,
to graduate from the Frankfurt Preschool, media studies needs to aim
beyond modes of theorizing that find culture and industry always already
in cahoots with the obscure motives of special interests. “Distraction as
provided by art presents a covert control,” in Benjamin’s formula, “of
the extent to which new tasks have become soluble by apperception,”
and so although it is true that each sign tends to obscure the conditions
of its appearing, it does not necessarily follow that as one focuses one’s
attention on an image or a text, one is deceived about the conditions of its
possibility.46 Illustrating how paranoia is still productive as a symptom,
cinema has also long mined the rich ore of superstition and conspiracy
theory, and even as digital technology began to transform and undermine
the Hollywood business model, the conspiracy flick was granted a new
lease on shelf life with the advent of personal computers. In the 1999 film
The Matrix there is a “glitch in the Matrix,” a déjà vu triggered when the
machines alter the digital reality that almost all inhabitants believe is
real; it is illustrated when the protagonist, Neo, sees a black cat walk by
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twice. Exploits such as those of Ronald Austin, who hacked into Pentagon computers, or Kevin Mitnick, who hacked into NORAD computers,
provided iterations of a script that perpetuates the same stereotypes of
hacking as teenage flirtation with crime, depicts data space as an arcade
game, and reduces its hormonally adolescent male protagonists to gadget
lovers. It is the ultimate irony that the sequel to the aforementioned sci-fi
conspiracy theory pastiche, The Matrix Reloaded, is the one movie in the
entire schlock genre to show a realistic hacking scene.47 Eschewing for once
the usual antics of visualizing cyberspace as a vertiginous flight through
the dim canyons of a Data-Manhattan, the movie shows Trinity, neither
male nor a teen, working at a keyboard instead of some futuristic interface
contraption, using an actual piece of software (“nmap,” a routine port
scanner on the command line, known to system administrators around
the world) to scan a computer grid for weaknesses.
on intrapersonal and interpersonal levels, the secret assumes a pivotal
function: to regulate access is to balance sharing and keeping. Although
the omnipresent sensurround of technical media seems to promise instant
disclosure, their structure also harbors at its core the asymmetries of privacy and its monitoring, of surveillance and its screening over, of archives
and their preservation.48 The dynamic of secrecy has to be decoded differently from the way it is encrypted. The excluded must be represented in
the interior, namely as the mark of exclusion. Although often articulated
as a lesson of computing in wartime, this insight is not new: the social
power of secrecy, of preserving and sharing insights into the structure
of our media world, also marks a continuity of all so-called new media
with the oldest stories known to humanity. The cryptographic imaginary
is a pivotal force in the history of computing. Shannon announced that a
system is unconditionally secure if its a priori and a posteriori distributions
are identical.49 But this would mean the only safe way to encode would
be to use a key the approximate length of the message. Shannon lacked a
concept that would allow him to distinguish between the absolutely secure
and that which is practically secure—a necessary consideration in modern
cryptography. And despite some persistent rumors about the origins of
the Internet in postnuclear scenarios, oral history projects have amply
demonstrated that the Net is not exclusively one of military technology,
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nor is its history reducible to something that can be understood outside
the context of secrecy systems throughout the ages.50 The forgetting of
origins is a staple in fabricating myths—indeed, it is the opening move
of fabulating about any origin. Arguably, this secret now resides in the
terminal hookup to screens as our main knowledge interface.
The initial designs for secure distributed networks offer a sharp
critique of “the problem of the Secrecy about Secrecy,” as Baran put it
in detailing his Distributed Adaptive Message Block Network. “Present
security concepts appear to be based upon an implied assumption that
any ‘cleared’ person must be trusted, and that any ‘uncleared’ person is
a potential spy,” Baran pointed out; “further, information is either classified or it is not. From time to time a disquieting occurrence causes us
to wonder if these ‘binary’ attitudes are really valid.” Consequently, he
strongly and publicly insisted he did not want a cryptographic security
clearance because it would prevent him from discussing the matter:
“Avoiding a touchy subject by falling back on edicts rather than rationality
may automatically insure the continued existence of the touchy subject.”
His memo was expressly written as an unclassified discussion of secrecy,
for “unless we can freely describe the detailed workings of a proposed
military communications system in the open literature, the system hasn’t
successfully come to grips with the security problem.” Instead of blindly
pretending that anyone outside the apparatus of secrecy is a spy and foolishly assuming that anyone inside is trustworthy, Baran suggests raising
the price of espionage to an excessive level by combining end-to-end and
link-by-link encryption within networks to combat unavoidable leaks.
Thus, even if the network operates in a hostile environment, it should
remain unreasonably difficult for anyone to interfere with the operation
of the network. Baran’s RAND memorandum expressly solicited hacking:
We are concerned lest a clever and determined enemy find an
Achilles heel. As an acid test, we elicit and encourage a response
from the reader who will “don the hat of an enemy agent” and try
to discover weak spots in the proposed implementation. Such an
enemy is assumed to have a limited number of highly competent
cohorts plus all the equipment he can transport. Further, it is
assumed that the fundamental human inadequacies of our, or any
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security clearance system will permit infiltration by some at least
minimal number of enemy agents who will gain a complete and
detailed understanding of the workings of the system. Inasmuch
as few people have ready access to the crypto keys and since the
keys are changed on a short-time basis, it can be assumed that
the subversive agent will generally not have access to more than
a portion of the key—unless he resorts to force in obtaining the
key, thereby tipping his hat.51
This is not to say that one may easily reappropriate hacking as security
testing, as rather loosely managed research and development, or as a
kind of nontraditional educational practice. Hacking and its heavyhanded suppression equally relate to a culture of secrecy, positioning
the law as preventing “unauthorized” access—prompting the question,
“Whose interests are being served by such powerful myths of closure?”
Hacktivism interrogated the assumptions behind a politics of concealment that would withdraw knowledge and shore up access in a last-ditch
effort to maintain centralized powers of command and control over an
increasingly decentralized situation. As a collective computer-mediated
resistance, hacktivism is not only a predictable response to technocracy
but also a logical extension of the same structure.
Thus studies of Internet communities in general, and of hacktivism
in particular, cast the concealed definition of that collectivity around the
double logic of the secret.52 If technology is the genesis of secrecy, then
access to concealed knowledge is possible only in breaking the illusion that
positions this object outside discourse.53 This veiling mode of controlling
access is sheer power; its necessary side effect is the desire to preserve the
identity of the secret and yet know about it at the same time. The pivotal
moment must be at the same time withdrawn and displayed, concealed
and known. This, in a nutshell, is the dynamic of groups organized
around a techno-fetish. What is really at stake in sifting through information, screening, scanning the reserves of storage, and packet-switching
behind multiple screens is the articulation of a certain deferred revelation.54 The group psychological meaning of secrecy is a relation between
knowledge and ignorance: as the group configures its group dynamics
around a secret, its cohesion depends on the maintenance of an illusion.
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Behind the newest, coolest gadgets one can recognize the ancient logic
of the fetish. “The euphoria of secrecy goes to the head very much like
the euphoria of gadgets,” as C. P. Snow warned.55 It is a truism that old
means of production initially dominate any new form of production,
and collective wishes arise in which the new and the old intermingle.
A dialectical fetish effect produces consciousness, and this production
answers to unconscious fears and wishes. Critiques of fetishism usually
proceed from the assumption that it must be unmasked as a necessary
illusion that covers the truth like a screen memory. However, this is itself
a fetishistic gesture in that it makes the critical gaze a substitute for the
absence, or insufficient presence, of the object. Even the more perceptive theories of fetishism tend to install themselves as a last fetishism of
the fetish, unveiling while preserving the veil. Computational systems
present the apotheosis of automation whose systemic opacity borders on
self-concealment, shutting out the user of any interface from the inner
workings of the machine.
Lamentably, computer hackers have entered the popular imagination
as nerds working out teenage issues online.56 The reasons for equating
the probing of technological strictures with oedipal structures lie in
the lure of a myth that promises an easy analytic diagnosis of hackers’
oblique desires. The oedipal reading suggests that the primal connection
the Internet taps into is a potent reversal of the destiny of automation
and that it “contains and transmits relations of long distance, relations
with the long distant.”57 Therefore, if psychoanalysis as a mythological
mode were to serve as a user’s manual to our ongoing technologization,
this concealment and preservation withdraws only partly from the scene
of signification, of circulation and substitution. The myth of Oedipus
triangulates concealment in human relations. The father here figures as
the first object of mourning but also as the first intruder, the “first third”
disrupting an immediate dual connection. Of course, beyond this plot of
burial and signification, oedipal myth also opens up a bundle of concurrent readings and interpretation, not just along the lines of riddles and
their symptomatic solution but in terms of the readability of media as
symptomatic. At the interface of cultural theory, pop culture, and group
psychology that the Internet has become, the nerd is the gadget lover
whose privileged relationship to technological innovation comes into
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focus. In current vocabulary, a nerd is no longer the odd creature first
mentioned in the children’s book If I Ran the Zoo by Dr. Seuss (1950) but
a socially inept male adolescent addicted to technology. Consumed by
access to and through gadgets, the nerd desires others who are like him,
but he cannot interiorize them or assume their likeness or be assimilated by
them as a like-minded group. When nerds go online, they try to connect,
with the help of prostheses (aliases, pseudonyms, handles, avatars), to
like-minded people, their connections crackling with the static of inhibition. The nerd is transformed by the group into a mascot whose totemic
asexuality allows it to fit back into the group. As the excluded inclusion
of group formation, consigned to the sterility of inner exile, playing Dungeons and Dragons when not coding Java or Unix, the nerd is the group’s
interface with technological replication and facilitates their connection to
the transferential other side.58 This resistance against familial authority
allows for the leverage the hacker craves: the future always had all the
time to change. In fast-forward mode through the history of secrecy, the
vilification of every new technology as a “beast without hands” becomes
recognizable on the screen of today’s interfaces as an ancient monster: the
secretive Sphinx demands answers to hard questions. As long as science
commands the awe of the ignorant and the respect of the masses, the
Sphinx’s reign of terror is founded on impenetrability: her face denotes
beauty; her wings, reach; her claws, the fearful grasp on the secret of
knowledge. But lame-footed Oedipus solved the riddle by subtracting
and adding limbs. The animal that has first four feet, then two, then
three, and finally four again is man. Different ages in the history of writing are also figured by adding or subtracting a limb: from handwriting
to ten fingers on a keyboard to dictation software and writing without
hands. Once the riddle is solved, the monster is slain and carted off by a
donkey—because once something is understood, any ass can handle it.
There are three stereotypical representations of oedipal desire in
computer-mediated communication: phone phreaks seek to establish
a free connection to the long distant, warez crackers revert intellectual
property in software to a ruinous culture of the gift, and network hackers
rescue the mother lode of information from the vaults of secrecy to which
a centralized information society would consign it. In all three modes, the
thrust of the fantasy seems to be going back in time to before one’s birth
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to preempt the law of the father and get closer to the (m)other. Hacking, this popular reading then suggests, is to reprogram one’s psyche in
order to make it compatible with a melancholic, future-driven mind-set.
Nerds make machines work in a time frame that takes them toward the
symptom. If one had one’s posterity in the past, the inversion must take
one toward the moment of encryption, the enshrining of the secret, or the
incident that gives rise to repression. As the new media play back and to
an extent reverse the history of mechanical development as McLuhan’s
“extensions of man,” they seem to invert the development of literacy and
social organization in the cool metamedium of the connected computer.
McLuhan hoped this would engender just that shock of unfamiliarity
in the familiar that is necessary for the understanding of media culture.
But this is once again investing media technology with an agency that
disenfranchises and manipulates people. “Far from enslaving us to these
fantasies, and thus turning us into de-subjectivized blind puppets,” as
Žižek corrects this mythological reading, cyberspace “enables us to treat
them in a playful way, and thus to adopt to them a minimum of distance.”59
Thus to criticize the fantasy of an oedipal construction of cyberspace, in
all its psychotic immersion or neurotic mediation, is not to dismiss the
interpretive power of a myth going out on a limb—yet we must not forget
it remains myth. The dispersed, decentralized nature of the Net need not
signify the dissolution of patriarchal order. The mythological reading in
fact merely installs the group mascot of techno-culture as the neurotic
upholder of cyberprotocol.
in his structural study of myths, Lévi-Strauss suggests the use of
playing cards in order to systematically lay out the constituent elements
of a myth. An observer of a card game, he argues, or of a fortune-teller
using a tarot deck, should be able to reconstruct a system from the practice
observed, for each card shows a link, a relation. In isolating and identifying such links, Lévi-Strauss emphasizes that his anthropological software
design aims for an economy of explanation achieved only with the aid of
greater processing capacity, teamwork, and technical help, from mounting
boards to “perforated cards, which in turn require IBM equipment, etc.”60
Analyzing individual myths requires one to break them down into the
shortest possible statements, writing each on a card. “The true constituent
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units of a myth,” Lévi-Strauss writes, “are not the isolated relations but
bundles of such relations,” and observing synchronic, structural bundles
and their diachronic, narrative links, he studies blood relations and incest
taboo, for instance, in the myth of Oedipus. However, once the anthropologist wants to inscribe variants and version control in his system of
cards, it requires three-dimensional representation in a database. “A logical
treatment of the whole will allow simplifications, the final outcome being
the structural law of the myth.” What this endeavor aimed to produce
is a sense “that the same logical processes operate in myth as in science,
and that man has always been thinking equally well; the improvement
lies, not in an alleged progress of man’s mind, but in the discovery of
new areas to which it may apply it unchanged and unchanging powers.”
This conclusion is surprising, since it could be precisely the invention of
data automation that produces such anachronisms. Lévi-Strauss seems
to suggest that innovative data processing systems are needed while arguing that such innovation is already found in myth. But it is indeed an
ancient insight that the structural complacency of any system, the more
binary or digital it writes its own principles, is vulnerable to a rupture,
where the necessary construct is its own undoing.
Thus the hacker as engineer of innovation is a myth, told by those
who maintain, with Lévi-Strauss, that it is not a matter of progress but
of applying variants of ancient logic, found already in myth. There is
no key myth that would decode mythology, and there are no sources of
myths that the processing of data bundles might disclose. Furthermore,
where Lévi-Strauss deduces from his structural analysis of the Oedipus
myth that the incest taboo is universal, he describes it as natural, yet
as prohibition it is also cultural, therefore undermining the distinction
structural anthropology tries to base on it. Thus metaphysical reduction
is based on the very binary opposition it reduces, so that digital short
shrift is systemic and irreducible. The inevitable tension between play
and mortification means that a secured center is impossible. The exact
same system promises and undoes any and all totalization—think of
draft cards, business cards, or identity cards, singularly clumsy as media,
until their functionality appears and simultaneously disappears once
they are integrated in automation systems of information processing.61
As Vannevar Bush formulated his regret over the complexity of data
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processing,“ all this complication is needed because of the clumsy way
in which we have learned to write figures. If we recorded them positionally, simply by the configuration of a set of dots on a card, the automatic
reading mechanism would become comparatively simple.”62 And yet
from Vannevar Bush’s memex to Apple’s HyperCard, from the earliest
systematic library catalogs to the computer database, and from HTML to
XML, the symbolic invention at the core of data systems is withdrawn,
and the periphery is sanitized for your convenience.
Nevertheless, and to that extent Lévi-Strauss is proven correct, the
use of playing cards to observe, understand, and enter a complex data
structure is indeed an open secret in history (see chapter 1). In 1775, Abbé
Rozier laid the grounds for modern libraries when he devised a filing
system based on playing cards in order to classify all publications of the
Royal Academy of Sciences in Paris between 1666 and 1770. American
library reformer and catalog pioneer Melvil Dewey not only met his
wife on board a boat to the United Kingdom in 1877 but also learned to
play cards on this trip, which led to the information systems developed
by the American Library Association.63 If the invention of the Internet
is not directly owed to the limitations of the paper-based card index,
it is nonetheless relevant that networked computing is widely used to
that end. The database is at the concealed core of the distributed server
structure of the Net, as well as at the core of each end user’s black box.
But the problem that arises when a computer is just represented as an
opaque box is illustrated perfectly by the arrest for fraud of a New Jersey
couple a few years ago. The purported antiterrorism device (called the
C-BAND, for Chemical & Biological Alarm and Neutralization Defense
System) they had offered to airports and shopping malls was actually
nothing more than an empty filing cabinet with flashing lights and a
siren on top. A C-BAND news release had touted the device as a selfcontained unit that could be installed in airports, malls, and sports arenas
to alert people when it detects a “harmful bio or chem-agent.” It would
also “isolate and neutralize the harmful agents” by “using a series of
high electromagnetic frequency signals.”64 If the mere visual display is
capable of taking the place of access, it is more than ever crucial that we
be allowed to look into the cards, even if it turns out that the structural
laws of our newest myths send us back to the most ancient ones. The
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pivotal feature of myth is that it allows one to switch from fear to stories
about fear, from play to observations of play.
As hacktivism ties into the cryptographic imaginary, its public image
oscillates between terror and play. In this antinomy we may recognize a
mythological formation. We can thus appreciate about hacktivism exactly
what the mainstream found suspicious and threatening: the relaxed, loose,
playful approach to “control and communication,” that is, to cybernetics as social power. The tyranny of closed systems is most unsettled by
those who seek root or radical access to its structure. Wherever hacktivism is being discussed, the antinomy of myth is invoked as a pivot for
defining an otherwise completely dispersed phenomenon: it is terror or
creative expression, in the interest of fear or freedom, expressing a need
for greater homeland security or for enlightenment. Frightening and
fantastic, the myth tends to serve those who call hackers “terrorists” and
ignore all evidence by computer users defending the free play of ideas
and information.
This story is as old as the hills, which is how myths communicate their
appeal. Regardless of whether hacktivism is figured as cultural escapism
or as a self-helping of common sense, and regardless of whether fear of
hacktivism is seen as an old wives’ tale or as national security dogma,
recognizing the myth allows one to articulate something beyond fearmongering. Depending on how the myth joins the polar tensions of terror
and play, its reception can be a passive or active engagement. One may
avert one’s eyes when faced with mass media hysteria about hackers in
pursuit of untold secrets, or one may seek to comprehend (and to make
comprehensible) how such group psychological effects are structured—as
secondary orality. Myths proliferate in oral cultures. Literacy complicates
the transmission of sensitive information because writing could betray
the message to anyone. When Goody and Watt address the qualitative
difference between orality and literacy, they bring the survival of oral
societies into the twentieth century into focus.65 For Havelock, literacy
became not only the way in which orality is reconstructed—out of old
texts—but also how it is formed and interpreted.66 As a consequence, the
distinction between a primary and a secondary orality made by Ong may
be extended to an analysis of the gossipy character of life online.67 The
global village is nothing but a big forget-together of those who tell the
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story of the global village to each other. Version control, authentication,
and data integrity are not among the core features of this structure; it is
marked by hearsay, rumor, storytelling, which goes against the commandand-control efficiencies of the administration of power.
Critics of hacktivism admonished that the lack of a clear agenda made
it a politically immature gesture, whereas conspiracy theorists hoped to
see an attempt to precipitate a crisis online. On both sides of that debate,
public opinion was formed by characterizing any disruptive event on the
Internet as “terrorism.” One of the earliest documented hacktivist events
was the Strano Network strike directed against French government computers in 1995, but that was a virtual sit-in, not terrorism. One of the more
notorious examples of hacktivism was the modification of Indonesian Web
sites with appeals to “Free East Timor” in 1998 by Portuguese hackers,
but that was defacement of media space, not terrorism.68 These kinds of
events make headlines not for their political motivation but merely for
the spectacle of vigilante computing. In stories such as those, it becomes
evident that the media are also misusing the word journalist. For among
definitions of terrorist in the Oxford English Dictionary, one finds the following: “1b. Any one who attempts to further his views by a system of
coercive intimidation. 2. One who entertains, professes, or tries to awaken
or spread a feeling of terror or alarm; an alarmist, a scaremonger.” The
front lines of journalism have been manned by scaremongers since the
end of World War II. Alarmist attitudes won the Cold War, and we currently experience an assault on the freedom of citizens to process information without the use of trademarked software programs that proffer
only homeopathic doses of access and comprehension while effectively
closing all systems. In keeping with economies of surplus and scale, the
greater the reach of a network, the lower its saturation with information;
conversely, the more differentiated the information, the smaller its area of
distribution. Although military, academic, and business communications
achieve integrated networks of high information density, the general public
is often shut out. The more a medium correlates noise with profit and
profit with noise (even and especially at the highest levels of production
value), the more vacuous it tends to become.
To take the real threats of cyberterrorism seriously is certainly not
alarmist, but it is irresponsible not to distinguish between a Net sit-in and
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the failure of an ATM network, between conceptual Net art and attacks
on a hospital generator, between a cable TV outage and the potential
damage by electromagnetic bombs, or between dragging down Domain
Name System servers and hijacking airliners. To call the computers supporting the Domain Name System “critical nodes” of the Internet is to
fool people into thinking “malicious code” could actually damage the
entire Net, despite the well-established fact that distributed networks are
designed to withstand just that. To equate the security of airline Web sites
with the vulnerability of air traffic control or to lump the real importance
and value of medical or credit information together with the mere loss of
marketing opportunities is indeed to engage in coercive intimidation.69
This is not to deny the importance, to the military, of information operations conducted during times of crisis or conflict to achieve or promote
specific objectives; they may indeed include strikes against nodes and links
of computer networks; the design, denial, and protection of intelligence;
perception management and psychological warfare; or the exploitation
of software-based attacks on information systems.70 Yet hacktivism, in
reaction to conflicts and interventions from Chechnya to Chiapas and
from Hong Kong to Hamburg, never set off an electromagnetic bomb.
Hacktivists are neither secret agents nor soldiers, neither terrorists nor
netwarriors. Hacktivism aims to capture attention; it is calculated for
maximum media effect, trying to raise the awareness of citizens regarding certain rights and liberties, including free speech, privacy, and access.
An act of hacktivism can involve many people or only one; it can forge
links and coalitions between people whose politics run the gamut. Essentially, hacktivism translates into the digital realm what disruptive or
expressive politics have been using for centuries: demonstrations, sit-ins,
labor strikes, and pamphlets. Denial-of-service attacks exploiting the
processing rhythms of certain system resources are nothing more or less
than digital demonstrations. If one can tie up one server process for 300
seconds, or five minutes, by starting (but not completing) a three-way
TCP handshake, that is technically speaking not an attack but a very
slow way to interact with the other computer. Hacktivists have generally taken care not to affect the Net at large. The point is that in singling
out one server, it becomes apparent to the untrained eye, to the public
who are not computer experts. Such manipulations by end users insist,
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in the final analysis, on access to knowledge about codes, procedures,
and routines that are hiding behind trade secrets, copyrights, and other
protection mechanisms. This analysis of communication technology opposes the analytic mind-set of computer literacy with the formulaic state
of mind of oral culture, just as Havelock and Ong did: “In nonliterate
cultures the task of education could be described as putting the whole
community into a formulaic state of mind.”71 And thus “lengthy verbal
performances in oral cultures are never analytic but formulaic.”72 Their
thesis of historical progress from the chirographic handling of text via
the formalizing typing of text to the polymorphous implications of word
processing gave rise to the assumption, popularized in media theory
after McLuhan, that a recurrence of orality can be recognized in the third
phase, returning, in some ways, to the oldest techniques of storytelling
and mythmaking. It will have been the task of media studies to interpret
how much programming routines rely on an analytic frame of mind yet
so often seem to insist on putting everyone else into a formulaic state of
mind. No doubt the insistent techniques of concealment on the level of
code will push users, as consumers or addressees of code, forever into
trying to interrupt, disrupt, or disperse the apotheosis of automation.
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NOISE FLOOR: BETWEEN TINNITUS
AND RAW DATA
The claim is that one is opening music
to all events, all irruptions, but one
ends up reproducing a scrambling that
prevents any event from happening.
—Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari,
A Thousand Plateaus
Random corruption should not be
confused with random generation.
—Laurie Spiegel, “An Information
Theory Based Compositional Model”

what happens to music making under the conditions of networked
computing? Just what is it that makes the bleeps and clicks of laptop
music so different, so appealing? Our digital media culture is predicated
on communication efficiencies to an extent that can obscure or veil the
sources of noise, as faults, glitches, and bugs are too often relegated to
the realm of the accidental. Yet glitch electronica puts precisely this raw
material to creative use. Reduction of complexity is a highly successful
strategy in the experimental laboratory, in system theory, and thus in
many academic disciplines, but it points to a pivotal problem in digital
transcoding of audiovisual “raw data,” regardless of whether the reduction at issue is an aesthetic strategy or a technical constraint. How much
image can be omitted before an image is no longer an image? How much
music can be compressed in lossy sampling before it ceases to be music?
And conversely, how much information can be stored, processed, and
53
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transmitted without changing the frame of reference for visual arts, for
music? Information theory is one approach to answering these questions; the ultimate data compression is the entropy, H, and the ultimate
transmission rate of communication is the channel capacity, C. However,
this does not account at all for the success of glitch electronica in particular, nor indeed for the success of music in general. Tuning in to what is
ordinarily filtered out, this chapter will investigate ways in which our
signal-processing age has come to cope with raw data. In contemplating
digital culture between a hermetically rule-bound realm of programmed
necessity and efficient management of the totality of the possible, one can
situate a realm of contingency: distortions in the strictest signal-to-noise
ratio, glitches and accidents, or moments where what does not compute
is condescendingly ascribed to error.
It is from the “failure” of digital technology that this new work
has emerged: glitches, bugs, application errors, system crashes,
clipping, aliasing, distortion, quantization noise, and even the noise
floor of computer sound cards are the raw materials composers
seek to incorporate in their music.1
As our digital culture oscillates between the sovereign omnipotence of
computing systems and the despairing agency panic of the user, digital
tropes of perfect sound copies are abandoned in favor of errors, glitches
become aestheticized, mistakes and accidents are recuperated for art under
the conditions of signal processing. It is interesting to take a closer look
at how this takes hold in music and sound art in an age of networked
computing.
Beyond the realm of traditional instruments, music has advanced
rapidly by way of exploring the potential of storage, processing, and
transmission of acoustic material. This soon led not only to the emulation
of known sounds and patterns but to experiments with sonic expressions
that had been either impossible or suppressed as noise and error. But this
still begs the question how we distinguish between signal and noise in a
musically meaningful way. “Noise does not have to be loud, but it has to
be exclusive: excluding other sounds, creating in sound a bubble against
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sounds.”2 Though arguably musical, an orchestra tuning up is generally
considered to be noise, but the clapping of an audience, a form of white
noise, is taken to be meaningful and, hence, signal:
There is no absolute structural difference between noise and
signal. They are of the same nature. The only difference we can
logically establish between them hinges on the concept of intent
on the part of the transmitter. A noise is a signal that the sender
does not want to transmit.3
Of course, such a distinction would still privilege message over channel,
intention over chance, and one may well object that musical practice has
undermined such easy distinctions for centuries.4 However, the specific
step that motivates the present argument is to see how the generative potential of computers is harnessed for electronic music, radically expanding
the timbres and structures of creative sonic expression. Alva Noto’s work,
for instance, is organized around the tension between polyrhythmic glitch
textures and a singular focus on the timbre of noise. Alva Noto is an alias
of German visual artist Carsten Nicolai.5 In his music, he relies on mathematical processes to govern rhythm, and he uses modems, telephones,
and fax tones to compose atonal, syncopated soundscapes; he “recognizes
and embraces the fact that it is impossible to maintain perfect integrity
in the communication of any information and instead focuses attention,
not on the information transmitted, but on the enigmatic character of
the system of transmission itself. The predominant sound materials in
his music are the noises of imperfect systems: clicks of electromagnetic
interference, ground loops, dither noise, aliasing and vinyl noise and so
on.”6 And Stefan Betke, recording under the name Pole, made a name
for himself in electronic music when he began using the crackles issuing
from a broken analog filter, captured and looped on DAT into minimal
click dub.7 Making music with the byproducts of new technologies is a
way of maintaining a space of playful exploration.
The history of recording and reproduction offers ample illustration of
how the introduction of digital technology has shifted but not overcome
certain endemic resistances of our media culture.
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Added to the story of sound production we always find the traces
of sound recording as well, including information on the location,
type, orientation, and movement of the sound collection devices,
not to mention the many variables intervening between collection
and recording of sound (amplification, filtering, equalization, noise
reduction, and so forth).8
Focusing media history on materiality as a condition of possibility for
programs as executable content, Poster humorously dissects the private
utopia of the audiophile listener:
The obsession to recapture the musical language of the past slides
into the production of a new manifold of information. . . . More and
more time, care and money is invested in the medium of sound
reproduction; more and more effort is expended to control the
listening environment. Even the electricity coming into the house
is suspect as a possible source of distortion.9
The very condition of possibility of sound reproduction and amplification
is also a constant source of contamination, and the history of audio recording and reproduction technology can seem to align along a progressive
pursuit of transparency into the inaudible.
The history of the development of different audio formats from
wax to vinyl to tape to CD, indeed, seems itself to be driven by
a single-minded, stubborn desire to render the communications
system or medium entirely transparent (or inaudible, rather) and
to eradicate entirely any interference coming from the system or
the medium itself so that we can instead focus solely on the pure
audio content of our choice.10
Yet, long after the advent of the compact disc promised “perfect sound
forever,” the audio formats kept coming, and the current audio world
is replete with Super Audio CD, Audio DVD, Blu-Ray discs, dueling
compression algorithms, and ever more sophisticated digital–analog
converters that seek to repress or eliminate jitter, latency, and other
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artifacts of the digital as well as the analog realm. Of course, loudspeakers and amplifiers, recordings and their manipulation have also become
music-making tools in their own right. By the very same token, then, it
cannot come as a surprise that musicians in the course of a long century
of mechanical reproducibility have made wide and varied use of technical failures and even elevated scratches, clicks, and glitches to the status
of sonic raw data.11
To be sure, this is not simply a linear media–historical index; indeed,
assumptions about progress are complicated in an aesthetic fold. On one
hand, a notion of the “rawness” of data corresponds to ever-increasing
expectations from audiovisual resolution; on the other hand, this selection
can recuperate elements that conventions exclude. What is perceived as
a lapse in frame rates on screen might earlier have been considered part
and packet-switch of earlier interactions on networked screens; what is
heard as noisy clicking on a sound file might have gone unnoticed in the
scratchy days before standardization of vinyl production quality and
cartridge sensitivity. But what Lev Manovich describes as an accelerating
aestheticization of information tools covers up the very material fact that
aesthetic choices in audiovisual arts encompass the computing equivalent
of the roughness of a brushstroke or the hairy attack of bow on string:
constraints are effects at one’s disposal, not simply noise to be canceled.
Yet arguably, the era of noise canceling really takes off with the advent
of digital technologies.
The extension of allowable sounds allows one to avoid simplifications
in distinguishing between music and noise. “In the twentieth century,
noise has become a resource, was incorporated into musicality and rejected musicality, while all the while occurring in the place of music.”12
However, the development of new technologies for sound generation,
manipulation, and recording is only one axis to consider here; another is
the conceptual framing of what distinguishes one sound from another.
“The division between sound and musical sound is negotiated and policed in terms of a traditionally established axis irrelevant to most music,”
although that dividing line is as crucial as it is unacknowledged.13 Among
the art forms that may be said to suffer from the hegemony of a narrow
operating definition of music is sound art, and it should be noted that
sound art now relies extensively on computing hardware and software.14
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Yet as Kahn notes, “only recently have individuals begun to describe
themselves as sound and installation artists, audio and radio artists.”15
In conversation with John Cage, Marina Rosenfeld raises an important
objection to such a division:
The visual—when you are interested in it and you make music,
you’re now supposed to be a sound artist. The sounds you make
are suddenly categorically metaphorical. OK, I hereby reject the
entire category (I’ve already done this for a couple of years, actually) and embrace music.16
Rosenfeld is perhaps best known for developing a distinctive sound using “dub plates,” custom-made one-off acetate records of fragmentary
sounds she mixes and manipulates in performance. Similarly, Christian
Marclay erases the boundaries between sound artist and DJ with collages and performances that exploit the materiality of vinyl records,
foregrounding skips, pops, hiss, and other surface noise.17 More recently,
Ralf Nuhn’s Glitchy & Scratchy took this concept up in an installation that
allows users to spin two records via a touchscreen. The turntables (with
vinyl record) on either side of the screen follow the spin direction and
(variable) speed of the respective virtual record. Pressing the left or right
button at the front of the screen repeats the most recent scratching pattern of the respective record.18 These practices of artists and turntablists
illustrate how faults and errors in technologies of sound reproduction
indeed bring forth innovative artistic practices, as did John Cage with his
tape piece Williams Mix (1952) and Fluxus artist Milan Knizak with reassembled vinyl in Destroyed Music (1963).19 This is evident in a number of
parallel traces: in music theory and compositional practice, in advancing
recording technologies and means of reproduction and distribution, and
in aesthetic and critical thought about the potential for creative expression under the highly technologized conditions of contemporary life after
two world wars. As with the paradox of characterizing hypertext as a
radical break while claiming canonical ancestors, a similar move is found
in accounts of noise, laying claim to radical innovation while also namedropping influences from both Western art music and from the annals
of punk and industrial music. Short of pointing to the Italian futurists,
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one invokes Walter Ruttmann’s 1930 “film for the ears,” Wochenende.20
Coining the notion of musique concrète in 1948, Schaeffer made looped
samples that embraced the sonic givens of the modern lifeworld, rejecting
the abstractions of musical composition without abandoning musicality.21
Stockhausen asserted that “instrumental and auditive associations divert
the listener’s comprehension from the self-evidence of the sound world”
and sought to valorize electronic sounds.22 Punk, plunderphonics, and
industrial music rely on noise samples spliced into performances; groups
such as Einstürzende Neubauten and Throbbing Gristle inspired scores
of noise records, as did Merzbow and SPK.23 Many consider the screeching, squawking feedback of Lou Reed’s 1975 double album Metal Machine
Music a seminal event, rescued from obscurity by critics such as Lester
Bangs.24 Reed’s two guitars, droning through five Marshall tube amps
in series, were recorded at different speeds with Sony, Uher, and Pioneer
reel-to-reel tape recorders.25 Rolling Stone magazine infamously called the
result “the tubular groaning of a galactic refrigerator,” comparing it to “a
night in a bus terminal.” In his liner notes, Reed referred to minimalist
composer LaMonte Young and laid claim to “symmetry, mathematical
precision, obsessive and detailed accuracy and the vast advantage one
has over ‘modern electronic composers.’” Today, its endless groove takes
pride of place in record collections, and indeed Metal Machine Music was
just reissued on 180-gram vinyl, Blu-Ray, and audio DVD, remastered for
quadraphonic high fidelity.26 It is worth noting that Metal Machine Music
was originally released in the same week as Brian Eno’s Discreet Music.
The two albums bookend the extremes of the ambient genre:
on one side, beatless, wordless, unashamedly spaced-out beauty,
stripped of incidental interest and climax, eventually evolving
into trip-hop, electronica and math-rock; on the other, beaten, furious bitterness tearing time apart, eventually evolving into punk,
industrial music and techno, with both ambient styles meeting
somewhere in the middle of trance, post-rock and glitch.27
Both art music composers and postpunk influences continue to fertilize
the discourse on laptop noise, one of my favorite recent examples being COH Plays Cosey, with Russian sound artist Ivan Pavlov turning a
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correspondence with Throbbing Gristle member Cosey Fanni Tutti into
a noisy homage in 2008.28 Yet if experimenting with noise and distortion
was an avant-garde notion until the 1960s, that strategy was soon “exhausted at the point when no audible sound existed outside music.”29
It thus comes down, without oversimplifying the point, to a process of
selection: filter it out or amplify it.
While technological failure is often controlled and suppressed—its
effects buried beneath the threshold of perception—most audio
tools can zoom in on the errors, allowing composers to make them
the focus of their own work.30
One has to wonder: how does this appropriation of all kinds of “raw”
sounds come to pass? Why reissue Metal Machine Music now? And what
allows musicians and cultural historians to contemplate what might have
happened yet did not?
As a functional requirement for a fundamental shift in the availability of audiovisual entertainment and arts, reproducibility implies
a process for transforming material traces representing sound into the
sound itself. Furthermore, the traces are not merely oscillographic curves
or other representations of vibration, frequency, amplitude; they function as conservation of what had been considered ephemeral. More than
merely denoting loudness and pitch, attack and decay, rhythm and sonic
combinations, or styles of delivery—all of which may be contained in
notation—a recorded sound affords very specific aspects of interaction
and manipulation.31 For instance, whereas a musical signal is conceived
as having to do with a temporal flow, a recording is reversible; its indivisible continuity becomes divisible, so that it can be arbitrarily cut and
recombined.32 And in theory, materializing the sonic object so it can be
repeated at will appropriates any and all sounds that are reproducible; if
you can capture it, why not use it? The notion of a systematic notation of
glitches is of course a paradox. Yet once both visual and aural information
are turned into computer data, they become fungible in ways that open
up new possibilities. For instance, in mastering Cyclo, an album by Ryoji
Ikeda and Carsten Nikolai, a phase meter device (routinely used to test
the accuracy of a recording’s proper encoding) was thrown for a loop,
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literally, when the pair’s microscopic sounds showed up as triangles,
squares, and rotating three-dimensional shapes on the test screen, instead
of the normal oblique lines bisected in the middle to demonstrate correct input.33 This accidental discovery pointed Ikeda and Nicolai to the
concurrent practice of visualizing computer glitches and to transcoding
practices that sonify images and depict the proportions of sound files.34
In Dataphonics, another project by Ikeda (commissioned by Radio France
Culture in 2006–2007), various nonaudio data became the material for an
hour-long composition.35 Emphasizing the spatial nature of music for a
Whitney Biennial performance in 2010, sculptor and sound artist David
Schafer transcoded floor plans and elevation drawings for the museum
by architect Marcel Breuer into sounds via Metasynth, mixing them with
a voice actor’s recording of a Marcel Breuer text describing the architect’s
vision for the Whitney Museum of American Art and playing them through
a speaker cabinet modeled in the form of the building. The cultural history
of sonification is marked by two aspects: on one hand, it makes audible
something one would not get to hear without its data being transcoded,
that is, without the use of media technology that can store, reproduce,
and transmit data in a number of ways. On the other hand, this variable
access to data can lead to insights that otherwise are hard to come by:
examining light or color or humidity or temperature as sound waves, as
practiced both in sound art and in experimental contemporary music.36
Thus Andrea Polli renders climate data as sound installations, and Alva
Noto’s album Unitxt, for instance, sonifies software code from common
PC programs such as Entourage, Excel, PowerPoint, and Word.37 In short,
transcoding is testament to our data age, but it simultaneously gives rise
to interesting aspects of a kind of raw material resistance of the digital.
developments in atmospheric and diegetic film sound also relied on the
inclusion of noise in an aesthetic vocabulary by historical avant-gardes
after World War I (Luigi Russolo’s 1913 manifesto on the art of noises
was followed by a chapter on the noise of war in an eponymous book on
the art of noise).38 In addition, the dissolution of harmony in dodecaphonic and atonal music coincided with the technological possibilities of
experimental music, to the point where “the evolution of music seems
to be a methodical violation of previously accepted rules.”39 Beyond a
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drive to break rules and innovate, which is the pivotal Modernist affect,
what repeated departures from convention demonstrated is that dogmatic
foundations of music making were not confirmed by psychological experiment, thus drastically expanding the allowable sonic material. This
emergence of new objects and methods, fostered by geometric increases
in the number of hours of music that became available in public concerts,
radio broadcasts, and mass-produced records, soon allowed no qualitative distinction between sounds. Composers and performers started
to separate the necessary ingredients, such as some measure of pitch
or periodicity, from the contingent, such as structures and strictures of
Western musical form that had been merely statistically imposed. By the
end of the twentieth century, it had become obvious that “the sound is
just the data, the raw material in a process that Hip Hop scratch mixers
have made cliché: the cut-up or repeat sample.”40 Thus a scratchy noise
becomes part of an aesthetic vocabulary, then turns into an overused
and predictable effect, briefly falling out of favor before achieving some
retro charm and reasserting itself. Perhaps our historical loops processing sounds as innovative–predictable–out–retro are growing shorter;
certainly some observers of the music scene seem to feel a digital noose
tightening around the creative mind, cutting off the influx of new ideas.
Nonetheless, or all the more so, the focus here is on tracing the generative rather than the reproductive. Despite Adorno’s declaration that
“there has never been any gramophone-specific music,” both Stravinsky
and Moholy-Nagy suggested great generative possibilities for the phonograph; technologies of recording and reproduction from records and
radio to tape reels and digital editing went on to have a significant influence.41 Extending this line of thought from Stravinsky and Moholy-Nagy
to the twenty-first century, it is not so much that “contemporary sound
art has come under the influence of digital simulations” but that sound
has been explored for decades for its potential, and computer synthesis
has led to some surprisingly fast and widespread adoptions of new
sound material.42 Music is not “electronic” if it merely reproduces known
sounds and forms; a new sonic world requires new artistic ideas, new
concepts and forms of expression, gained directly from an exploration of
the raw data. Pivotal is not just the technical layer but what can be done
with new technology.43 Moreover, just because a lot of electronic sounds
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are beyond conventional musical notation does not mean that they are
disconnected from critical reflection informed by historical consciousness. On the contrary, it is a fascinating aspect of the history of digital
technology that despite marketing hype about “perfect sound forever,”
it also and by the same token sought to repeat and recover the imperfect,
glitchy, error-prone predecessors, and even to outdo them in terms of
manipulations. Indeed, the “fixity of the digital recording (its ‘perfection’)
is shown to be infinitely malleable.”44 For instance, when Yasunao Tone
was asked to record a CD, he considered none of his works suitable for
fixed digital reproduction.45 Instead, he conceived a medium-specific piece
by transcoding an ancient Chinese poetic text, first into images based on
Chinese characters, then into digital files by scanning the images, so that
the histograms could then be processed as sound waves by the computer.46
In Tone’s own description of that process, from an essay he wrote on
John Cage and recording, “According to information theory this is none
other than noise, and as the French word for information noise, parasite,
indicates, it is parasitic on a host—that is, message. But in this case there
is no host, only parasite on the CD. Therefore this CD is pure noise.”47
Thus, in a curious fold that doubles media history onto itself, various
modular and numeric properties of music come to the fore as an ancient
yet digitally renewed angle on media culture.48 The digital age is marked
by Cold War obsessions with secrecy and invisible communications, and
thus it is hardly coincidental that we should encounter a synthetic music
that scrambles the vocabulary of sound, going far beyond the pattern
inversions and structural transformations composers had used in past
centuries. “Forged in the studios, universities and computer labs of a shattered Europe and a paranoid USA, post-war electronic music is a quest to
build new worlds of sound liberated by the white spark of electricity.”49
Indeed, it took a while for electronica to shed the nerdy, academic patina
of computer labs and move into dance clubs and transitory headphones.50
There is hardly an area of contemporary culture that does not bear
witness to the algorithmic revolution, whether one looks at art and
architecture, business and transportation, communication and science,
or literature and music. As an artificial observer or listener, a computer
can explore the statistics of the forms we call aesthetic and thus assist in
musical analysis. A statistical theory of aesthetics was proposed as early as
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1932 by Birkhoff, suggesting that the aesthetic measure M relates directly
to a proportion of complexity and order, as in M = O/C, whereby the
most beautiful of a class is that which exhibits as much order with as little
complexity as possible.51 After World War II, Bense replaced complexity
C with information H of the selected signs, and order O by redundancy
R, since “each order of elements is a phenomenon of redundancy, of the
return of the same, the predictable, thus not innovative information.”52
In his formulation, order became statistical redundancy, and complexity
became statistical complexity of information; the aesthetic score of a work
of art, Bense felt, increased if it had no readily recognizable style so as to
maximize the improbability of its elements. (Attali still subscribes to this
ethos in his book on noise: “With noise is born disorder and its opposite:
the world. With music is born power and its opposite: subversion. . . .
Music—pleasure in the spectacle of murder, organizer of the simulacrum,
masked beneath festival and transgression—creates order.”53) As Serres
puts it, “Noise destroys and horrifies. But order and flat repetition are
in the vicinity of death. Noise nourishes a new order.”54 Beyond the
capacity to assist with such quotients, computers were also found to be
helpful in amplifying the kind of complexity found in works of art, or
in developing an aleatory or permutational principle, as computers are
able to generate and evaluate calculations and combinations that would
strain the patience and capacity of most composers and performers.55
In harnessing the database and calculations of computing, finite means
of expression in play can offer multiple solutions to a musician’s goals.
Indeed, in 1640 Athanasius Kircher had already recognized that his
Musurgia Universalis could recombine sequences of notes in a table so
as to embody compositional rules, but this rudimentary computational
composing device was never realized. Kircher also imagined a pneumatic
automaton that would serve as his artificial orchestra for synthetic music.
As early as 1906, Thaddeus Cahill’s invention of the Telharmonium or
Dynamophone used additive synthesis to generate polyphonic tones
from simple frequencies. It should be pointed out that synthesis and
composition are perhaps the same concept in two languages, Greek and
Latin, respectively, although we still tend to view musical composition as
artistic and sound synthesis as artificial. The two terms are united when
computers are used both for composition and as synthesizers of sound.
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As the story goes, Max Mathews and his boss at Bell Labs, John Pierce,
on the way back from a piano recital decided to see whether computers
could do better.56 Pierce, who was one of the inventors of the transistor
and a pioneer in satellite communications, had sufficient clout at Bell
Labs to ensure that Mathews got enough access to computing time, which
enabled the development in 1956 of Music Compiler I, a software program
devoted to generating structured synthetic sounds. Its descendants are
still in use for musical composition. Mathews’s algorithm impressed
Stanley Kubrick, who made his spaceship computer HAL sing in 2001:
A Space Odyssey. However, in that film it is not a Bell-programmed computer that helps HAL sing but a German ELTRO, an “information rate
changer” manipulating tape playback using rotating heads—something
that becomes clear when HAL’s voice glides lower in pitch as the last
astronaut gradually removes the computer’s memory chips. The famous
scene in turn has spawned a veritable subculture of cover versions of the
old Harry Dacre song “Daisy, or A Bicycle for Two.” Two of my favorite
musical renditions are the ones recorded by the English band Blur and
the German electronica outfit Rechenzentrum. That Bell Labs could make
a computer sing is all the more remarkable when one reminds oneself
that the physical modeling instrument in 1962 ran on an IBM7094 with
thirty-two kilobytes of memory, a processor that ran slower than five
hertz, a punchcard device, and magnetic tape for storage. Elsewhere,
computers were used to control a printer to play a melody, and soon a
revolution in musical culture was under way.57 Across the Atlantic ocean,
BBC recordings from as early as 1951 were found capturing the Ferranti
Mark 1 computer rendering versions of “Baa Baa Black Sheep” and “In
the Mood” in Manchester. Schaeffer considered the RCA Electronic Sound
Synthesizer “the most general orchestra that exists” in that it could generate any imaginable sound; next to personal computers, synthesizers
are now the most widespread musical instruments worldwide.58 This
rush of innovation had multiple consequences for the human–computer
interface in music. For instance, MIDI was a way to code musical notes
so as to be represented to a synthesizer, a standardization scheme for
an interface. Yet as synthesizers turn from cheap laboratories of noise
into prefab keyboards of a predictably limited range, the immense freedom of raw data has been black-boxed and effectively lost. By the same
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token, we now have to confront the surmise that under the auspices of
computer-mediated communication, “people are becoming like MIDI
notes—overly defined, and restricted in practice to what can be represented in a computer,” as computing pioneer Lanier put it.59 His fear of
cybernetic totalism is based on the observation that the dominant formats
of computer-mediated interaction try to squeeze humanity into marketing
categories and multiple-choice identities. Moreover, MIDI is essentially
note-centric and of little help with timbral experimentation. In this vein,
musicologists and historians have certainly come to regret the easy assimilation of synthetic sound into popular culture: “You use what Roland,
Yamaha, Moog and Steinberg handed to you; music has the imprint of
the factory, and tries to eradicate the possibility of errors or spontaneous
combustion.”60 As true innovations that rival the inventiveness of prior
composers in the end yield to repetitions and imitations in an ossified
and limited register, the synthesizer turns from an experimental setup
to a starkly limited black box.
However, just when computer-generated sound seemed relegated
to the clichés of film effects and pop samples, it was reclaimed by a generation of amateurs and experimenters on the fringes of popular music.
Appealing here was no longer the theoretically unlimited new frontier of
sound generation but precisely the charm of the limited palette of bleeps
that denoted the advent of personal computing and gaming: “There are
vast contemporary 8-bit music communities (such as Micromusic.net)
based entirely on producing music on emulators or surviving models of
the early home computers of the 1980s, such as Atari or Commodore.”61
The nostalgic appropriation of a limited sound palette that harks back to
the dawn of personal computing now comes with a generational patina
that distances itself partly from what it pulls close: the conditions of possibility of raw sound synthesis in the computer (a typical example being
the recent DVD compilation Reformat the Planet, documenting the influence of videogame culture on a range of art forms, including chiptune
music).62 Although computing pioneers may have boldly asserted that
“a computing machine is usually noiseless in that it cannot be allowed
to make a single mistake, since this mistake would render all subsequent calculations invalid,” the practice was one of breakdowns, frozen
machines, blank screens, and error messages.63 Noting the inevitable
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failure of computers, artists soon came to embrace the crash and to
appropriate the hiss and the glitch into new forms, where rather than
undermine order or subvert the frame of reception, they are subjugated
into the all-encompassing logic of modularity, transcoding, and layered
loops that shape digital culture. The glitch betrays the simulation. Sound
artist Ken Goldsmith, for instance, refers admiringly to contemporaries:
“Japan’s Ryoji Ikeda and the Austrian group known as Farmers Manual,
are doing some truly stunning work by shaping mountains of raw digital
information into compositions rife with narrative and form.”64 Although
CDs do not actually skip the way vinyl can, they too can be manipulated
to produce textures of disruption.65 Whether the process of manipulation
is low-tech mutilation of data carriers or high-tech circuit-bending or
coding, aesthetic recuperation marks the use of noise, clicks, and glitches
in audio entertainment.
The click is remainder, the bit spit out of the break. The indigestible leftover that code won’t touch. Cousin to the glitch, the click
sounds the alarm. It alerts the listener to error. The motor fails,
the disk spins down, and against pained silence there sounds
only the machinic hack of the click. It is the sound of impatience
at technology’s betrayal, fingernails tapped on the table while
waiting to reboot.66
If computers can become equal performance partners via complex selfreferential processes of digital signal processing for musical composition and audiovisual display, then “the separation between man and
machine disappears in the proliferation of transactions where the artist
neither acts nor navigates interactively,” as one glitch pioneer conjectures.67 If this mode has come to be considered an elementary cultural
technique, far beyond what Mauss described as bodily techniques but
still along the same axis of interactive performance, then it substitutes
for a strict separation of signal and noise the concept of their recursive
processing.68 Indeed, “glitch composition is a meta-discursive practice:
rather than writing new music inspired by older recordings, it constructs
new music inspired by the technological conditions and limitations in
which those recordings emerged.”69 We can thus conceive of audiovisual
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human–computer interactions as organized around the glitch rather than
the smoothly finished sound, a perspective deployed to great effect in
a range of electronica genres, sampling scratches and clicks and other
“erroneous” noise to comprise rhythms and danceable beats.70
Errors and accidents crystallize. The pearl is an error, a glitch in
response to purity. The error is the aura. Just as Hip Hop records
sample scratched vinyl to lend an aura of authenticity, the click
creates a kind of anti-aura, lending a pearl finish to failure.71
Thus clicks and glitches come to undermine the tightly controlled, layered
loops of electronica. But of course, in a recursive system where differentiations between data and programs are obsolete, it comes as no surprise
that there should be a Glitch plug-in for audio software that chops up
audio files and applies a variety of effects, depending on how much you
tweak the controls. With unremarked irony, the Web site for that Virtual
Studio Technology software plug-in warns, “This version of Glitch is
still just a prototype and contains a few bugs—obviously I am working
towards fixing everything as soon as possible.”72 Thus it becomes clear
that even with a software routine that can be directed to apply randomized effects, human–computer interaction remains predicated on an
interpretation of control that tends to bar artists from finally taking the
place of contingency.73
at this juncture, it becomes necessary that one try to draw a clearer
distinction between signification and information. Generally, information adds to a representation; a measure of the quantity of information
is bound up with a measure of unpredictability, the unexpected, the new
or original.74 Information must be considered as a quantity, and sound
transmitted via telephone, for instance, has the two dimensions of frequency and intensity to communicate. Yet it seems entirely intuitive for
us in using any artificial channel to separate noise from signal, to filter
the transmission. This is often taken to mean that noise and distortion
are a mere inconvenience owed to material resistance and that we can
assume progress toward a noise-canceling or purified future of perfect
communication. “Music does not function as a carrier of messages but
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offers nothing but empty signification and resists any attempt for decoding.”75 Yet there are significant aspects to what we call noise or distortion
that should not be overlooked so easily. It is not just that, as Hainge writes,
“a certain amount of noise may actually be either nondestructive to the
semantic content of the message or even desirable because the admission
of noise into the signal may allow for greater compression of the signal
and hence gains in the efficiency of the communication channel and system as a whole.”76 There are ways to distinguish semantic information
from aesthetic information, with different implications for repetition and
redundancy for music as a time-critical, feedback-controlled, interpretive
cultural system. As Heinz von Foerster cautions, information theory is
just about beeps; only when understanding begins in the human brain,
“then information is born—it’s not in the beeps.”77
An important objection to casting the process of glitching or circuitbending in an aesthetic dimension is that it might seem as if to a layperson,
static is just static, so that different kinds of glitches would be indistinguishable.78 This could potentially be taken to mean that avant-garde art
necessarily transcends an individual’s perceptual capacity, as repetition
reduces originality and increases accessibility; because forms are intelligible, they reduce unpredictability.
Mathematically, white Gaussian noise, which contains all frequencies equally, is the epitome of the various and the unexpected. It
is the least predictable, the most original of sounds. To a human
being, however, all white Gaussian noise sounds alike. Its subtleties are hidden.79
Indeed, this argument can be radicalized to comprise both pattern and
timbre. Compositions must keep their entropy within the bounds of human
ability to make real-time distinctions. If humans have a bandwidth of less
than forty bits per second, the freedom of expressing a rapid sample of
amplitudes is wasted if they sound uninteresting and indistinguishable.
Thus a banal tune tends to have highly redundant structures that make
it easy to apprehend, and a higher degree of complexity results from
the avoidance of such patterns. In this horizon, music always seems to
be resisting the semantic and foregrounding the aesthetic possibilities.
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Although transformations such as transposition and inversion may make
the semantic information of a written sentence hard to discern, music
has long drawn precisely on such methods to vary its formal expressive
register. Cover versions and parodies of songs remain recognizable, and
citations and mash-ups pay homage to their predecessors. Doing the
same with linguistic material stretches the limits of comprehensibility.
Thus, “although sub-perceptual editing is designed for glitch control, it
can be redirected towards constructing sounds/words from the inside
out and towards semanticizing glitches.”80 Certainly some music can assume a semantic role: through situational coding, an advertising jingle
or theme song may become synonymous with a statement or product.
However, this exhausts the aesthetic dimension of that piece of music;
conversely, if one wanted to isolate the aesthetic dimension, one might
attempt to lose all semantic aspects. This would include the recognition
of a melody; in music, semantic information is connected to the modulation of duration, to rhythms shaping the contours of a tune. “If music is a
language devoid of meaning, then inversion of music cannot destroy its
meaning.”81 Nonetheless a composer or musician tends to expect some
degree of development, evolution, or form that can articulate sameness
and difference, anticipation and prediction, surprise and disappointment.82
Syntactic or syllabic inversion destroys the meaning of speech but affects a
melody or series of sounds far less directly; the resulting music may seem
unfamiliar, but it remains intelligible as an articulation of sonic objects.
These procedures are radicalized when artists such as Throbbing Gristle
apply Burroughs’s text experiments to audiotapes—playing tapes at different speeds, splicing tapes, and deploying frequencies that disturb the
human body, although they go somewhat outside the range of normal
hearing—seeking to make people listen to even the inaudible.83
Yet the question remains how this will be heard. For nothing in the
sonic field is stretching the physiological as well as aesthetic limits further than the types of bleeps, drones, scratches, or minimal clicks that
the “genre” of glitch electronica, if it is one, accumulates into rhythmic
patterns. Thus the basic conceptual challenge of glitch electronica is
arguably how it draws the clear distinction from mechanical errors and
environmental noises that elevates it to the status of music, however
minimally defined.84 Consider Audiac, a pain management technology
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developed by computing pioneer Licklider; it was supposed to become a
headphone application used in dental offices.85 Or consider why a sound
art expert’s definition of noise might easily pass for an accurate description of your love of music: “Sound is noisy when it deafens my ears to
anything but itself.”86 In short, what one hears when listening to Oval
or Pole (or indeed Cage or Stockhausen) is first and foremost one’s own
hearing: with only slight exaggeration, this scenario might be reduced to
the question of tinnitus, or the perception of whining, buzzing, hissing,
screaming, humming, beeping, whooshing, whistling, ticking, clicking,
or roaring sounds within the human ear. By extension, one also hears
the speakers, amplifiers, and data carriers involved in reproduction or
performance, including all their shortcomings or flaws—especially in the
case of music that requires these technological devices not only for mass
reproduction of performances but for every one of its performances.87
Again, their malfunctions may or may not be easy to tell apart from what
the signal chain presents as today’s entertainment; nonetheless, one is
tempted to speculate that a truly statistical or stochastic music might be
more consistent yet duller than what electronic musicians are actually
doing.88 Thus the selection of a message in a set of possible messages to
be observed in a noisy channel comes down to our acculturation to media
technology, which always includes a reserve or resistance to its totalizing
closure. The next step, as not only Attali surmised, was to be a future
phase of populist composition and performance, centered around deterritorialization of the means of production, distribution, and reception.
Indeed, with the advent of netlabels and cheap digital storage, software
audio editors and emulators, there has been greatly increased access to
new tools and new sounds over the past two decades, yet an “explicitly
glitch- and error-driven scene rapidly became assimilated by the wider
fields of electronic and popular music production.”89 Ironically, market
forces in the music industry and social aspects of consumption collude
in segregating this most technically accessible music, something that
almost anyone with a laptop and free software might start to make, into
categories of art and popular or high and low, yet even the most radical
moves are all too easily recuperated for mainstream electropop.
However, does this mean that information theory can serve as a
theory of contemporary electronic music? The generality of such a claim
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would shift aesthetics and form toward statistics to an extent that probably troubles musicologists and cultural historians, who would correctly
insist that music is not simply a kind of intuitively applied statistics.
Nonetheless, suppose that we could accept the question for the time being,
provocative as it is.90 Many studies of twentieth- and twenty-first-century
music and sound art furnish methodological questions for an approach
to information theory as a kind of aesthetics of calculable proportions
of redundancy and message. It is certainly feasible to cast an analysis of
sonic raw data in terms of encoding, channel capacity, transmission, and
information rate.91 Yet it would seem ill-advised to advance just one theory
of electronic music in the digital age, even if—or perhaps even precisely
because—that theory seems to fit with the overall context of digital culture.
Indeed, an important objection (perhaps first raised in a sustained way
by Pierre Boulez) is that one may even object to labeling or categorizing
altogether what has been happening with digital technology in music.92
Noise not only designates the no-man’s-land between electroacoustic investigation, free improvisation, avant-garde experiment,
and sound art; more interestingly, it refers to anomalous zones of
interference between genres: between post-punk and free jazz;
between musique concrète and folk; between stochastic composition and art brut.93
Insofar as any theory of sound art or music sets up for itself a sonic object, the labor of thought cannot deny that it seeks to give this object a
proper place or function, a definition or value. This theoretical program
is joined, in computer music, by the logic of the computer program,
which draws on a database and a principle of selection in articulating
a temporal sequence. The conjunction of a theoretical and a computer
program in music forms what one may call a genre: computer music in
the widest sense of the word, whereby computers are used in synthesizing, generating, and editing sound under the auspices of musicality. For
such a genre, if it is one, it may be possible to establish a set of aesthetic
norms, but every new provocative glitch would immediately undermine
such a staking of boundaries.
It seems unlikely that all designated operations and elements would
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be comprised by one software program, although they may well be
circumscribed by an aesthetic program.94 This would hold most obviously for software written by people who also have serious credentials
as musicians and composers, such as Miller Puckette (Max/MSP, Pd)
or Robert Henke, also known as Monolake (Ableton Live). Some media
theorists welcome this kind of convergence, like Kittler, who wants to
“succeed in hearing the circuit diagram itself in the synthesizer sounds
of a compact disc, or in seeing the circuit diagram itself in the laser storm
of discotheques.”95 Markus Popp, also known as Oval, agrees that “the
most important feature responsible for how my tracks end up musically
is probably just the Mac OS itself,” and some of his sound installations let
users interact with his Ovalprocess software.96 But it nonetheless raises
the question whether software as executable writing advances or eliminates musical composition. Examples to consider include software artist
Adrian Ward’s self-confessed “interface condescension” in projects such
as Autoshop or Signwave Auto-Illustrator, or sound artist Scanner’s use
of plastic surgery instruments in his recordings and performances, including facelift lasers and the sound of liposuction: a pump removing tissue.
“Access to and increasing control of digitally produced or processed music
move computer music beyond strictures of existing musical convention,
and almost inevitably, it seems, to the digital dismantling of music,” as
Hegarty argues, “and ultimately, to the dismantling of digital music.”97 It
is questionable whether even the most complex software program could
integrate every particularity of every sonic element, even though computing paradoxically has pointed musical practice in that direction. If each
element, each sequence, takes on its meaning in relation to other elements
or sequences, from their sounding together or after one another, then they
remain in principle contingent. From this vantage point, a conceptual
apprehension of electronic music in our digital culture would require
a sense of the role of perturbation or destabilization in the constitution
and configuration of such a program. Thus, a theory of accidents may
be possible, pace Aristotle, as a theory of the glitch and its recuperation.
This would unite criticism and practice, but not as ground and figure,
or as genre and example; it would tap the generative potential of a theoretical program in practice, collapsing aesthetic and logical programs, so
that neither has prevalence. An approach to such complexity can take
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various routes: creating unpredictability, offering an aural analog to chaos,
unleashing a creative potential that had been lurking, or even demanding a liberatory gesture from digital culture, just as guitarists did with
distortion, feedback, and reverb via their amplification.98 Any of these
would promise what computer music pioneer Noah Creshevsky calls an
“open palette,” a means of sonically charting the multidimensionality of
digital means of expression.99
In glitch, the signal/noise dialectic in human–computer interaction
emphasizes more than ever a balance between error and control; both
are needed for performance. This reminder of the imperfect, noisy, lossy
nature of the machine counters our contemporary digital culture’s positivistic faith in technology as providing order. As intervention and impetus
for artistic work at the human–computer interface, it need not be cast in
binary terms of either a counterhegemonic art strategy or mere toying
with the rubble of our high-tech era. Instead, I would like to cue two
clips, as it were, that allow us to historicize and theorize this spectrum,
three decades apart: one of Elliott Sharp, one of the first musicians of
the New York downtown music scene in the early 1970s to incorporate
computers in live performance, counting on the inevitable system crashes
of his Ataris; and one of media artist Alexei Shulgin, playing a cover version, with synchronized text-to-speech and MIDI synthesis, of Nirvana’s
“Smells Like Teen Spirit” on a 386DX personal computer on stage in 2001.

4
GAMING THE GLITCH:
ROOM FOR ERROR
Ever tried, ever failed. No matter. Try
again, fail again, fail better.
—Samuel Beckett, Worstward Ho
Historic contingency and the concept are
the more mercilessly antagonistic the
more solidly they are entwined. Chance
is the historic fate of the individual—a
meaningless fate because the historic
process itself usurped all meaning.
—Theodor W. Adorno, Negative Dialectics

don’t we need to write a ludology for losers? Computing culture is
predicated on communication and control to an extent that can obscure
the domain of the error. Between a hermetically rule-bound realm of
programmed necessity and efficient management of the totality of the
possible, this book situates a realm of contingency: distortions in the
strictest signal-to-noise ratio, glitches and accidents, or moments where
the social hierarchy of computer knowledge condescendingly ascribes to
“user error” what does not compute. Whether one sees the graphic user
interface (GUI) as a Taylorist discipline teaching ergonomic interaction
or as yielding to reductions of interaction to resemble what users had
already learned, the GUI is pivotal for our culture.1 And the discursive
formation of computer games runs parallel to that of the GUI: interaction revolves around perception, hand–eye coordination, and discerning errors. But although a typical GUI—from the desktop metaphors of
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Vannevar Bush’s Memex to the Xerox Star or Apple Lisa, and beyond—
aims for visibility and patient acceptance (or even anticipation) of user
error, games probe the twitchy limits of reaction times and punish user
error with loss of symbolic energy. Audiovisual cues pull users into feedback loops that a game might exhibit proudly, whereas other, perhaps less
playful user interfaces tend to hide them in redundant metaphor. As our
digital culture oscillates between the sovereign omnipotence of computing systems and the despairing agency panic of the user, glitches become
aestheticized, recuperating mistakes and accidents under the conditions
of signal processing: “Glitches can be claimed to be a manifestation of
genuine software aesthetics.”2
If one postulates that computer games are an adaptive response to
the omnipresence of computing devices—and we do notice that gadgets
often come with a game preinstalled so as to teach us how to handle
them—then the fact that games afford users significant room for error is
an important deviation from the common assumptions about the strictures
of human–computer interfaces (HCIs). Some observers have even joked
that if HCI practitioners were to try game design, the resulting game
would have a big red button with the label “Press here to win!” But rather
than discuss the tendency among game critics and designers to resist or
embrace HCI, this chapter will opt for a more theoretical meditation on
games as an enculturating force.
Games provide room for error; that room is typically understood to
be the construction of the user. To the extent that this room for error, this
playful sense for potential deviations and alterations, is an essential part
of games, it pivots on the opposite or absence of complete necessity. As
Cogburn and Silcox argue, “Our play-through of the game instantiates a
property that could not be instantiated in a computer program, and hence
that is not ‘already there’ in the lines of code that make up a finished game
from the point of view of its designers.”3 Whether conceived as choices,
as rare constellations, or as mere accidents, in opening that space where
something is possible otherwise, those crevices in the continuity of experiential space are “revealing the folded-in dimensions of contingency,
which included those of experience and of its description, very much in
the non-causal and non-linear way in which the autopoiesis of systems
takes place in the descriptions currently given of them.”4 In treating the
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(near) future in terms of possibilities, we distinguish between the formal
possibility of the imaginable and the objective possibility of what we can
already anticipate. Gaming unfolds only as we play, and although gaming
videos and machinima are becoming more popular now, archival records
of actual gaming experiences are still uncommon. But by the same token,
under highly technologized conditions, presence exists only insofar as
past and future exist: the present is the form of the unnecessary past and
the unrealized future.5 Without such an opening to contingency and error,
programs might seem to close off that room for play.
Computer game studies seek to describe how protocols, networks,
codes, and algorithms structure gaming actions. Recent criticism has
begun to consider the implications of the allegories of control inscribed
in games and simulations.6 The difference between playing a game and
playing with a game is crucial to gaming culture: whereas the former
teaches one the game through navigating the game’s commands and
controls, the latter opens up to critical and self-aware exploration. Like
learning to swim, gaming means learning to learn and initiates us into
training systems, but like learning to read, it does not stop at a literal
obedience to the letter. Still, computer games tend to obey a certain set
of design rules, chief among them efficiency, expediency, and mastery of
interfaces and interactions—since we value such games to the extent that
they “work.” Indeed, we can trace the interface design of computer gaming
back to Gilbreth’s applied motion studies, which sought to transform the
conditions of labor into the foundations of scientific management with
the aid of chronocyclography and film.7 This is not to reduce gaming to
ergonomics nor critical game studies to an echo of early film studies; it
is merely to point out that gaming still depends on controls and displays
that are expected to be efficient while allowing for a lot of ludic latitude.
The mapping of abstract operations to an intuitive environment is a
difficult task.8 The GUI with its audiovisual registers is a more complex
case for media studies than the keyboard, which similarly trains and
constrains regular users of computers. (We are locked by history into
the QWERTY keyboard of typewriters whose keys were too slow for our
fingers. More than two-thirds of English words can be produced with
the letters DHIATENSOR, yet many of them are not in easily accessible
positions.9) One common example is the “desktop” interface, where files
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are held in “folders” that can be “opened” or “thrown away.” As Dennis
Chao observes,
Current applications often do not leverage the rich vocabulary of
contemporary mass media and video games. Their user interfaces
are usually austere, reflecting the limitations of the machines of two
decades ago. Our rectilinear desktops feature a Machine Aesthetic,
not a human one. There have been attempts to create friendlier
interfaces based on familiar physical settings (e.g. General Magic’s
MagicCap and Microsoft Bob), but they have often been derided
as condescending or confining.10
In glossing his playful critique of the GUI, Chao advocates an adversarial
operating system that would throw into stark relief what the user faces
rather than relying, as most commercial interfaces still do, on preconceived notions of accommodation and familiarity. (With reference to
the previous chapter about sound, one might also think here about the
auditory metaphors of the computer interface.11) Industrial designers
argue that “a user interface is intuitive insofar as it resembles or is identical to something the user has already learned,” yet it remains stuck on
emulating work environments that are far less familiar to most computer
users than games are.12 As Chao jabs, “Children are now growing up
on MTV and Nintendo and are therefore more literate in the languages
of video games and mass media than in that of the traditional office
milieu.”13 The design of the Xerox Star, inheriting notions from Bush’s
Memex desktop and accommodating the office environment of the late
1970s, aimed for redundancy: “an important design goal was to make
the computer as invisible to users as possible.”14 Chao’s critique, written as executable code, comes in the guise of using the computer game
Doom as an interface for Unix process management. Under Unix, the
“ps” command displays currently running processes, analogous to the
MS Windows “tasklist” command. (A similar project, but for the Apple
Mac, is Chris Pruett’s “Marathon Process Manager,” using the Marathon
game engine by Bungie.15) The downside of psDoom as Chao describes it
is that it is too easy to kill the wrong processes if monsters (processes) can
kill each other, and of course, it is hard to tell whether users are working.
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As Chao glosses his project, Doom was chosen because as a classic game
it was widely known and had been released under the GNU General
Public License. The former meant users found the interface intuitive
(one can quickly assess machine load by seeing how crowded a room is;
although command line methods to slow down and kill processes are
different, psDoom unifies them), and the latter fostered the spread of this
project in the sysadmin community. Aware of objections against violence
in games, Chao surmises that turning the single-player game environment of psDoom into an online world might reduce the level of violence
by increasing a sense of community.
Another example of a violent computer game turned to unexpected
ends by exploitation of a glitch is Brody Condon’s artwork Adam Killer.16
“Consisting of a series of eight Half-Life mods, it shows multiple replicas of Adam, biblically pure in white slacks and a T-shirt, standing idle
on a white plane, patiently inviting the player’s interaction. Condon’s
artwork is available as a playable, stand-alone mod of the game or as a
narrative-abstract machinima based on video documentation of his private
performances of the work.17 As Condon says, “White was an aesthetic
decision, I felt it contrasted well with blood. As the characters were
shot and bludgeoned with various weapons, an exploited glitch in the
game’s level editing software created a harsh trailing effect. This turned
the environment into a chaotic mess of bloody, fractured textures.”18 In
exploiting that software glitch, Condon’s art installation juxtaposes a
wry take on the rather bland advertising aesthetic of displays with the
controversially popular transgression afforded by first-person shooters:
a space where random acts of violence, up to and including needless
killing, are possible over and over again.19
if necessity and chance are complementary, then one might expect
not only games of chance but also games of necessity. Yet we can see that
a fully rationalized game, such as a state-operated lottery that allows for
play, minimizes risks, and benefits the commons with profits, is simply
a fiscal and moral calculation that recuperates contingency into a legally
sanctioned form of gambling that fills the state coffers. Borges is surely
not alone in protesting that the lottery hardly lives up to its promise of
an “intensification of chance” because in reality it is a tightly controlled
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process of finite drawings and final decisions, almost “immune to hazard.” It is worth noting that Deleuze picks up on Borges’s suggestion, in
this passage, of “infinitely subdivisible time,” albeit without making a
connection between that digital potential and an ideal game “in which
skill and chance are no longer distinguishable.”20 Hacker lore points to
filibustering as an asocial way of winning the prize in such contests: tying
up the phone lines with automatic redialers to guarantee the winning
call, tying up computer processors with requests to force the desired
breakpoint, and the like.21 Instead of opening iterative play chances, the
contingency of a lottery holds out the totalized promise of one winner
exiting the rat race, yet it binds the collective more firmly into the game
of labor and taxes. In short, the fully rationalized game is indistinguishable from work, and indeed many players of massively multiplayer
online role-playing games have come to regret the grind needed to move
up to the advanced levels of exploration and play. As McLuhan warns,
“Gambling pushes individual initiative to the point of mocking the
individualist social structure.”22 If there were no intervening element of
contingency, if play were totally rule bound and programmable, then its
complete rationalization would direct play as an unfettered pursuit into
the mode of discovery and exploration. For instance, the endgame in chess
is much more calculable and circumscribed, because most pieces have
been removed and thus the possible combinations of moves are much
less complex. Nonetheless, the endgame still involves play, namely in
finding the strategy that may lead to a win condition and force an end
state. Certainly once chess becomes computerized (so as to be played
between humans and machines), a formally represented tree of choices
and consequences can be comprehended by a vast database of chess history and theory, but chess remains playable even against the computer,
in the sense of not being entirely overdetermined by logical constraints.
Therefore, it would be premature to assert that role play and imitation are
less directly reliant on the wager as a mode to comprehend and manage
the hazardous and the contingent.
The paradoxical aim of good game design is to strike a balance between
the protection of play through regulation and game design on one hand
(play as rule bound) and the protection of play as free, unfettered, and
improvisational activity on the other hand. Accordingly, game designers
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and critics alike have been calling for increased literacy about command
and control structures that, like learning to swim or to read, enables us
to move past fear and isolation into active engagement with the unknown and the incalculable. Put differently, key to what Galloway calls
“counter-gaming” would be the quest to create alternative algorithms.23
As he and others have diagnosed, many so-called serious games tend
to be quite reactionary at the level of their controls, even if they cloak
themselves in progressive political desires on the surface. Critical gaming
would tend away from the infantilizing attraction of play as obedience
to rules and toward a “progressive algorithm”—if there can be such a
thing. In a primary mode it would teach its players the lessons of the
game’s controls; in a secondary mode it would build on the discovery
and exploration of the game’s regularities and irregularities and invite
creative play with the game.
At this juncture, the discussion could branch out into how the structure
of massively multiplayer online games must carefully calibrate and balance labor with appeal, both in time sinks and money sinks, to regulate
their virtual economy. A classic online game, Lucasfilm’s Habitat, already
provided a system of avatar currency (tokens) and stores where items could
be purchased. When a glitch in the program produced a virtual money
machine, a small group of Habitat avatars became virtual millionaires
overnight. Against the wishes of the “poor,” the Habitat programmers
eventually decided to let the finders keep the virtual loot.24 But instead of
looking generally at self-regulation of games in terms of a risky, lawless
world versus a safe, riskless world, let us stay with the systemic place of
error, particularly user error, in digital culture. Can simulation systems
“think” their breakdowns if they are unable to predict them?25 A recent
example of how computer game technologies have come to be useful in
precisely the kind of training and industrial production processes that
made computer gaming possible in the first place is an adaptation of the
Unreal Tournament game engine for a training simulation of toxic spills
in chip fabrication. The mod, as described by project lead Walt Scacchi,
replaces weapons with cleanup tools and in-game opponents in the
popular first-person shooter video game with critical situations that
would disrupt the highly expensive and automated microchip production.26 Similarly, engineering students at the University of Illinois, with
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a grant funded by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, recently began
modifying Unreal Tournament to simulate critical states of a reactor and
train nuclear plant workers and emergency responders.27 In such applications, contingency planning comes full circle: using game technology
that only became possible—and cheap—with computer chips to train
groups interactively for the kind of potentially very costly scenario that is
otherwise too rare to train for effectively. By the same token, even as the
potential of computerized gaming technology for training is recognized
and deployed in the military and in education, we return to the question
of how much playful freedom can be harnessed by rules and controls
before the game ceases to be a game.
Here we see the premodern opposition of luck and virtue flatten out
into the tension between unfettered, improvisational play and the grind as
a “productive” mode of play that nonetheless has become nearly indistinguishable from repetitive labor. (We have perhaps all heard someone brag,
“The harder I work, the luckier I get,” reinforcing the common notion that
labor and luck go together.) Yet gaming technology drew explicitly on the
measurement of accuracy, timing, and fatigue. Baer’s patent application
from 1968 for “an apparatus and method, in conjunction with monochrome
and color television receivers, for the generation, display, manipulation,
and use of symbols or geometric figures upon the screen” built on time
and motion analysis and coupled input devices with screens and users
“for the purpose of training simulation, for playing games and for engaging in other activities by one or more participants.”28 At that juncture,
some might argue about what differentiates simulations, as technically
related to computer game mechanics, from interactive fiction. Indeed,
fiction emphasizes contingency and gives free rein to the imagination of
the writer. But arguably, narrative fiction in all its foregrounding of playful self-reflexivity may work with elements of chance and accident, yet
their fictionalization is planned.29 Knights may go errant and experience
adventures, but the adventures are planned so as to become meaningful.
This remains true for interactive fiction as a transfer onto the realm of
spelunking in the computerized database, where metonymic decision
trees aggregate patterns into quests of overcoming obstacles to redeem
the labors and errors of a fictional world.30
Notably, the space of gaming, the conceptual and computational
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frame that provides us with room for error, is often modeled on the
ancient concept of the labyrinth. The challenge of the labyrinth consists
in finding a method that allows one to access every spot in a network of
meandering detours without knowing the overall plan of the labyrinth.
Science solved this problem by mapping the topology of links and nodes
as a graph; a path through the labyrinth traverses each edge (at least)
once, in a series of decisions. (The history of mathematics gives pride of
place to Leonhard Euler’s thoughts on the seven bridges of Königsberg in
1735 as a founding moment of graph theory and topology.) Our ancient
fascination with the symbolic architecture of labyrinths represents an
extreme aesthetic state, a regular structure that includes within itself a
highly irregular structure. The multicursal labyrinth affords many possible paths, entirely contingent on each selection. Given a certain palate
of means and recombinatory elements to select from, the artistic process
may be understood, at a basic level, to proceed as a series of selections
that transform chaos into order, although it may seem easier to take the
first step than to achieve the last one, the exit from the labyrinth. Whereas
in Shannon’s cybernetic rat maze it is in reality the maze that remembers,
Bense’s attempt to describe an entropic aesthetics distinguishes an intuitive
or speculative path from a methodical or constructive path to the exit.31
It is no coincidence that the PacMan layout resembles the same kind of
maze, the kind also deployed by U.S. Army Mental Tests decades earlier:
After touching both arrows, E[xaminer] traces through first maze
with pointer and then motions the demonstrator to go ahead.
Demonstrator traces path through first maze with crayon, slowly
and hesitatingly. E[xaminer] then traces second maze and motions
to demonstrator to go ahead. Demonstrator makes mistake by going into blind alley at upper left-hand corner of maze. E[xaminer]
apparently does not notice what demonstrator is doing until he
crosses line at end of alley; then E[xaminer] shakes his head vigorously, says “No—no,” takes demonstrator’s hand and traces
rest of maze so as to indicate an attempt at haste, hesitating only
at ambiguous points. E[xaminer] says “Good.” Then, holding up
blank, “Look here,” and draws an imaginary line across the page
from left to right for every maze on the page. Then, “All right.
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Go ahead. Do it (pointing to men and then to books) Hurry up.”
The idea of working fast must be impressed on the men during
the maze test. E[xaminer] and orderlies walk around the room,
motioning to men who are not working, and saying, “Do it, do it,
hurry up, quick.” At the end of 2 minutes E[xaminer] says, “Stop!”32
Later, at MIT around 1960, one could play Mouse in a Maze on a TX-0 (an
early programmable computer that dispensed with vacuum tubes in favor of transistors and used a magnetic core memory), a game developed
by Doug Ross and John Ward that had the user draw a labyrinth with a
light-gun on a screen, then set a dot as the cheese that a stylized mouse
then sought to reach. When the mouse made a correct turn, it drank a
martini; along the way, it became increasingly inebriated.33 One of the most
interesting games played in the space of the Dynamic Modeling Group at
MIT was the multiplayer Maze—“actually a legitimate test of a database
system the group used for a research project”—later seen as Mazewars, a
direct ancestor of Doom, Quake, and Unreal.34 And Crowther said about
his seminal text game Adventure or Colossal Cave that when he let his kids
play, on his ASR33 teletype remotely connected to a PDP-10, it was meant
as “a re-creation in fantasy of my caving.”35 Indeed, guides at Mammoth
Cave National Park provide anecdotal evidence of first-time spelunkers
finding their way without assistance simply because of their prior experience of the game. (Montfort adds that students at MIT also engaged in
spelunking on campus, exploring off-limits sections and basements at
night.36) Successor game Zork was judged to be less convincing, although
it had better game mechanics; its underground setting was “based not on
real caves but on Crowther’s descriptions.”37 It should be noted here that
Will Crowther was one of the original developers of routing protocols
for the Interface Message Processor that gave rise to the ARPAnet—the
very net that soon helped spread computer games. Even the creation
of the most popular layer of computer-mediated communication, the
World Wide Web, is said to have been inspired by interactive fiction and
the adventure game: CERN physicist Tim Berners-Lee describes Enquire,
the predecessor to his now famous proposal for a network interface that
“allowed one to store snippets of information, and to link related pieces
together” as a progress “via the links from one sheet to another, rather
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like in the old computer game Adventure.”38 Other witnesses are quoted
as remembering how “Tim made bits of labyrinthine hyper-routes in
Enquire that served no better purpose than to exploit the program’s capacity for making them. ‘I made mazes of twisty little passages all alike,’
he explains, ‘in honor of Adventure.’”39 Inversely (and this connection is
of course relevant for chapter 2), Barlow warns in discussing early computing culture that “cracking impulses seemed purely exploratory, and
I’ve begun to wonder if we wouldn’t also regard spelunkers as desperate
criminals if AT&T owned all the caves.”40 As Montfort notes, “Labyrinth
was a hypertext catalog of the 1970 Software exhibition at the Jewish
Museum,” and Ted Nelson, who coined the term hypertext, called this
catalog the first publicly accessible hypertext.41 In short, between labors
and errors, the labyrinth offers a powerful reduction of narrative and
ideological complexity.
This allows us to read games as risk management. As an ancient cultural technique of coping with risks and accidents, with chance and fate,
games are an exemplary resource for thinking about contingency. This
may apply less directly to role-play and mimetic play than to the mode of
scenario planning and anticipation that is characteristic for strategy games,
from ancient chess to the most recent computer games. Nor would it apply
strictly to games of skill, but it is evident that under the condition of the
networked computer, all these game types increasingly rely on a skill set
that is determined by computer literacy and a certain twitchy familiarity
with joysticks, keyboards, mice, and screens. Nonetheless, computerized
play does not necessarily mean higher accuracy or less room for error
in play; in fact, meeting the expectations of rule-bound play with others
in computer-mediated communication still means the experience of the
contingency of gamers’ competence, and even the contingently variable
experience of one’s own skill in relation to the performance of the other
players. Contributing factors include applause and positive reinforcement
on one hand, heckling and competitive pressure on the other—pride or
shame. In short, one’s own performance is experienced as contingent
on a host of contextual factors; what opens up the topology of play is a
voluntary acceptance of the fictionalizing realm of contingency: the game.
There, play is rule bound as a way to circumscribe contingency, yet rules
need not conform with moral or legal codes; they can model their own
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artificial worlds, where each move is just an actualization of one among
manifold possibilities. Playing with dice not only requires one to accept
the element of chance, it also allows one to recuperate it into rule-bound
play actions that modulate randomness into games. In short, rules leave
room for play, both for the calculations and anticipations of the players
and for contingent turns.
We call contingent whatever is neither impossible nor necessary; it
might be, it could be otherwise, or it might not have been, it could have
been otherwise.42 The concept of contingency becomes interesting and
fruitful where it diverges from the merely possible, the not-impossible
or imaginable.43 As Alan Liu writes, “widely espoused in contemporary
cultural criticism and epitomized in the New Historicism, contingency
is a philosophy of compromise between determination and random access.”44 But the concept also becomes difficult for productive thought
where it ought to be differentiated from accident and chance. Systematic
thought, whether as philosophy or theology, traditionally shied away
from contingency; for religion, chance was blasphemy against sovereign
divine guidance; for rigorously systematic thought, contingency is anathema insofar as it would undermine or even undo the logical stringency
of necessity. Indeterminacy can figure in such systems only as failed
necessity, and inversely, if there is chaos, accident, and chance, then it is
unclear what real importance order and necessity have. Transfer of this
setup to computer culture is fairly straightforward: input devices and
operating routines must be tightly controlled, or they appear faulty. If my
clicking or pecking can yield unpredictable results or create the (correct
or erroneous) impression of a variable and perhaps even uncontrollable
situation, then a fundamental principle of interaction is at stake: a peculiar
blasphemy against widely held beliefs about designing human–computer
interaction. Ted Nelson was not the only one to warn against the perils of
installing a computer priesthood, for precisely these reasons. Inversely,
if my user interface were chaotic and irregular (regardless of whether it
is a browser window or game—or, for that matter, a buggy beta version
or an intentionally artsy deconstruction of a browser or a game), then I
would be highly unlikely to accord any value to such accidental elements;
totalized contingency would indeed be the absence of meaning.
However, players tend to try to recuperate such moments. “Glitching”
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Web sites aggregate discoveries in various games and advise on how to
recreate situations that were discovered accidentally, turning exceptions
into exploits:
When you learn a glitch that can be used in actual gameplay
you may be tempted not to attempt that particular glitch during
gameplay (someone might kill you while you’re trying to accomplish that glitch). But if you learn to incorporate that glitch during
gameplay I can’t tell you how effective that will be.45
This can be illustrated also by the work of European Net art duo Jodi,
who programmed a browser, the quintessential Web interface, but taking
the realm of Hypertext Transfer Protocol errors as a starting point, such
as the notorious “error 404” that signifies that a file was not found on the
Web; this protocol becomes the basis for a bulletin board that aestheticizes
browser errors and networks.46 As Schultz comments, “Error sets free the
irrational potential and work out the fundamental concepts and forces
that bind people and machines.”47 The list of examples might also need
to include the Web site http://glitchbrowser.com, described there as
a deliberate attempt to subvert the usual course of conformity and
signal perfection. Information packets which are communicated
with integrity are intentionally lost in transit or otherwise misplaced
and rearranged. The consequences of such subversion are seen in
the surprisingly beautiful readymade visual glitches provoked
by the glitch browser and displayed through our forgiving and
unsuspecting web browsers,
or indeed Net artist Heath Bunting’s performance in Berlin of an actually
nonexistent “web art project” (supposedly hosted on a server in Cuba)
that returns only error messages.48 The play of aesthetics shows itself in
these examples as a reduction of contingency through form, harnessing
adventure through aleatory or stochastic management of the event and the
surprise. Another example is Jodi’s game mod SOD, a modification of the
classic game Castle Wolfenstein that retains the soundtrack but scrambles
the visuals so as to render the screen a black-and-white abstract pattern
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of glitchy, nonrepresentational patterns, appearing to make the user’s
computer run amok.49 Yet another related example is the artgame ROM
CHECK FAIL, a recent “independent” game predicated on the glitch as
an aesthetic tool, shuffling around the elements of a number of classic
2D computer games.50 Apparently random switching to alternative rules
complicates the game mechanic and allows ROM CHECK FAIL to recycle
an oddball assortment of arcade and console classics, to be navigated
with arrow and space keys. Of course, this kind of eighties-retro game
generator cashes in on nostalgia and aestheticizes the glitch. Going one
step further in that direction is the commercial release Mega Man 9.51
Though developed for recent consoles including the Nintendo Wii, Mega
Man 9 uses graphics and sounds harking back to the eight-bit era of the
original Nintendo NES. A “legacy mode” emulates the lower frame
rates of the game’s ancestors, only partially renders sprites, and causes
them to flicker when they crowd the screen; this degradation feature is
achieved not via an emulator but using a dedicated engine that simulates
an outmoded technology.
aesthetic experience has long been the traditional refuge of chance
and accident from their philosophical and theological exclusion, and
art remains the refuge of chance and accident in the age of new media
technologies, whether instantiated with deconstructed browser windows,
reprogrammed games, or distorted sounds. Here, we encounter a shift
in the historical understanding of creativity. Premodern thought had
opposed sovereignty and powerlessness: a divine power creates, and
the created do not have any choice about being constituted otherwise, or
not at all. Wishing to be otherwise would have been blasphemous. This
rejection of contingency in premodern thought is readily illustrated in
the Christian legends of the saints, precluding experience as a learning
process and reducing saintliness to two modes: an undeterred allegiance
to God even under the greatest duress or a turn away from God that is
corrected by one redeeming turn back to God—in short, the martyr or
the converted sinner. That hagiographic stricture was a reaction to the
polytheistic personification of Fortune. Here we will instead prize multicursal labyrinths, precisely for the reason that they allow more than one
turn. Moreover, accidental determination is also ascribed to things out of
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human control, including illness and death, acts of nature, or “bad luck.”
This notion of contingency is what Kierkegaard derided as despairing of
necessity in the absence of possibilities; it can also be described as one of
the sources of metaphysical belief systems, in that they provide a means
of coping with fate, and a reduction of contingency.52 On the other hand,
if contingency means something could always have been otherwise, this
presents the dilemma Kierkegaard saw in an aesthetics despairing of
possibilities in the absence of necessity; wholesale rejection of universal
principles threatened to suspend art in a nauseating state of “anything
goes.” Arguably, modern and contemporary art practices exit from this
dismal binary in games and adventures, as rendezvous with contingency.
Modernity ascribed both sovereignty and impotence, both creativity and
overdetermination, to humans. And now we find these ancient categories
returning in new media technologies, where again it is not at all unusual
to see placeless power ascribed to media and the subject located in a
powerless place.53 One of the most striking illustrations of this setup is
found in computer games, where everything depends on a user interface
that multiplies incentives for repetition and replay.
As discussed in chapter 3, arguments about lossy compression are too
often hijacked by the kind of cultural conservatism that denies aesthetic
dignity to any product of computing culture. Regardless of whether the
reduction at issue is an aesthetic strategy or a technical constraint, each
system will react to its own instabilities with a justification. As Foucault
writes, the very first risk he took and his initial hypothesis was to ask,
[What if] the very possibility of recording facts, of allowing oneself
to be convinced by them, of distorting them in traditions or of
making purely speculative use of them, if even this was not at the
mercy of chance? If errors (and truths), the practice of old beliefs,
including not only genuine discoveries, but also the most naïve
notions, obeyed, at a given moment, the laws of a certain code of
knowledge? If, in short, the history of non-formal knowledge had
itself a system?54
Of course, computers are particularly helpful in playing through complex
tree diagrams of what-if chains. Yet the kind of systemic closure Foucault
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adumbrates—neither at the mercy of chance nor affected by error, other
than by recuperating error into its order—would reduce the archeology
of the human sciences to a code set of epistemological regularity. In
demanding necessity throughout, speculative idealism knows, yet subsumes, the concept of an absolute accident.55 Where systematic philosophy
sought to eliminate contingency, media archeology expects to uncover
contingency as that which is governed neither by divine providence nor
by absolute reason. Thus instead of emphasizing coherence, totality, and
continuity, media studies after Foucault foregrounds breaks, conflicts,
and discontinuities.
Of course, it is evident that the glitch only becomes more palpable
with the advent of higher expectations from audiovisual resolution.
Chapter 3 already mentioned how an accelerating “aestheticization of
information tools” covers up the very material fact that choices in the
visual and audiovisual arts had to do with resistance, with the roughness
of a brushstroke or the hairy attack of bow on string—as effects at one’s
disposal, not simply as noise to be canceled.56 Arguably therefore, the
era of noise canceling only truly takes off with the advent of digital technologies. It has also been discussed already that for computer-mediated
communication, redundancy can turn from an attribute of security to
an attribute of insecurity: when recurring noise patterns become signal
sources as their regularity renders them legible and receivable, the systemic
function of distortion doubles over as deterioration of message quality
and as enrichment of the communication process. The same functions,
“operating under the same rules, in one case lead to knowledge and in
another to error; from the latter, only repeated and exhaustive examination
can protect us.”57 Distortion is systemic, but it is not merely a matter of
chance or accident whether there will be noise, nor is it simply a matter
of fate whether one is being understood or intercepted. These situations
are never completely impossible and always somewhat likely; it may
seem reasonable to anticipate them, but to do so requires a concept that
differs, if only slightly, from indeterminacy or accident, chance or fate.58
The problem is that erroneously introduced or accidental noise is neither
impossible nor necessary.
Fiction, art, interpretation, and irony are forms of knowledge that can
convey contingency: as a kind of knowledge that implies an awareness
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of its own contingency.59 But although the executable codes of Oulipian poetics and prose generators or, more generally, the criticism and
systematic study of possible worlds have tended to carve the space of
imagination into analytic categories that can be harnessed in expressive
form, criticism often proves unable to systematize that which is by definition unsystematic. In the age of cybernetics, it can seem as if human
fallibility is what keeps systems from achieving their full potential—from
systematic closure. Yet rather than our becoming abstractly “posthuman”
in information society, one might instead argue that people, citizens, and
individuals in fact become realized for each other and for themselves in
unprecedented ways through networks of computer-mediated communication. For must we not recognize that new media necessarily involve the
operation of human embodiment to close their feedback loops? Attending
to the modes of embodiment of data in information machines, or focusing on technologies of inscription, allows close analysis of innovation in
cultural technologies.
If we allow ourselves to conceive of human–computer interaction
as organized around the glitch, it is not to smuggle a covert humanism
in through the back door of technological determinism; rather, it is to
emphasize what Galloway calls “the cultural or technical importance
of any code that runs counter to the perceived mandates of machinic
execution, such as the computer glitch or the software exploit, simply
to highlight the fundamentally functional nature of all software (glitch
and exploit included).”60 One might conclude, however provisionally,
that gaming glitches are part of the art form in the same way that brushstrokes are part of painting. Game developers may be tempted to brush
this off as little consolation to a user who just had a program crash, or
indeed to a programmer trying to debug the system. However, it may
be a crack that can widen onto new vistas and better mistakes. A plain
pedagogical imperative to “learn from our mistakes” seems to suggest
that the shipwrecked ought to make the best travel guides, as Ortega y
Gasset jokes.61 But this sardonic recommendation might be all too easily
appropriated in a culture of efficiency, especially after dot-com failures
had to be reinterpreted in the résumés of a multitude of entrepreneurial
types as a valuable life lesson.62 Indeed, ancient myth already indicates
that only the failure of guidance allows for a happy end. In what Pias
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calls the most prominent narrative of the failure of cybernetics, the God
Morpheus drips some water from the river Lethe into the eyes of Palinurus as he steers Aeneas’s ship. Palinurus falls asleep and is washed off
the deck into the sea. However, Aeneas later descends into Hades and
meets his prematurely deceased helmsman there, only to learn that the
attack on Palinurus was not aimed at thwarting Aeneas from reaching
his destiny. It was just that the ship’s commander had to die to make a
happy ending possible.63 Thus, perhaps the shipwrecked cybernaut does
not make the best guide after all. Instead, what one needs to learn from
mistakes is not to avoid them but something else altogether: to allow for
them; to allow room for error.
To summarize this long story of glitchy computer-mediated communication, we may remind ourselves that in 1968, Licklider and Taylor could
still assert that “men will be able to communicate more effectively through
a machine than face to face.”64 However, it should also be remembered
that their essay ends with the ambivalent prediction that
unemployment would disappear from the face of the earth forever,
for consider the magnitude of the task of adapting the network’s
software to all the new generations of computer, coming closer
and closer upon the heels of their predecessors until the entire
population of the world is caught up in an infinite crescendo of
on-line interactive debugging.
The error remains the future.

5
MACHINIMA AND THE SUSPENSIONS
OF ANIMATION
Semantic aspects of communication are
irrelevant to the engineering problem.
—Claude Shannon, The Mathematical
Theory of Communication
Technology is making gestures precise and
brutal, and with them men. It expels from
movements all hesitation, deliberation,
civility. It subjects them to the implacable,
as it were ahistorical demands of objects.
—Theodor W. Adorno, Minima Moralia:
Reflections on a Damaged Life

machinima, a portmanteau for machine/cinema, is the recording of ingame action. It is a thriving form of digital animation or filmmaking in
real time on the ordinary PC of the creator or viewer, as virtual cameras
record performances inside an off-the-shelf game engine, without the need
for render farms or other expensive postproduction facilities. Machinima
has attracted a lot of attention as the film and game industries work hard
on various points of convergence, from cross-promotions to trying out
technical and narrative innovations of one in the context of the other.
While digital capture, editing, postproduction, and distribution are now
common in film and television, games use established cinematic camera
angles to mark certain genres and borrow voice actors and film scores
for game soundtracks. If video and computer games are a response to
the adaptive problem posed by technology, then the historical record of
explorative and emergent play are of interest to the cultural historian of
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media; machinima offers to provide an archive of gaming performance
and access to the look and feel of software and hardware that may already have become unavailable or even obsolete. As the previous chapter
elucidated, innovations at the human–machine interface grapple with
numerous challenges. Although the entertainment software industry keeps
pushing the limits of immersive graphics and cinema explores 3D once
again, this chapter also considers the space in front of the screen, where
users now have far more sophisticated input devices at their disposal than
QWERTY-legacy keyboards. Aside from the runaway success of WIMP
(windows, icons, menus, pointer) as developed at XeroxPARC, it should
be remembered that gaming started with keyboards on devices such as the
Atari 400/800 and the Sinclair Spectrum, only to be supplemented with
joysticks and controllers later; now mostly forgotten are the Nintendo
PowerGlove and the Sony EyeToy. Numerous devices now harness the
affordances of motion capture, whether it be touchscreens (from the Light
Pen on the Vectrex in 1982 to the stylus of the Nintendo DS or a finger
on the Apple iPad) or gestural interfaces (from the Pantomation in 1977
to the more recent gestural interfaces of the Nintendo Wii and Microsoft
Kinect). Via networked cameras, gamers can manipulate real-time visuals
using full-body gestures instead of twitchy fingers, such as moving left
or right to steer a snowboard down a simulated mountain. This opens
new vistas for the creation of machinima.
Arguably, machinima is to computer gaming what Brechtian epic theater was to dramatic and cinematic conventions a century ago. Moments
and sequences of computer game play are interrupted and time-shifted
into a different context, in adjustments that allow them to be recorded as
significant, interesting, or entertaining independently of the immediate
context of their production. This momentary halting of fluid technical
and semiotic relations can make visible, rather than merely felt, what is
at stake in machinima, and in a wider sense in digital culture. After discussing questions of interface design and usability in computer-mediated
communication in general and gaming in particular, this chapter proposes
that there are at least two reasons to look at the emergent practice of
machinima from the vantage point of gestures. On one hand, gestures
and their citability mark the performative space of theater or cinema that
is cited by machinima. On the other hand, precisely calibrated in-game
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gestures remain particularly difficult, even for highly accomplished
examples of machinima such as Paul Marino’s “I’m Still Seeing Breen,”
a music video using tools included with Half-Life 2, such as FacePoser,
which allows the user to lip-synch new lines of dialogue.1 Many of the
digital assets that come with a particular game tend not to allow certain
simple character movements, such as nodding, facial expressions, turning
one’s head, or pointing without a weapon in hand—as one can quickly
glean from episodes of the long-running machinima sitcom series “Red
vs Blue” set in the game Halo.2 Thus a restaging of scenes from Franco
Zeffirelli’s Hamlet or from Aliens in Halo is arguably more than an experiment on the faultline between parody and performance art.3 The difficulty
in emulating a range of affective expression through gesture and facial
controls is among the constraints of making machinima without modifying a game engine or digital assets.4
In machinima, there is a dual register of gestures: the trained motions
of the player determine the in-game images of expressive motion. In this
sense, machinima is not simply the recording of consumer-generated
content in computer games, any more than speech is merely the consumergenerated movement of air through the larynx. Machinima consists of
controlled gestures in a collective frame of reference in the history of
technology and entertainment. PlayStation Home, an online environment built by Sony, offers machinima-ready tools in its “Stage Set,” and
machinima tools are built into recent games, including Left 4 Dead and
Uncharted 2: Among Thieves. The Unreal engine was used by Lucasfilm for
previsualization, and the History Channel used the engine for Rome: Total
War to stage televisual battles. Other TV examples include “Game On,”
a Volvo ad by students at New York University’s Center for Advanced
Digital Applications, who spent the bulk of their $25,000 production
budget on a state-of-the-art graphics card for a computer so as to stage
much of their ten minutes of action inexpensively and in broadcast quality inside a virtual world; a series of machinima “Video Mods” on MTV2
produced by Alex Coletti and Tony Shiff, music videos set in computer
games; or the UPN show Game Over and the Canadian children’s show
ZIXX on YTV. In short, machinima has become part and parcel of the way
computer games are made, marketed, played, discussed, and used in
unforeseen ways. Therefore, instead of reducing machinima to fan culture
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or to contributions to an oral history of videogames, one ought to show
how machinima’s gestures grant access to gaming’s historical conditions
of possibility and how machinima offers links to a comparative horizon
that informs, changes, and fully participates in videogame culture.5
Gestures are neither necessary nor natural; they are acquired wherever
specific cultural tasks are to be performed, and the process of accommodation or acculturation creates the kinetic body.6 A gesture is a manner of
carrying the body, a controlled motion used to express attitude or emotion.
Gestures communicate: each gesture is a bodily motion, but not all bodily
motions can be understood as gesture. Involuntary movement (including
posture, facial expressions, or even a mere reaction of the pupil of your
eye) does not constitute a gesture: to the extent that gestures are taken as
expressions of an intention, we assume significance and constantly read
or interpret gestures.7 We also know that gestures are readily imitated
or cited, and if they seem derivative or kitschy, then they are less expressive. When it comes to the gestures of machinima, beyond the twitchy
hand–eye coordination videogames require there is the motion of the
camera itself inside game space. As recorded from the point of view of
one player who thereby acts as the camera, game action may feature high
jumps, teleporting, and seemingly impossible positions and angles, yet
apart from (or indeed by dint of) such reminders of the technical capacity of virtual cinematography, the player tends to disappear from screen.
Even as cut scenes, in-game footage, and ad campaigns for blockbuster
gaming products such as The Sims, Halo, and Grand Theft Auto must imply
a player, that player is invariably absent from the screen, which seeks to
impress instead with the promise of spectacle.8 This disappearance of the
player offsets some of the advantages of real-time rendering that make
machinima a new chapter in motion graphics. Here, what Agamben says
of early cinema applies to the interruption of motion graphics that is machinima: “In the cinema, a society that had lost its gestures tries at once
to reclaim what it has lost and to record its loss.”9 Arguably, machinima
recoups the gestures of play, compensating for a loss of theatrical and
cinematic gestures that seem difficult or impossible in videogames. In
terms of this effect of alienation and distancing, Benjamin observes that
“the more an acting subject is interrupted, the more gestures we have.”
Benjamin read the Brechtian epic theater as a systematic interruption of
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the frame, of narrative representation and context, of myth and plot—of
the very elements that since Aristotle had been considered pivotal for the
dramatic genre. Weber argues that Benjamin’s writing can be read as an
instantiation of what he is writing about, “perhaps because the citability
of gesture already entails a mode of writing.”10 Without customized game
engines and video capture tools, machinima moves in jerks and jolts;
rather than seeking to overcome this limitation, machinimators tend to
accept it as something to toy with, something to mobilize for aesthetic
effect. As Weber observes,
This suspended animation, the interruption of the flow of everyday
events, this bringing to a standstill of what we commonly think
of as the “flow” of “life.” And it is this coming-to-a-standstill that
constitutes what, for Benjamin, from his very earliest writings to
his last, can be designated as the virtuality of media, media as virtuality. The medium is never simply actual, never simply real or
present, much less “the message” that it seems to convey. Rather,
it consists in the suspension of all messaging and in the virtuality
that ensues.11
Experimental animators working with game engines “have created a form of animation that exemplifies some of the possibilities for
production and distribution that are unique to digital animation.”12 As
motion-capture animation and inverse kinesthetics approximate our idea
of human movement and gesture ever more closely, computer-generated
imagery becomes legible as related to theater and cinema; just how these
relationships are negotiated is something that may become clearer through
a closer look at machinima.
The first decades of cinema raised the expectation that this new
medium would extend and refine the expressive tradition of gesture
from pantomime. Insofar as silent film was comparable to pantomime
in its wordless expression, it did foreground a stylistic limitation that
was a consequence of a typology of gestures, as a schematic reduction
of affective communication. But on the other hand, if mimodrama chose
silence as a means of expression, early film did not; it was less an artistic
abstraction than a technical constraint. Just as silent film used writing,
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with intertitles and subtitles guiding the viewer through the moving
images, the expanding menu of in-game communications, particularly
in networked gaming, pushes the possibilities of drama and interaction
in gamespace. By the same token, if an emphasis on action as movement
in space (in sound film as in many computer games) came at the expense
of an expressive ballet of gestures, one might surmise that machinima is
also a way of injecting the complexity of miming and gestures into the
kinds of games that tend to reduce their elementary setup to something
as easily summarized as a pantomime or puppet theater handout. Thus
machinima can reintroduce some of the narrative potential that tends to
be eliminated from the compressed standard plot that marks many firstperson shooter, adventure, or strategy games, and it can elaborate on the
rudimentary narratives that introduce open systems for gaming, such as
Second Life or The Sims. Nonetheless, it is too narrow to define machinima
as an exploration of modes of play as modes of production, because some
games are already “designed to be manipulated and modified by the people
who purchase and play them.”13 This is not to deny that machinima has
opened up unforeseen avenues for creative expression using computer
games. It is rash to claim, as some game critics do, that “film theory fails
in the face of such tweaked-out technology,” for if the digital animation
made possible by computer games is used for short films, series, or even
feature-length movies, then clearly the legacy of moving image forms may
retain some relevance, especially if it includes traditions from theater and
puppeteering.14 On the other hand, it is equally valid to assert the fundamental departure from cinema in computer space, such as the simple fact
that the computer image, now omnipresent in the production and editing
of all manner of visual media, derives its point-and-click addressability
from radar screens. Too often, anecdotal attempts to string together a history and typology of computer games fail to take into account the basic
technical dispositive and its influence on the body—from Jacquard looms
to Zuse’s film, from oscilloscopes to Sutherland’s Sketchpad, and indeed
from the lurking style of early machinima such as “Diary of a Camper”
(in Quake 1996) to machinima clips pushing the limits of in-game dance
such as “The Man Who Can” (in World of Warcraft 2006).15 Furthermore,
whereas film theorists emphasize the immobilizing of their audience, the
gamers’ gaze is perhaps fixated on a screen or display, but in terms of
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their twitchy virtuosity with a mouse, keyboard, joystick, or other input
device, gamers are hardly immobilized. Yet Salen is right to associate
machinima with a kind of déjà vu, for it cites not only game play but
also many other media discourses. Conceiving cinema in terms of the
reception of an event, Bellour called film an “unattainable” text, but today
loops of repetition and mash-ups of moving images on TV, video, DVD,
and computers have become common and make film easily citable as still
image or clip.16 Similarly, earlier videogames took place only as real-time
graphics and were hard to stop, interrupt, cite, and archive; machinima
is possible only because this is no longer the case. This situation in turn
raises questions about the status of repetition and remixing, ranging
from remakes and parodies to citations, allusions, video responses,
and more. For instance, when machinimators such as Kendra Flemons
remodel singer R Kelly’s music video series “Trapped in the Closet,” is
that a video remix via The Sims or consumer-generated censorship that
replaces steamy scenes with innocuous ones? When the physics experiments of Randall Glass’s remarkable Halo machinima “Warthog Jump”
cite the 1970s arcade game Cannonball and are in turn cited by a flash
game on the Web (“Warthog Launch”), is it sufficient to celebrate a mass
mediation of user-generated content?17 Here, pseudostabilities are upset
in an entirely different way, as machines are placed under the control of
a new kind of subjectivity that is aligned not just with a technical setup
but with its historical possibilities and impossibilities.18 This underscores
the point that cutting off videogames, arcades, and consoles from their
conceptual and technical history across several media dispositives risks
losing sight of what precisely makes machinima’s cut-and-paste montages
fascinating and worthy of popular appraisal (and academic attention).
Of course, reading machinima as cinematic is not to ignore its ludic
aspects: interrupting, citing, and reassembling the game, machinima is a
way of playing with the game (by the same token, it plays with cinematic
conventions). As Jean-Luc Godard speculated, “Somewhere between
the video game and the CD-ROM there could be another way of making films.”19 Although “on the one hand, images are the reification and
obliteration of a gesture,” as Agamben puts it, “on the other hand, they
preserve the dynamis intact (as in Muybridge’s snapshots or in any sports
photograph).”20 By analogy, because the collective memory of digital
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culture is hampered by the impracticability of anything like a museum of
hardware and software, machinima in the form of captured replays or as
video of tournament games serves as one way of preserving (interrupting
and fixating) the experience of game play—something that is otherwise
irretrievably lost once a platform has become outdated.21 Agamben writes,
In cinema, a society that has lost its gestures tries at once to reclaim
what it has lost and to record its loss. An era that had lost its gestures is, for that very reason, obsessed with them; for people who
are bereft of all that is natural to them, every gesture becomes a
fate. And the more the ease of these gestures was lost under the
influence of invisible powers, the more life became indecipherable.
It is at this stage that the bourgeoisie—which, only a few decades
earlier, had been firmly in possession of its symbols—falls victim
to interiority and entrusts itself to psychology.22
Drawing a parallel between Tourette’s proto-cinematographic study
of human motor coordination and Muybridge’s photographic motion
studies, Agamben asserts that “the element of cinema is gesture and not
image.”23 Citing Deleuze’s argument that sought to erase the fallacy of a
distinction between image as psychic reality and movement as physical
reality, Agamben developed his ethics and aesthetics of “gestural cinema.”
Deleuze held that cinematography consists of movement-images, and
Agamben extends this argument to show how “cinema leads images
back to the homeland of gesture.”24 It is not too much to infer here that
reading machinima by its gestures may lead videogame studies back to
the conditions of possibility of computing culture, to the triple setup of
computer graphics, interface ergonomics, and database form.
To an extent, these three aspects correspond with experiences of
embodiment as distinguished by phenomenology: from motor control
and perceptive self-awareness, to the socially and culturally constructed
body, to technological embodiment as it is observed, for instance, in film
and computer games.25 What this means for reading machinima through
gestures is that there is no clear distinction between the controlling manipulation of gaming interfaces and the controlled in-game motions of
avatars. The necessary but ultimately impossible distinctions between
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controller syntax, avatar performance, and embodied player collapse once
one asserts that the technological premise of gaming’s audiovisual setup
is indeed programmed by what makes the relationship between rapid
finger twitches and 3D illusion possible—namely, that they mean each
other, point to each other, supplement each other. This is observed not only
in media history and film theory but also in the applied motion studies
that underlie the discipline of scientific management and ergonomics.
Despite Deleuze’s dismissal of phenomenology for film theory, it is
worth mentioning that Merleau-Ponty’s approach to cinema outlined a
“sign language of gesture and gaze.”26 Whereas Deleuze considered the
phenomenological account of media experience as merely derivative in
relation to natural visual perception, Merleau-Ponty saw that the structures
of cinema were refined and perceived in the cinematic experience: “The
meaning of a film is incorporated into its rhythm just as the meaning of
a gesture may immediately be read in a gesture: the film does not mean
anything but itself.”27 And parallel to the phenomenological analysis of
modes of embodiment via technology, applications of moving image
technology also allowed for much more exacting study of bodily motion.
A scientific attitude toward efficiency was already evident in the historical roots of film, such as in Marey’s “stoppages at the moment of pose,”
and it inevitably became crucial for usability engineering, whether for
work or for play.28 For computer games to avoid the programmatic and
inevitable fatigue of repetitive strain, behaviorist or Taylorist assumptions
about efficiency of motion have to be complemented by a consideration
of motivation. If one asks what allows games to continue for hours and
what entices repeated play, then one has to ask also what enticed gamers, accomplished as they are in the interactive mode of interfacing with
videogames, to switch into the archival mode of performance that is
machinima.29 Once one adapts to computing culture—graphics, interface
devices, and dataspace—one finds a way of communicating with others
about computing culture. What congeals in gaming and in machinima
is a set of gestures that may be read as the epistemic program of gaming
culture’s technologies, institutions, and machines: from motion studies
and management science, performance training for improving reaction
times, hand–eye coordination, speed, and ergonomic efficiency; from army
mental tests, problem solving in mazes and puzzles and scenario planning;
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and from computer science, metonymic routing and database access.30
Although machinima can be made with the aid of just about any
computer game, its early development owed not just to recordings of
speed runs and other in-game performances but also to the increasing
possibility and popularity of modifying game maps, skins, and tools for
games such as Quake and Doom. Meanwhile, in late 2008 Machinima.com,
seeking to position itself as an entertainment network, announced a
$3.85-million seed investment to help fund expansion. With the proceeds, Machinima.com commissioned fifteen television writers to create
game-based comedy shows for the online site, a talent pool that includes
former writers of such shows as The Simpsons, Futurama, and Family Guy.31
Moreover, the six original episodes of the Terminator Salvation machinima
series focus on a female protagonist in a postnuclear Los Angeles. Set
in the narrative interval between McG’s installment in the Terminator
movie franchise and the game based on it, the series is notable as the first
long-form dramatic machinima produced by a major studio, and it was
widely distributed on iTunes, Video on Demand, Xbox Live, and the Sony
PlayStation Network as well as on DVD. Salen and Zimmerman argue
that “the player-as-producer paradigm takes the modification of a game
so far that the invented activity no longer resembles the play of the game
at all. Such is the case with machinima.”32 However, whether one takes the
earliest examples, such as speed runs, or the many clips surfacing each
day on the Web and in digital film festivals, the fact remains that these are
mostly dilettantish efforts at harnessing the power of a game engine, and
few attain a level of visual and conceptual sophistication that rivals the
more costly productions of the imaginary counterpart, the professional
animation or movie studio experts. It is ironic how readily cultural studies
academics have revived the eighteenth-century discourse of dilettantism
as a direct challenge to the increasing specialization of knowledge and its
organization into disciplines and professions; interviews with machinima
pioneers such as Hugh Hancock and Paul Marino tend to portray them
as zero-budget challengers to Disney and Pixar.33
Yet as students in my first machinima seminar a decade ago grappled
with the vicissitudes of producing and evaluating their own clips, they
were unanimously struck by the early Strange Company machinima
clip “Ozymandias,” because the Shelley sonnet it is based on concerns a
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series of framed acts of reading: a sculptor reading a royal’s face, a traveler discovering the statue, a narrative “I” listening to the report, and a
reader encountering the sonnet.34 Sure, it contains the act of reporting
an ancient inscription that commands the reader to be in awe of a grand
(yet fallen) ruler, yet it is quite evident that the sculptor’s reading of the
“hand that mocked them” and the royal visage already was no mere copy
but also an act of ridicule and distancing, long before the statue falls into
ruin. This seems lost on the lonely walker in the sand, as represented in
the machinima clip; Strange Company seems to suggest that low-budget
machinimation will be alive and moving on in the face of the ruined
omnipotence and arrogance of Hollywood, without acknowledging that
the machinima clip and the poem consist in a series of gestures pivoting
around an imitation of that powerful point of reference. Shelley’s poem
offers a reading that is both faithful and resistant, both subservient and
subversive. Its transfer and transformation of gestures and poses associated
with power is not a succession or eclipse; the power of the ruin over the
“traveller from an ancient land” certainly persists, and his contemporary
scene is a vast wasteland. More recently, amateur production has come
to be seen in opposition less to professionalism than to its side effects.
Contrasting the managed process of a large professional animation outfit with ingenious inventions of the end-user amateur means ignoring
the very structures and strictures of the computer in the production of
audiovisual culture. The overhyped paradigm of user-generated content (so often associated with machinima in particular and with game
modifications and fan art in general) is dissatisfying, precisely because
its concept of “content” is so resolutely divorced from the technical and
historical conditions of computers, networks, and media industries. As
Enzensberger pointed out decades ago, what is new about the new media
is the fact that they are no longer dependent on programs (in the sense
of content scheduling).35 It would be better, perhaps, to regard the impact of electronic mass media in terms of programming in the computer
science sense, for in a very real sense what is generated by the technical
setup of computer graphics, interface devices, and database structures
is first and foremost the idea of the computer user. Instead of opposing
a natural organic body to one conditioned by technology, we see that all
bodies produce culture by interfacing with prosthetic devices: “the body
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never springs forth fully realized but is instead shaped and constructed
by the gestures that machines impose upon it.”36 As the small motor motions required by human–computer interactions can become inscribed as
automatism or habit, they accentuate the body’s originary articulation.
Foucault has documented how handwriting, for instance, “presupposes
a gymnastics—a whole routine whose rigorous code invests the body
in its entirety, from the points of the feet to the tip of the index finger.”37
As machinima cites the gestures of gaming, it foregrounds and exhibits
the timing and motion patterns acquired and necessary for advanced
skills in Max Payne or Counterstrike—including, for the purpose of game
play and concurrent recording, the ability to manipulate several game
controllers simultaneously with hands and feet. Although PlayStation
sports characters are not programmed to do anything but play their
sport, a helpful glitch in Halo that makes a game character’s head pop
up when the gun is lowered all the way allows for a puppeteering index
of talk. Thus, what animation pioneer Alexeieff observed still holds true
for recamming and screen captures in game environments:
For movie animators, the movement which happens on the screen
for the first time is the one which makes the original work: contrary to the photo-film, which is satisfied with a photomechanical
analysis of the real events that the synthesis of the screen recreates
as déjà vu.38
In this way, computer games and the explorative or emergent play that
includes the making and distribution of digital videos (or of code that
would render, in the right engine, as a video sequence) are simply a way
of learning to interface with computers—a way of coping with technology. Accommodation to repetitive tasks is a question of timing and
motion patterns. Certainly the definition of computer workspace and
human–computer interaction is deeply influenced by desktop logistics
that normalize the motions of hands and tools, with drawers, folders, files,
pens, rulers, and so forth all in their predetermined and standardized
relation to each other. Two-dimensional document processing anticipates
the screen metaphors implemented in the computer; data processing
is the application of standardized tools according to industrial norms
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in prescribed sequences of motions and calculations.39 As psychologist
Stanley Hall wrote in 1900,
It is more and more evident that we have not hitherto understood
the educational value of pictures. . . . The daily press, advertisements, posters, scientific knowledge . . . not to speak of the coming colored photography, all contributed what is probably slowly
coming to be a new mode of pictorial thought.40
Time-motion study of repetitive labor, using film cameras and stopwatches,
also laid the foundation for ergonomics and scientific management:
measuring efficiency in such activities as bricklaying, Gilbreth found a
different set of motions used for faster work than for slower work and
accordingly developed the laws of a human motion economy. Another
media-savvy roving consultant picked up where Gilbreth’s innovative
use of media technologies left off: McLuhan knew that “management
training centers have long used games as a means of developing new
business perception.”41 In turn, the Taylorist use of cameras became itself
an object of cinematic observation in the 1950 movie Cheaper by the Dozen,
based on the Gilbreth family; the Steve Martin remake manages to forget
this industrial heritage.42 Of course, it was Taylor’s parsimonious charge
that inefficient work resembled childish play, and scientific management
was going to eliminate all kinds of invisible waste by establishing firm
rules and metrics. Inversely, one may suggest, machinima is a form of
emergent play in that it toys with the game and in that it records its
own kind of time-motion study of the gamer, whether in speed runs or
in quasidocumentary footage of other in-game performances, even as
brought to light by the humor of Jim Munroe’s walking tour of Grand
Theft Auto in his magnificent (and deceptively simple) machinima clip
“My Trip to Liberty City,” where he finds parks, stairwells, and rooftop
terraces in a quixotic quest to just explore the game’s oft-touted open
world in his innocuous “Canadian tourist” skin, against the pressures
of the ostensible plot.
As popular machinima examples such as the restaging of episodes
of the TV show Friends on a Quake Arena server or the in-game talk show
“This Spartan Life” amply illustrate, machinimators can borrow from
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the self-reflection of established formats while arousing curiosity among
peers, fans, and academics.43 Not all machinima needs to function as
self-conscious commentary on the stereotypes about computer games,
as it is too often said of “Red vs Blue.” Most popular examples follow
the narrowly circumscribed conventions of established entertainment
media; that includes many documentary and archival approaches to game
worlds, as well as clips mimicking TV, remaking film scenes (often using the original soundtrack), and the like. Also worth mentioning in this
conjunction is the convergence of game-themed comics, or “gamics.”44
Yet here is the problem I see with a game like The Movies, which has been
called “machinima in a box”: because game play and the recording, editing, scoring, and distributing of digital clips coincide here, the results are
inevitably kitschy afterimages of Hollywood fantasies and generic sets.
Machinima is at its best where it is not merely recording a media setup
but reconfiguring its parameters, for instance in juxtaposing immersion
and reflection, as April Hoffmann’s “The Awakening” and “The Strangerhood” by Rooster Teeth do in The Sims. Real-time animation such as the
live puppeteering performances by the ILL Clan (e.g., “Common Sense
Cooking” at the Florida Film Festival 2003, using a lightly modified Quake)
is far from being improvisational, considering the highly constrained and
circumscribed dispositive of networked gaming that is required even
before any camera angles or shot sequences are hashed out. This is all
the more readily recognized in approaches to machinima that interfere
with the digital assets of a game, modify a game engine, or heavily edit
and postprocess recorded game action.45 Clearly, the player is both subject
and object of play and may herself be played; machinima brings this to
the fore, as does the work of Beijing artist Feng Mengbo, who replaced all
Quake 3 characters with his own likeness, holding a video camera instead
of a weapon in machinima clips and canvas displays and in installations
that invite gallery viewers to shoot at him.46
Thus it becomes clear that gestures are not improvisational or loosely
user generated; rather, they are highly scripted. To understand the preparation necessary for machinima clips such as “Dance Voldo Dance,” one
might consider the dance notations that emerged around the same time
as the time-motion study of manual labor; surely they do not constitute
the invention of choreography, but they established a regulation of
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motion that is not merely descriptive but openly prescriptive. Distilling
elementary gestures and simple bodily actions from the sequences he
observed, Laban sought to establish a holistic system of bodies in time
and space.47 This kind of kinetographic script (or “Labanotation”) is not
dissimilar from the way computer games make the hands of the gamer
dance on the keyboard or game controls; like dance notation, a computer
program can prescribe the gestures of its user, testing in terms of advances
in gamespace whether they are precisely timed and executed in order.
Interestingly, successful machinima music videos such as “Rebel vs Thug”
for Chuck D or the portrait of a lonely robot in space, “In the Waiting
Line,” for the band Zero 7 face the constraints as artistically productive
rather than seeking to overcome them in elaborate modding; a concise
index of increased capability might be the elaborately choreographed
“Cantina Crawl” machinima dance series that is the result of intricately
staged and rehearsed multiplayer collaboration in Star Wars Galaxies.48
What Agamben observed as a loss of meaning of certain gestures under the influence of mechanization also establishes new possibilities
of social inscription by the technologies that make motion visible and
“scriptable,” with consequences for sports, theater, work, and everyday
life. Just as telegraph operators had to practice until the encoding and
decoding had become fully automatic, computer games train the player
to acquire certain motor skills, after which, one need only continue the
analogy, the transmission of communications has become possible. The
mimetic dimension of playing “as if” is complicated by the dark compulsion to repeat over and over again, which tilts gaming and machinima
beyond creative mimicry and into a performance that is as much a (dis)
play as it is a test, a controlled exhibition that is training humans in the
apperceptions and reactions required by living with technology. (Of
course, Adorno scoffed that “art that seeks to redeem itself from semblance through play becomes sport.”49) Machinima, the dance of gaming
gestures, is a test both of games and of gamers, a performance in the
context of art as in the context of sport. But beyond that, what machinima
demonstrates is that computer games are ultimately not about adventure, strategy, speed, or violence so much as they are about usability as
a precondition to communication. The necessary motor skills, hand–eye
coordination, and reaction speeds equally apply to radar operation, flight
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simulation, word processing, Web surfing, and playing (with) games.
This insistence on the formal, technical setup yields teaching moments in the historiography of digital culture. As McLuhan put it, game
studies and information theory “have dealt with the information content
of systems, and have observed the ‘noise’ and ‘deception’ factors that
divert data.”50 Yet the point of looking at computing culture from the
vantage point of gestures is not to introduce some kind of humanism
through the back door of technological determinism. Certainly it is
true that adaptation to the simplest tool already commences a tendency
toward the machine. The increasing interpenetration of bodies and machines of course raises a question about the essential quality of gesture.
Media artist Stelarc’s “Movatar” exhibits the many ways in which the
body can be constrained and programmed by the machine.51 What is at
stake in playing with game technology is much more than consumer
entitlement: to believe so would be to forget media history. For too long,
definitions of games and play have emphasized an exercise of freedom,
following early Romanticism.52 What makes machinima interesting, and
what allowed it to grow so substantially over the past decade and a half,
is much more than consumers’ carefree explorative play, in ways more
or less condoned by the programmers and marketers of computer and
console games: arguably, machinima affords us access to pivotal themes
in media history in general and game studies in particular. After a certain shelf-life, many games have been re-released with a relaxed license
that encourages modification; as user-generated content is observed to
enhance brands, this time-span is shrinking—another reason to debunk
claims to a subversive or countermarketing ethic of machinima. Copyright
law and contemporary culture converge in the conundrum of end-user
license agreements for game engines, in-game assets, and computer programming as a kind of writing.53 What is intriguing about machinima is
precisely its citing, reclaiming, and incorporating gestures of disparate
discourses of mediation, gestures of communication and information, of
repetition and citation, of embodiment and accommodation in handling
technologies that are increasingly pervasive.
Flusser’s information theory of gestures holds that the less a gesture
informs, the more it communicates; the more information it contains, the
more difficult it is to read it as a mere gesture. Inversely, the kitschier a
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gesture is, the less information it contains; empty gestures are pleasing
insofar as they take no effort to decode.54 Indeed, a theory of gesture should
strip out any surmise as to a gesture’s potential intentions, whether this
is argued with phenomenology or with Taylorist motion studies, for to
define gestures as expressions of an intention raises difficult matters of
freedom and subjectivity. Avoiding the ontological trap, a better (if still
rough) definition might be that gestures are bodily motions that betray
no direct cause; that is, they are not reflexes or involuntary motions, they
are part and parcel of our expressive, semantic culture. A formalized
vocabulary of gestures was transferred from theater and puppeteering
to early film, and now, in any cursory study of the computer history of
gaming, one can discern not only the legacy of media discourses of communication and the rituals of art forms but also the legacy of Taylorism
and of usability engineering, of army testing and flight simulation. Our
ideas about acting as representation of human motion continue to change
with each technological step, from sound to color to television, and from
postprocessing to computer-generated imagery to the affordances of game
engines. Flusser warns that conjectures about a general theory of gestures
may tempt one to see it as a metatheory of communication, of art criticism,
of a future theory of the absurd, and in fact as a metatheory of magic
and of ritual—validity claims that are surely too broad and insufficiently
deep. Nonetheless, Flusser goes on to suggest that we try to distinguish
communicative gestures that are directed toward someone else; gestures
of labor that are directed toward material; phatic, disinterested gestures
that tend to be directed toward nothing in particular; and self-reflexive
gestures that ritually refer to themselves. Game play tends to include all
four types, juxtaposed and commingled to different degrees, and they
are certainly inscribed in the genealogy of the technologies used in any
computer and gaming setup; but it is in the last sense, in particular, that a
gesture is “the exhibition of a mediality: it is the process of making a means
visible as such,” as Agamben writes. Precisely in this sense, machinima is
a way of observing, commenting on, and archiving the mediality of our
setup, citing the gestures of gaming as the gestures of computing culture.
***
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the noisy channels of contemporary computer-mediated communication reverberate with contingent, accidental, and errant, yet constantly
recuperated, aestheticized, and politicized data: creative expressions in
text, image, sound, virtual spaces, and gestures, the unexpected remains
vital for art and design as well as for social media and games, for education and finance as well as for entertainment and commerce.55 Theoretical
concepts and empirical insights from information theory still ripple across
disciplines, modifying Shannon’s and Wiener’s seminal approaches to
what a transmitted signal is and how it is encoded and decoded. Shannon’s model follows a randomly generated message produced by an
information source as it is encoded so that each possible message is a
signal from a specific set; the received output is decoded according to
decisions about the signal. Shannon sought to make the class of inputs
as large as feasible while increasing the probability of correctly receiving
them, which led to a search for suitable channels and for input with a low
probability of error. Wiener’s model assumes unencoded random input
and a noisy channel and focuses on optimizing a decoder that produces an
estimate of some property of the input to cope with the inevitable noise.
Invoking information theory is of course not to suggest that the
humanities emulate the sciences, turn quantitative, or use computing to
lend a scientific veneer to what they continue to pursue. On the contrary:
the study of cultural technologies shows that it would radically impoverish our intellectual landscape to leave to the techno-sciences the salient
interpretive and heuristic tasks that are the expertise of the humanities.
Just as we rely on our cognitive models of people to interact with them,
we rely on scaling up our models for collective social situations from
basic assumptions that are tested by longitudinal data. Finance, for instance, has rational expectationalists who believe the economy naturally
reverts to equilibrium, and seek “beta” in the wisdom of crowds, while
reflexive behavioralists believe that the world persists in a state of fluctuating disequilibrium, and seek “alpha” opportunities in the madness
of crowds. Media studies is likewise sundered between those who see
crowdsourcing as the major force of transformation and progress—from
the print and screen mass media of the twentieth century to the diversified mediascapes of the twenty-first century—and those who warn that
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the dispersion of attention and the sheer noise of ever larger numbers of
participants in media drown out what is most valuable, whether it be in
news or in entertainment. This is not the place to try and arbitrate between
these irreconcilable positions. The standard financial disclaimer that past
performance is no guarantee of future results surely is an apt analogy
for media history as well. Nonetheless, media studies can extract some
benefit, though not as formulaic as an alpha or beta deviation, from not
only recording history but also extrapolating trends. One major trend of
the past five decades is undeniably a confluence of massive, high-speed
computation with numerous variables, giving rise to pattern detection
as it moves from data to image to data, and input and control devices
that have greatly expanded the way we store, process, and distribute
information as networked computers become the twenty-first century’s
epistemology engine, inheriting the role the camera obscura played for
philosophers like Descartes or Locke.
Today, scholars approach the study of digital culture from multiple
additional vantage points that are a legacy of their training, whether
in law or sociology, literature or visual arts, communication studies
or information science. Some prefer to approach new media from the
viewpoint of older media (e.g., film studies), whereas others concentrate
on digital or net art; some start as computer scientists or engineers who
include humanistic inquiry or cultural issues in their work, others are
grounded in theoretical modes in the humanities and approach the history of communication technology from that angle. Certainly cybernetics
pioneer Heinz von Foerster was onto something when he submitted his
theorem that “the hard sciences are successful because they deal with
the soft problems; the soft sciences are struggling because they deal with
the hard problems.”56 However, I argue that for new media studies and
digital humanities to succeed—for systematic research in digital culture to
establish a critical historical vocabulary—depth is needed in all available
approaches. It must be at ease with ergonomics and motion studies as
well as with aesthetic theory, it must cope with the legacy of cybernetics
as with media archeology, and it must probe the codes and channels of
current computer-mediated communication on the background of a longer
conceptual history of models, simulations, and games. After all that, if
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it can still seem as if the pristine ratios of information theory remain at
odds with the reality of our noisy channels, then this asymmetry is owed
perhaps to Lewis Mumford’s axiomatic diagnosis:
If all the mechanical inventions of the last five thousand years
were suddenly wiped away, there would be a catastrophic loss
of life; but man would still be human. But if one took away the
function of interpretation, man would sink into a more helpless
and brutish state than any animal; close to paralysis.57
Thus research on digital culture and aesthetic communication must not
dissolve into sociological statistics or ethnographic descriptions of how
fans establish a niche but ought to exercise a critical awareness that gives
rise to interpretation, demonstrating in case studies, close readings, or
thought experiments how meaning arises and traverses the media network. And so the digital humanities assert that “from the standpoint of
art forms instantiated in informatic media (aural sounds, visual images,
linguistic signs), the noise is the art.”58
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